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Abstract
Radiation therapy (RT) has been a standard-of-care treatment for many localized
cancers for decades. Despite being an effective treatment modality for many clinical
presentations, the efficacy of RT against cancer can be limited due to local recurrence,
metastatic spread, and radiation resistance from tumor hypoxia. These limitations
provide opportunity for innovative approaches to enhance the overall efficacy of RT. This
thesis explores the potential novel approach to enhancing RT through the paradigm
changing approach of adding a phototherapeutic component initiated simultaneously
with RT. X-ray Psoralen Activated Cancer Therapy (X-PACT) is one such approach, where
diagnostics-energy kilovoltage (kV) x-ray coupled with energy modulators (phosphors)
converts kV photon to ultraviolet (UV) light, which in turn activates psoralen.
Radiotherapy Enhanced with Cherenkov photo-Activation (RECA) is another approach,
where therapeutic megavoltage (MV) x-ray generates UV light via Cherenkov
phenomenon. Both approaches could increase local control in RT, increase treatment
effectiveness in hypoxic tumors, and amplify anti-cancer systemic response. The
overarching hypothesis that drives this dissertation is that X-PACT and RECA can
activate psoralen to enhance cytotoxicity in-vitro and tumor growth control in-vivo
compared to RT alone. In line with this hypothesis, this work explores the feasibility of
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both X-PACT and RECA via in-vitro and in-vivo verification as well as optimization of
radiation techniques to maximize the therapeutic benefit of the approach.
X-PACT and RECA in-vitro / in-vivo studies indicate radiotherapy enhancement is
plausible with psoralens activated by secondary UV light production from radiation,
though further investigation is required to establish feasibility of RECA in-vivo. For XPACT in-vitro, a substantial reduction in cell viability and increase in apoptosis was
observed in various murine cancer cells (4T1, KP-B, and CT2A) when treated with a
combination of 50µg/mL phosphor, 10µM psoralen (8-MOP), and 1Gy of 80kVp x-ray
(viability < 20%), compared to any of these components alone (viability > 70%). This
suggests a synergistic interaction between the components congruent with the X-PACT
scheme, where x-ray induces phosphor UV emission, which in turn activates psoralen.
The X-PACT in-vivo mice study showed improved survival with X-PACT versus saline
control with flank 4T1 tumors (30.7 days for X-PACT vs. 21.6 days for saline) for survival
criteria of 1000, 1500, and 2000mm3, respectively. For RECA, in-vitro results seem
promising, where reductions in viability of 20% and 9.5% were observed for 4T1 and B16
murine cancer cell lines treated with RECA (radiation + trioxsalen, a potent psoralen
derivative) versus radiation alone. A substantial increase in MHC I expression was
observed for B16 cells treated with RECA versus those treated with radiation alone. A
small RECA in-vivo pilot study using 8-MOP was inconclusive. Further in-vivo trials with
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a greater number mice per arm of are required to establish the RECA feasibility to enhance
radiotherapy.
Feasibility of treatment optimization for both X-PACT and RECA were
demonstrated with kV and MV beams respectively, by optimization of optical output per
radiation dose delivered. It was found that in both X-PACT and RECA scheme, the energy
of the photon radiation beam (i.e. tube voltage and LINAC energy settings) affected
optical output the most. With kV beams for X-PACT, accurate beam delivery within the
target volume to reduce normal tissue damage typically expected of kV beams was
demonstrated with a 3D-printing-based preclinical irradiation scheme, which is expected
to help X-PACT translation into the clinics. In addition, for X-PACT, novel MVresponding phosphors were characterized under MV radiation beam, suggesting the
possibility of MV-radiation-mediated X-PACT. Immediate future studies should
investigate the efficacy of the optimized X-PACT and RECA, as well as MV X-PACT invitro and in-vivo. Studies beyond these immediate ones should investigate X-PACT and
RECA efficacy against hypoxic and metastatic tumor sites, where radiation can
traditionally fail.
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1 Introduction

1.1 General Overview
Radiation Therapy (RT) has traditionally been based on the central dogma that
ionizing radiation induces DNA double-strand breaks within the irradiated tumor, which
in turn induces cell death. Within this radio-biological framework, RT is strictly a local
treatment that needs to be delivered with high accuracy and precision to the solid tumor,
so as to limit radiation toxicity to healthy, normal tissues surrounding it. RT has matured
into the standard-of-care treatment of today for many local and regional cancers, with
ongoing active research constantly improving the technique to conform the delivered
radiation dose around the tumor.
Despite its wide-ranging success and versatility against many local cancers, RT is
limited in use against distant cancer (metastasis) and may fail to prevent recurrence. In
fact, survival against stage-IV metastatic cancer is generally poor with any therapeutic
modality. According to 2007-2013 cumulative statistics from the National Cancer
Institute’s Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program, 5-year survival
rates in the United States of America is only 27%, 5%, 14%, and 30% for metastatic breast,
1

lung, colon, and prostate cancers, the four most major cancer sites1. Metastatic pancreas
and liver cancers yield the poorest prognosis, at a survival rate of only 3%. RT can fail
against brain metastases, where stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT) is a standard-of-care but
may induce neurological morbidity including radiation necrosis and vasculitis. High dose
SRT may also encourage metastatic spread by promoting microvasculature permeability2.
RT treatment failure has also been associated with its decreased effectiveness against
hypoxic tumor, which plays a major role in increasing tumor aggression and metastasis3.
These limitations require innovative approaches outside of the current RT framework to
address.
Psoralen phototherapy has a solid history of long-term anti-cancer effect against
T-cell lymphomas and immunomodulatory effect in whole organisms4. Psoralen is a
biologically inert molecule that, when photo-activated with ultraviolet A (UVA) light,
promotes a strong, long-term clinical response5 against skin cancer6 and cutaneous T-Cell
Lymphoma7. This clinical response is likened to a “magic bullet” that seeks out and
eliminates tumor cells using the body’s own immune system with minimal collateral
damage to the normal tissue. Though exact mechanisms are still under investigation, the
observed long-term clinical responses are thought to be mediated by the immune system,
perhaps owing to the unique mode of DNA cross-linking damage called inter-strand
crosslinks (ICL) quite different than RT, which strongly induces apoptotic cell death and
has been associated with upregulated surface MHC I expression8. The DNA damage
2

offered by ICL-inducing chemotherapy drugs is suggested to be effective against
chronically hypoxic tumors9, and some hypoxia-activated ICL drugs are under current
phase II and III clinical trials10. These studies suggest psoralen-induced ICL could be
effective against hypoxic conditions.
However, to date, the use of light activated phototherapeutics as a treatment has
been limited to superficial or extra-corporeal applications because of the lack of technical
capability to generate UVA light in deep tissue11,12 (UVA light penetration is typically
<1mm in tissue). An attempt to deliver excessive UVA light to treat deep tumors through
the skin increases the risk of skin cancer, as was observed with the treatment of psoriasis13.
A method to combine versatility of RT, which has the capability to deliver the therapy
non-surgically to deep-seated tumors, with psoralen phototherapy, which may address
the limitations of RT against metastatic cancer and hypoxia, could address limitations of
both therapies.
In this work, we introduce two paradigm-changing RT enhancement methods that
can directly activate photo-therapeutics concomitantly with RT treatment deep within the
body: X-ray Psoralen Activated Cancer Therapy (X-PACT) and Radiotherapy Enhanced with
Cherenkov photo-Activation (RECA). The X-PACT and RECA strategies deliver optical light
in deep-seated tumor, converting kilo-voltage (kV) or mega-voltage (MV) radiation,
respectively, to photons in the UV-visible range relevant to phototherapy.

3

X-PACT combines psoralen with phosphor micro-particles that absorb low-energy
kV x-rays and re-radiates the energy at suitable UV wavelengths for psoralen activation.
The phosphors act as UVA light sources at any depth within the tissue, thereby enabling
psoralen activation. RECA offers an MV alternative to X-PACT by leveraging a largely
ignored phenomenon intrinsic to RT: Cherenkov light production. This approach requires
no phosphor injection, as it uses Cherenkov light (CL) generated with clinical MV beam
throughout the radiation beam path. CL is generated in proportion to the local dose14,15
and may be used to activate phototherapeutics locally in tumor. However, compared to
phosphors, it is believed that CL fluence per radiation dose is very low (on the order of
ambient light within the clinic), and so needs to be investigated further as a viable
phototherapy light source16. With X-PACT and RECA, light activation can be
accomplished relatively non-invasively in deep-seated tumor, only requiring an injection
rather than invasive surgery. Radiation-based phototherapy opens the door to deliver
orthogonal phototherapeutic damage component with a wide variety of desired
phototherapeutics concomitantly with RT to deep-seated tumor, initiated by the actual RT
beam itself.

1.2 Clinical Significance of Adding Psoralen Phototherapy
Component
RT is a major contributor to cancer treatment: about 50% of all cancer patients
receive RT at some point of their treatment, including 40% of patients receiving curative
4

treatments17. However, RT treatment may be sub-optimal in several areas including:
normal tissue complications, such as increased cardiovascular disease rate18 and cerebral
vasculopathy19; radio-resistance in hypoxic tumors3 and in breast cancer after repeated
irradiations20; and treatment of delocalized tumor, such as brain metastasis, due to its
immuno-stimulatory effects (increased DAMPs, upregulated MHC I, etc.) being counterbalanced by immuno-suppressive effects (recruitment of Treg, MDSC, promotion of TGFß, etc.)21. In breast cancer, it is suggested that treatment could fail after ionizing radiation
due to reprogramming of differentiated breast cancer cells into radio-resistant breast
cancer stem cells (iBCSC)20,22, which can re-grow into a tumor after treatment. Brain
metastasis can form from a wide variety of common cancers23, and is a significant cause
of morbidity and mortality in cancer patients. Despite substantial technical advances in
the physics of SRT treatment for brain mets24,25, local treatment failure, neurological
treatment-related morbidity, and reduced effectiveness in hypoxic or large lesions limit
efficacy of RT. Hypoxia especially can increase the tendency of tumor to become
malignant and increase radio-resistance. Hypoxia-induced HIF-1α stabilization and
subsequent recruitment of bone marrow-derived cells (BMDCs) in tumors may promote
a pro-metastatic tumor micro-environment, or pre-metastatic niche2,26. Given these
limitations new RT approaches that are more effective in hypoxic tumor and can engender
systemic anti-tumor response, while sparing normal tissue, represent an area of intense
research3,26–30. In this dissertation, we explore novel therapeutic approaches to address
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each of these limitations. Specifically, we lay the foundation to examine local and systemic
efficacy of combined psoralen and RT therapy, which uses highly-penetrating ionizing
radiation to induce light production in deep tissue.
Psoralen-based

photodynamic

therapy

demonstrates

enhanced

immune

response31–34, whereas psoralen-derived DNA interstrand cross-linking hampers tumor
growth via cell arrest at G235. This process is oxygen-independent4,36 and is distinct from
radiation, which induces DNA double-strand breaks and oxygen fixation. In addition to
DNA damage, psoralen targets lipids and binding sites of crucial proteins such as the
oncogenic protein ErbB2, which is associated with poor prognosis in about 20% of breast
cancer patients due to its constitutively “on” status leading to proliferation and migration
of the cancer cells37–39. The work presented in this dissertation is significant because the
strengths of standard-of-care RT are complemented by a novel photo-therapeutic
component that can improve local tumor control, reduce toxicity (through dose deescalation techniques based on systemic immunogenic effects), and induce oxygenindependent damage. Plus, with increasing recognition of the sensitivity of solid tumors
to immune-based therapies40, activation of an antitumor immune response via
phototherapeutics, as reported with the use of light activated psoralen for the treatment
of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma37,41, will be an added benefit. Expedited clinical use of XPACT and RECA can be expected due to low barriers in translation (FDA-approved
phosphors and psoralen). Implementation of this technique in the clinics could result in
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better prognosis for patients with hypoxia and other forms of radio-resistance. Due to
lower radiation required for local control of tumor by addition of phototherapeutics,
better quality-of-life post-therapy can be expected.
In addition, successful delivery of radiation-based phototherapy is expected to
expand the horizon of both RT and phototherapy, bringing about a new combined cancer
treatment paradigm. Traditional particle-based radio-sensitizers rely on heightened local
dose from heavy elements (high-Zeff) inducing Auger electrons, as is the case for gold
nanoparticle42. Despite its advantages in chemical functionalizability for tumor targeting,
gold nanoparticles do not directly address the issue of hypoxia. Several radio-sensitizers
under phase I or II clinical trial target hypoxic tumor, including nimorazole43, Trans
Sodium Crocetinate (TSC)44, and dodecafluoropentane45, the latter two targeting oxygen
delivery to hypoxic glioblastoma (GBM). Though effective, these radio-sensitizers rely on
increased oxygenation rather than an alternative therapeutic damage component to
enhance RT. In contrast, psoralen-based phototherapeutic damage is shown to be oxygenindependent both mechanistically4 and clinically36, and inter-strand crosslinking (ICL)
agents (such as psoralen) have previously shown effectiveness against chronically
hypoxic tumors9,36. Thus, combining radiation with psoralen phototherapy represents an
innovation that not only expands horizons of phototherapy, but also deviates significantly
from traditional radio-sensitizers.
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1.3 Purpose & Specific Aims
The overarching hypothesis that drives this dissertation is that X-PACT and RECA
can activate psoralen to enhance cytotoxicity in-vitro and tumor growth control in-vivo
compared to RT alone. Secondary hypothesis that expands upon this main hypothesis
states that X-PACT and RECA effectiveness can be maximized to provide more light
output with same radiation toxicity via optimization of radiation beam and phosphor
parameters. This is tested through the following specific aims, which include both in-vitro
and in-vivo investigations, with higher weighting on the former due to the early stage
nature of this work:

Aim 1: To quantify and optimize the in-vitro efficacy of X-PACT (Chapters 2 and 3)
•

Aim 1a: Test in-vitro feasibility of kV X-PACT on breast, melanoma, sarcoma, and
brain-glioma cell lines. In this aim, we investigate whether activation of psoralen
is optimal in kV region versus MV region via direct UVA optical yield
measurement per radiation dose. The study is followed-up with clonogenic, ATP
luminescence, and flow cytometry assays to quantify cell viability under standard
X-PACT regimen.

•

Aim 1b: Optimize X-PACT treatment capability on a preclinical kV animal
irradiator. In this aim, a conformal kV radiation treatment is developed, which is
8

essential to limit kV-photon-induced normal tissue damage and to localize
psoralen activation only to within the tumor. Focus on developing a precise, lowcost 3D-printed compensator was emphasized to improve smooth clinical
translation of X-PACT.

Aim 2: To quantify and optimize the in-vitro efficacy of RECA (Chapter 4)
•

Aim 2a: Compare RT+RECA treatment efficacy in-vitro versus standard RT alone
using Cherenkov light generated from clinical MV beam. Cytotoxicity and
immunogenicity in murine triple-negative breast cancer model 4T1 and
immunogenic melanoma model B16 cell lines were compared between psoralenincubated cells exposed to CL versus no CL.

•

Aim 2b: Evaluate various optimization methods to increase CL output for in-vivo
translation. Irradiation parameters that optimize CL generation (e.g. Energy,
flattening filter free, depth-dependent response etc.), as well as UV
supplementation with MV-responding phosphors will be explored. Here, we
directly compare UVA light from MV-irradiated tissue phantoms (e.g. animal
tissue, gels) to (1) solid water used in the benchmark RECA in-vitro study in Aim
2a to (2) novel MV-activated phosphors developed in Aim 1b.
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Aim 3: To Evaluate In-vivo Efficacy of X-PACT and RECA versus Radiation Alone
(Chapter 5)
•

Evaluate ability of X-PACT and RECA in-vivo to induce tumor growth retardation
in-vivo at a low radiation dose. Tumor size will be monitored for X-PACT and
RECA arms versus control arms, which include drug-only, radiation-only, and notreatment controls. Survival curves (Kaplan-Meier) will be established and their
comparative statistical significance calculated.

Figure 1. Simple illustration of each aims of this dissertation. Two novel
modalities, x-ray psoralen activated cancer therapy (X-PACT) and radiotherapy enhanced
with Cherenkov photo-activation (RECA), are investigated, where radiation is used to
10

generate UV (or Cherenkov UV) light which in turn activates psoralen. Three aims are
presented, focusing on in-vitro efficacy of X-PACT (Aim 1) and RECA (Aim 2), and in-vivo
efficacy (Aim 3). Each aim investigates in-vitro feasibility of the techniques first, before
investigating parameters that can optimize UV production – by conducting phosphor and
Cherenkov optical studies and adjusting x-ray beam parameters for optimal psoralen
activation.

The desired outcomes of each aim are summarized here. Aim 1 demonstrates basic
feasibility of X-PACT to enhance cytotoxicity over radiation alone (Aim 1a, Chapter 2) and
builds a foundation for smooth clinical translation of kV-irradiation techniques (Aim 1b).
Use of kV is undesirable compared to MV in RT, but this can be alleviated through
conformal therapy methods, to be explained in the Conceptual Framework section
(section 1.4).
Aim 2 demonstrates basic feasibility of RECA to enhance tumor kill more than
radiation alone (Aim 2a) and address the potential issue of low CL output per dose by
optimizing beam parameters (Aim 2b). Feasibility of an alternative phosphor-based
strategy involving MV-responding phosphors is also tested in case of RECA failing to
show therapeutic effect.
Completion of Aim 3 would further solidify clinical viability of X-PACT and
RECA as a radiation-enhancing treatment modality. These outcomes are expected to lead
to positive impact in cancer therapy because they introduce potential new therapy options
that not only builds on but also improves standard RT, increasing local tumor control on
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relevant cancer models (breast, brain mets, and sarcoma) at a reduced normal tissue dose
and toxicity.

1.4 Conceptual Framework: Physics and Biology of Activated
Psoralen, and How It Can Add to the Current Radiation
Oncology Efforts
In X-PACT and RECA, radiotherapy is administered concomitantly with psoralen
phototherapy initiated by the ionizing radiation itself. We introduce conceptual
frameworks here that aim to (1) demonstrate how addition of psoralen to radiotherapy
may confer a therapeutic benefit above that of radiotherapy alone and (2) provide
theoretical basis for methods of X-PACT and RECA optimization.
The first three sections focus on the biological underpinnings of X-PACT and
RECA. We focus specifically on two current medical needs that radiation therapy cannot
fully address: hypoxia and metastasis. Section 1.4.1 introduces the basic biological
mechanism of radiation therapy against cancer. Section 1.4.2 provides an overview of
cancer interaction with the immune system and hypoxia, and why radiation therapy alone
can fail to address these issues. Section 1.4.3 introduces psoralen phototherapy and
discusses how its unique cross-linking DNA damage can enhance conventional radiation
therapy, in context of metastasis and hypoxia.
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The last two sections focus on physics and optimization parameters of X-PACT
and RECA. Section 1.4.4 provides backgrounds on the physics and technology of radiation
therapy, focusing on interactions of high-energy (keV~MeV) photons with matter. Section
1.4.5 introduces backgrounds on the physics of optical light generation using ionizing
radiation, which is the crux of X-PACT and RECA mechanism of action. The section also
proposes possible optimization methods to increase intra-tumor optical output, which is
then tested in later chapters.

1.4.1 Basic Radiobiology Concepts and In-vitro Assays in Radiation
Therapy
Overview
In this section, we introduce basic radiobiology concepts in radiation therapy.
Specifically, concepts of radiation-induced DNA damage, inter-strand crosslink (ICL)
damage, DNA repair mechanisms, the 4R’s of radiation therapy, and the radiobiological
basis for dose fractionation are described.

Radiation-induced DNA Damage and Repair
The DNA is a double-stranded macromolecule, connected by a string of nucleotide
bases that non-covalently bond together via hydrogen bonds. When ionizing radiation
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(high-energy x-ray, gamma ray, electrons, protons, etc.) enter the human body, energetic
charged particles can damage the DNA and a host of other critical bio-macromolecules
including the RNA, protein, and phospholipids. Radiotherapy depends on these cellular
damages to induce tumor cell death.
There are two general mechanisms of DNA damage from ionizing radiation: direct
and indirect actions. The former disrupts covalent bonds in the DNA by direct transfer of
energy from charged particles, and the latter produces short-lived reactive oxygen species
(ROS) from radiolysis of water that in turn damage the DNA46. Both direct and indirect
actions of radiation can induce single-strand breaks (SSB) or double-strand breaks (DSB)
in tumor DNA, the latter being far deadlier for the cancer and more difficult to repair than
the former. This is because in SSB, the complementary DNA strand can serve as a template
to repair the damage quickly and accurately, while in DSB the template is not immediately
available or may not be used at all possibly resulting in mutation. A homologous pair
could be used as a DNA template for repair (which is a “near-copy” of the damaged DNA
but may not have exactly the same sequence), but such process is far more complicated
than an SSB.
DNA repair mechanisms are essential for cell survival, since if not repaired, the
cell is likely to undergo catastrophic mitotic failure during cell division. For SSB, the main
repair mechanisms are base excision repair (BER) and nucleotide excision repair (NER).
In BER, a single mismatched DNA base is excised out of one of the two DNA strands while
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in NER, multiple adjacent bases are excised and replaced. Mechanisms of DSB repair
include homologous recombination (HR) and nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ). HR
results in significantly lower mutation than NHEJ because HR uses a homologous pair as
a template to repair while NHEJ does not. For more detailed introduction to these DNA
repair mechanisms the reader is referred to the textbook, Radiobiology for the Radiologist
by Eric J. Hall47.

Radiation and Inter-strand Crosslinking (ICL)
One type of DNA damage that is rarely radiation-induced, and one that is relevant
to our later discussions of psoralen phototherapy and hypoxia, is the inter-strand
crosslinking (ICL). This is the main mechanism of DNA damage stemming from psoralen
phototherapy (to be discussed in detail later in section 1.4.3). ICLs occur when one strand
of the DNA is covalently bonded to the other strand, preventing DNA separation and
stalling gene transcription essential for cell function. What distinguishes DNA crosslinks
from SSB and DSB is its acutely high cytotoxicity on a per lesions basis compared to DSB.
In addition, the complexity involved in repairing ICL mean even higher incidence of cell
death from ICL than DSB alone.
The ICL repair mechanism is indeed very complex, requiring both HR and NER
machinery. Our current understanding of ICL repair come from Fanconi Anemia (FA)48,
a rare autosomal disease marked by high incidence of cancer and hypersensitivity to ICL15

inducing agents. A defect in either HR or NER pathways can result in sensitivity to DNA
crosslinking agents. For example, cells deficient in Ercc1-XPF and Mus81-Eme1 (proteins
involved in NER pathway) are hypersensitive to crosslinking agents. Mutations in RAD51
and BRCA genes (active in HR pathway) also lead to FA-like hypersensitivity to
crosslinking agents49.
Ionizing radiation can induce ICL in small numbers, but it is not extensively
studied compared to DSB or SSB. This is partially because of the technical difficulty
isolating ICL damage from DSB damage from RT. In addition, rather than inter-strand,
ionizing radiation often seems to cause intra-strand cross-linking; when inter-strand crosslinking does occur, it only seems to occur in a specific regions in the genome50. Hence,
adding an ICL damage component to conventional RT would mean adding a novel,
orthogonal DNA damage component rarely observed in RT.

Principles of Fractionation
In this sub-section, we discuss the concept of fractionation, which is a technique
we frequently employ for in-vivo studies throughout this dissertation. Fractionation refers
to a technique where prescribed radiation dose is delivered in smaller dose chunks, or
“fractions.” Fractionation is used to maximize the therapeutic ratio (the ratio of tumor
control probability to normal tissue complication probability). To understand why, we
continue our discussion with the cell survival curve of normal tissue
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The cell survival curve is cell survival fraction (SF) plotted as a function of
radiation dose delivered, which can be modeled most simply as simple linear-quadratic
(LQ) with respect to dose as follows (Figure 2a):
!/!# = &' = ( )*+),+

-

where ! = post-irradiation cell count, !# = initial cell count, . = radiation dose
delivered in Grays (Gy), and α, β = constants varying with tissue type. The LQ model is
based on the concept that two energetic charged particle can cause two separate doublestranded breaks (DSBs) in chromosomes. When two DSBs are co-existent, misrepair can
occur where the broken chromosomes may shuffle, resulting in lethal chromatic
aberrations. In addition, rather than two separate particles, a single particle can also cause
cells to die via various mechanisms (including two “fortuitous” DSBs from a single
particle, considered more common with heavy charged particles) leading to cellular stress.
In this model, the probability of cell kill from the single-particle event is proportional to
αD, while the probability of cell kill from dual-particle event is proportional to βD2.51
The benefit of dose fractionation is to preserve normal tissue while delivering
lethal dose to tumors, and the LQ model can give an explanation as to why this is so. In
the LQ model, cancer cells and fast-proliferating normal tissues (i.e. skin, mucosa) tend to
have a large α/β ratio of around α/β = 10Gy. This is likely because cells with active cell
cycle can repair the sub-lethal damage from the first DSB before the second DSB from a
separate particle, i.e. β contribution to cell death is small. In contrast, slow-replicating or
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non-replicating normal tissues like heart, brain, and spinal cord have smaller α/β ratio (for
example, α/β = 0.87Gy for spinal cord52), i.e. β contribution to cell death is large. On Figure
2A, cell survival curve of spinal cord irradiated to 6Gy with 2Gy/fx (fx=fraction) delivered
three times (dotted) is compared to that of 6Gy with a single 6Gy fraction (solid). The ratio
of surviving spinal cord cells at single 6Gy versus 6Gy delivered in 3 fx is on 3 orders of
magnitude (10-2~10-3 versus 10-5~10-6).

Figure 2. Illustration of benefits of fractionation. A. Cell survival curve versus
radiation dose for 2Gy x 3 fractionated treatment (dotted) and 6Gy x 1 single treatment
(solid). Fractionation spares the normal tissue more for late tissues such as the spinal cord.
B. Representative cell survival curve of Chinese hamster cells versus time between two
2Gy. Adapted from Hall et. al.51
In the example of the spinal cord, the cumulative dose delivered for both thricefractionated and single-fraction cases is 6Gy, yet the biological effect (i.e. what fraction of
cells are still surviving) is vastly different. The biologically effective dose (BED) is a
modified radiation dose that can account for the sparing effect of fractionation. BED is
derived somewhat from the LQ model:
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(1)

23. = 45 [1 + 5 / (8/9)]

where 4 = number of fx, 5 = dose per fx, and 8/9 ratio which represents sensitivity
of tissue of interest to dose per fx. It is noted that 45 is simply the total physical radiation
dose given to the tissue throughout the entire fractionated treatment; thus, the difference
between BED and physical dose comes from the additional factor 5 / (8/9) that
represents tissue sensitivity to fraction size 5.
Different fractionation schemes aim to maximize BED for the tumor while
minimizing BED for the normal tissue. In in-vivo trials of X-PACT and RECA in mice, we
adopt fractionation schemes, partly to ensure radiation does not result in normal tissue
complications that may negatively affect their survival.

The 4R’s of Radiobiology
The LQ description of cell survival from single- and dual-particle event is oversimplified; however, the concept of sub-lethal damage repair from the first charged
particle is insightful. In fact, the concept of repair is one of the four R’s of radiobiology, which
are the central radiobiological principles that guide fractionation schemes to maximize the
therapeutic ratio of ionizing radiation. The 4 R’s are: repair of sub-lethal DNA damage,
repopulation of tumor cells that survived the radiation treatment, re-assortment of cancer
cells in the cell cycle due to radiosensitivity in G2/M phases, and re-oxygenation of
hypoxic tumor after irradiation.
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Three of the four 4 R’s, repair, re-assortment, and repopulation, are demonstrated
in a simplified two-fraction radiation case (Figure 2B). Cells can repair sub-lethal damages
within a few hours, increasing its chances of survival upon second irradiation.
Immediately after the first irradiation, tumor cells are predominantly in the radio-resistant
phase of the cell cycle (late S phase) since cells in the radio-sensitive phases of the cell
cycle (especially the mitotic phase or M phase) are depleted. Re-assortment of surviving
tumor cells are initiated few hours post-irradiation as surviving tumor cells progress (or
“re-assort”) from S phase to G2 and M phases. Fractionation schemes applying the reassortment principle aim to irradiate fast-growing tumors in the radio-sensitive G2 / M
phase. Repopulation of cancer cells are initiated during and after re-assortment. Since
tumor proliferation is generally faster than normal tissue proliferation, the therapeutic
ratio (ratio between tumor control and normal tissue damage) can decrease between
fractions. This effect can be incorporated into the BED formula to better predict tumor
control. If potential doubling time ;<=> of a particular tumor is known (typically 2~25
days, median 5 days), BED with repopulation is:

(2)
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where t is the time available for tumor proliferation and 8 is assumed to be
0.3±0.1Gy-1 for conventional MV photon therapy.
The fourth R of radiotherapy is “re-oxygenation” of solid tumor after irradiation.
In indirect action of radiation discussed before, molecular oxygen (O2) can facilitate the
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propagation and fixation of radical moieties onto DNA. Thus, oxygen is a powerful
radiosensitizer, especially for x-ray photon beams that rely heavily on indirect actions.
Cells that are anoxic during x-ray photon irradiation are about three times more resistant
to radiation than cells that are well oxygenated at the time of irradiation, a ratio referred
to as oxygen enhancement ratio3.

Introduction to In-vitro Assays for Practical Radiobiology
To end this section, we discuss traditional and modern in-vitro techniques to
measure cell survival (“viability”) and immunogenicity: (1) clonogenic assay (methylene
blue assay); (2) ATP luminescence assay; and (3) flow cytometry. We also emphasize the
crucial differences between the interpretation of “cell viability” each technique. A
summary is provided in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Biological assays to measure viability and protein expression of a
population of cells. All three assays are capable of measuring “cell viability” proportional
to the number of cells survived in a well, though the interpretation can vary. Only flow
cell cytometry can measure protein expression in addition to viability, which can be used
to measure implied immunogenicity, such as surface MHC I expression.
Clonogenic Assay: This assay determines the ability of a cell to proliferate
indefinitely to form a large colony or a clone, a trait referred to as “clonogenic”53. The
interpretation of cell survival for clonogenic assay is “percentage of cells retaining their
ability to reproduce”, which needs to be firmly differentiated from “percentage of cells
surviving”. The cell survival curve discussed before in context of radiation therapy is
often established with the clonogenic cell survival assay. Survival curves have wide
applications in evaluating the reproductive integrity of different cells, not only cancer
cells. A typical clonogenic assay procedure is outlined in Figure 3. The cells are fixed (i.e.
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water contents replaced with alcohol) and stained with crystal violet dyes. Number of
colonies are counted via hand or via software.
Methylene Blue Assay: This is, in a way, a variant of the clonogenic assay where
many more cells are used, and methylene blue is used to stain the cells. The resulting plate
has too many cells to count, but a qualitative assessment of the number of cells can be
made by observing how blue the wells are.
ATP Luminescence Assay: The luminescence signal is almost one-to-one
proportional to the number of cells within a well. This assay is usually performed with a
96-well (small, at ~6.4mm diameter) dark plate with a transparent bottom. Cells are
incubated at the bottom of each well. Right before the assay is performed, the cells are
lysed, releasing their cellular ATP. This then activates beetle luciferin, which
phosphoresces for an extended time. The light output in each well is read-out by a plate
reader. Because the amount of ATP from lysed cells is directly proportional to the number
of cells, the interpretation of cell survival for luminescence assay is simply “ratio of cells,
treated-to-untreated”. For example, say ratio of luminescence for 1000 cells grown
normally versus 1000 cells grown after radiation exposure was 75%. That means there
were 75% as much irradiated cells as normal cells – which does not mean 25% of cells have
died, just that the cells did not grow. Unlike with clonogenic survival, this survival
percentage can change with time. Using the same example, if we measured at 24 hours
the ratio of treated-to-untreated cells was of 75%, at 48 hours the ratio could be 50%,
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depending on how quickly the cells can grow. The benefits of ATP luminescence over
clonogenic assay is that it is highly reproducible, sensitive, and easy to use54. However,
one must remember that the fundamental interpretation in survival is vastly different,
and that ATP luminescence signal is time-dependent (as phosphorescence is extinguished
over time). This means comparison between different cell lines is less meaningful, unless
luminescence-to-cell-number curve is established at a specific point in time (usually 15
minutes after cell lysing).
Flow Cell Cytometry Assay: Cytometry is a process in which chemical and
physical characteristics of single cells are measured. In flow cytometry, these
measurements are made as the cells pass through in a fluid stream. The beauty of flow
cytometry is that a histogram of the relative concentration of chemicals (ex. cell surface
proteins) and physical characteristics (ex. how round, complex, or big the cell is) of an
entire population of cells can be measured. The core technology of flow cell cytometry is
the transmission laser (usually red) and excitation laser (usually green-to-UVA), the
former measuring physical characteristics and the latter measuring chemical
characteristics like concentration of fluorescence-tagged antibodies. The transmission
laser is coupled with detectors that measure forward-scatter (FSC) and side-scatter (SSC)
intensity, giving information on the size and internal complexity of the cell respectively.
The emission laser is coupled to a high-quality emission filter and a detector placed 90°
with respect to the laser that measures any tagged proteins on the surface of the cell, such
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as MHC I tagged with fluorescent anti-MHC I. FSC, SSC, and fluorescence information is
used to separate whole cells from non-cell particles, apoptotic or fragmented cells, and (in
our case) phosphor particles. Definition of cell viability in context of this assay can vary.
To measure cell viability, cells are first prepared on a large-area plate or well-plates (with
6-wells or 12-wells) and subjected to a treatment like radiation before flow cytometry
assay. Any of the multitudes of physical and chemical properties of a cell can be compared
between untreated and treated cells. In this dissertation, we primarily measure viability
in two ways: (1) counting the number of whole cells that meet the size and shape criteria
measured from FSC and SSC, essentially giving “the ratio of whole cells alive in treated
versus untreated cells” similar to luminescence assay; and (2) measuring the fraction of
whole cells expressing early / late apoptotic chemical signals on its surface. Annexin V
and propidium iodide (PI) can measure the early and late apoptotic signals, respectively.
Cell cytometry can also assess possible immunogenicity via fluorescently-tagged MHC I
measurement. Thus, context is important in interpreting cell viability from a flow cell
cytometry assay.
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Figure 4. A typical flow cell cytometry analysis, involving FSC / SSC analysis with
follow-up fluorescence analysis (here, for MHC I expression). Each dot on the left chart
represents a cell, with red color representing highest density of cells with the FSC / SSC
combination, and yellow, green, and blue representing progressively lower density. Gates
(black line) are applied to the FSC / SSC graph to exclude any partial cells or organelles
(low FSC / low SSC, bottom left corner). These gated cells are further analyzed for their
chemical expressions, surface MHC I for example.

1.4.2 How Radiation Therapy Could Fail Against Cancer Metastasis
and Hypoxia
Overview
Cancer metastasis and hypoxia remain two of the most challenging problems in
modern medical oncology. The two are often closely intertwined, with tumor hypoxia
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providing the genomic instability and microenvironment that promote aggressive tumor
types9 and downregulating the activity of immune infiltrates55. Interestingly, RT has
shown promise in addressing metastatic cancer in combination with immunotherapeutic
agents40, with clinical trials finding that un-irradiated primary and distal tumors can be
affected during RT via abscopal and bystander effects56,57. This challenges the previous
clinical and preclinical observation that high-dose irradiation results in general immunosuppression and pan-cytopenia58, and should be decreasing the cytotoxic T-cell activity
against the tumor.
Our radiobiological understanding of tumor hypoxia is also radically changing.
The view that hypoxia decreases radio-sensitivity (via the principle of re-oxygenation) is
confounded with discoveries suggesting that chronic hypoxia can instead increase radiosensitivity by hampering certain DNA repair mechanisms, especially homologous repair
(HR) and nucleotide excision repair (NER)9,59. This discovery has brought a host of novel
hypoxia-targeted DNA crosslinking drugs that attempt to exploit the weakened DNA
repair mechanisms in hypoxic tumors, but despite early optimism almost all hypoxiaactivated drugs against hypoxic tumor have failed in clinical trials so far10. Combining RT
with these hypoxia drugs show strong preclinical promise, but there is a distinct lack of
such studies now, citing “prohibitive development cost of these drugs.”60
Because of these challenges to our traditional knowledge and their association
with poor prognosis, tumor hypoxia and metastasis / immune system became two areas
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of intense current radiobiological interest. We open with a simple overview of the
interaction of cancer with the immune system, which is followed up by a discussion on
cancer and hypoxia. A summary of points are listed on Figure 5.

Figure 5. Summary of the concepts in this section, focusing on the interaction of
cancer with the immune system and hypoxia, relevant to our discussion of metastatic
disease and radio-resistant hypoxic tumors. Red up-arrows indicate tumor promotion,
green down-arrows indicate tumor suppression, and yellow bar indicates no clear effect.

Cancer Metastasis and What the Immune System Can (or Cannot) Do
Metastatic and invasive tendencies of tumor is well known, and is pointed out as
one of the hallmarks of cancer 61. The invasion-metastasis cascade62 describes the step-bystep process of how metastasis can progress from a benign tumor. The first step is loco28

regional invasion, which is followed by intravasation into nearby blood and lymphatic
vessels. Cancer cells then transit, escape from the vessels into the parenchyma of distant
tissues (extravasation), and finally grow micro-metastatic lesions that develop into
macroscopic tumors.
Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a key step in metastasis that can
convert benign tumor cells to invasive and metastatic cells and is encouraged by
transforming growth factor ß (TGF-ß), fibroblast growth factor (FGF), and TWIST and
SNAIL transcription factors. Hypoxia can be involved in metastasis by upregulation of
HIF-1α. EMT is marked by the loss of epithelial properties, like cell-cell adhesion, and the
gain of mesenchymal properties, such as an increased ability to migrate on and invade
through extracellular matrix proteins. With the loss of cell-cell junctions like E-cadherin,
down-regulated in many solid tumors, the tumor can break free from its primary site and
metastasize elsewhere via blood or lymphatic vessel.
Metastatic disease can sometimes be managed with chemotherapy drugs that,
generally, activate the immune system as a whole to indiscriminately target any fastgrowing cells in the body (including metastases). Unsurprisingly, such an approach can
be associated with life-threatening side effects and significant loss of quality of life63.
Nonetheless, this approach highlights role that the immune system can play in
management of metastasis. On the other hand, RT was largely limited against the
treatment of distant metastases, because of the local nature of radiation damage and the
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inability of RT to engender systemic immune response against the tumor. However, with
deeper understanding of the role of the immune system against cancer especially
regarding immune checkpoints, RT in combination with adjuvant immunotherapy show
promise in improving survival rates in patients with cancer metastasis64.

The Paradox of the Immune System: How Inflammation can Promote Tumor Progression
Tumor is often associated with inflammation, where immune cells infiltrate into
the tumor. Surprisingly, recruitment of immune system can fail to eliminate tumor; in fact,
it can encourage tumor growth. Tumor microenvironment can help explain this paradox.
The concept of tumor microenvironment stems from the idea that a tumor is not a
homogeneous set of tumor cells, but rather a heterogeneous collection of cancer, stromal,
and immune inflammatory cells working together to create a condition conducive to the
survival of the tumor. For example, the immune cells recruited by the tumor can exploit
cell signaling network of normal stromal cells surrounding it to encourage angiogenesis
(ex. VEGF) and provide proliferative signals such as epidermal growth factor (EGF) to the
tumor61,65. The microenvironment evolve as the tumor becomes more aggressive,
ultimately encouraging metastatic spread. Once metastasized, however, the cancer cell
can rarely survive by itself without recreating a favorable microenvironment with stromal
and immune cells; that is perhaps why the primary tumor can sometimes establish a premetastatic

niche

enabling

the

metastasized
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microenvironment. It is noteworthy here that tumor hypoxia, which is associated with
immunosuppression, is thought to contribute to the establishment of such metastatic
niche, highlighting that hypoxia and anti-cancer immune response are intertwined26.
Inflammatory response against the tumor can result in recruitment of immune
cells to the site result anti-tumor response. In normal immune response, these immune
cells infiltrate the tumor to survey damage and clean up cellular debris. When antigen
presenting cells (APC) like immature dendritic cell (DC) makes physical contact with
tumor antigens (i.e. fragments of the tumor cell), the antigen is processed and presented
to T-cells via MHC II. Helper T-cells (CD4+) and cytotoxic T-cell lymphocytes (CTL, also
CD8+) recognize this antigen and secrete cytokines that stimulates proliferation of CD8+
T-cells or recruits macrophages. The CD8+ T-cells then release chemicals that suppress the
tumor.
The tumor resistance to the immune system comes from the fact that the immune
system has checks and balances called immune checkpoints, negative feedback mechanisms
(e.g. cytokines) that prevent T-cells from becoming too hyperactive and potentially
damage the normal cells. Tumors can take advantage of these immune checkpoints to
avoid immune surveillance. T-cell exhaustion, regulatory T-cell promotion, and
suppression of antigen-presenting cells (APC) are all examples of tumor exploiting the
immune checkpoint to evade the immune system66. Cancer can also “hide” from the
immune system by down-regulating surface major histocompatibility complex (MHC) I,
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expressed by all somatic cells within the body to present its self-antigens – a molecular
“flag” that plays a major role in immune recognition of the tumor cell67. Tumor-induced
defective T-cell trafficking68 is also a mechanism of immune evasion, where chemokines
that allow T-cell transport to primary or metastatic lesions are inhibited.
Two immune checkpoints of interest to RT are PD-1 and CTLA-4, which are
frequent targets of immunotherapy. PD-1 is expressed normally by CTLs. Its ligand PDL1, expressed on the surface of APCs, epithelial cells, and CTLs themselves, can curb their
immune activity, and is expressed in normal immune response as a mechanism to prevent
immune hyperactivity. Some tumors express PD-L1 themselves when exposed to IFN-γ,
deactivating anti-tumoral activity of CTLs in its microenvironment. CTLA-4 (cytotoxic Tcell lymphocyte-associated antigen 4) is expressed constitutively by regulatory T-cells,
and after immune activation for CTLs. Though exact mechanism of action is still under
study, it seems that tumors can activate these regulatory T-cells by binding to CTLA-4,
recruiting the regulatory T-cells to suppress CTL activity69.
In addition, many tumors not only avoid the immune cells, but also uses them to
promote its own growth. Tumor-Associated Macrophages (TAMs) and T-cells recruited
during an anti-cancer inflammatory response can promote tumor growth by assisting in
angiogenesis, cancer cell proliferation, and metastasis70, as long as their anti-tumor
immune activity is in check. Tumor cells may recruit these immune cells themselves by
inducing pro-inflammatory form of cell death called necrosis, where the cell simply
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“bursts” and releases its cellular contents. The reader is referred to the review article
“Hallmarks of Cancer: The Next Generation” for more in-depth discussion of
microenvironment, immune evasion, and tumor exploits of inflammation61.

Combining Radiation Therapy with Immunotherapy against Metastatic Disease can be Effective
In immunotherapy, immune checkpoint inhibitors seek to block tumor immune
evasion mechanism. Blockade of the activity of PD-1 and CTLA-4 have recently seen
success in some forms of cancer such as advanced melanoma71 as a stand-alone
immunotherapy. However, rather than as a stand-alone therapy, there is a high current
interest in combining immunotherapy with RT. Immune checkpoint inhibitors combined
with RT have demonstrated clinical feasibility against primary tumors and even against
advanced metastatic cancers. Anti-PD-1 and anti-CTLA-4 drugs are currently under
clinical trials for a wide range of cancer sites in various stages: melanoma, lung, head and
neck, and pancreatic cancer for CTLA-4; and metastatic colorectal, metastatic breast,
recurrent head and neck cancers, and glioblastoma for PD-1.
The biological basis for combining RT with immunotherapy is well-discussed
elsewhere34,40,72. In summary, the findings suggest that RT initiates immunogenic cell
death (ICD) where the targeted radiation damage against the tumor results in its proinflammatory, necrotic death. This results in the release of tumor-specific antigens (i.e. cell
fragments unique to or over-expressed by the tumor) into the extracellular matrix.
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However, as discussed before, tumors can avoid immune destruction via upregulation of
immune checkpoints61 – which is probably why we rarely see immunogenic effect from
RT alone. Immune checkpoint inhibitors can amplify pro-immunogenic properties of RT
and stimulate anti-tumor immune response40,73. If regimented correctly (taking into
account the type of tumor and tumor microenvironment), lesions outside the irradiated
tumor can regress, a phenomenon referred to as the abscopal effect21,40,58,74,75. Radiation
combined with immunotherapy may be the coveted “magic bullet” that seeks out and
eliminates tumor cells using the body’s own immune system with minimal collateral
damage to the normal tissue (though this requires that the radiation be delivered with
pinpoint accuracy to the tumor and not the surrounding normal tissue, lest the RT damage
to normal tissue triggers auto-immune effect).

The Complex Effect of Tumor Hypoxia on Cancer and Immune Activity
The combinatorial RT and immunotherapy show strong clinical promise against
primary tumor and metastasis. There is, however, growing evidence suggesting that
immunotherapy with RT can fail in hypoxic regions of the tumor due to their strongly
immunosuppressive microenvironment and difficulty transporting T-cells into the
hypoxic area26,55,75.
Hypoxia is a condition common in solid tumors, where cells are supplied with less
oxygen pressure than normal physiological levels. The dysfunctional microvasculature
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network of the tumor limits oxygen diffusion throughout the tumor9. The lack of oxygen
leads to decreased effectiveness of radiation against primary tumor and metastatic lesions.
It was traditionally thought that fractionated radiotherapy can partially addresses this
hypoxia-induced radio-resistance by killing aerated cells and allowing the surviving
hypoxic tumor to re-oxygenate between individual dose fractions.
The issue of hypoxia is not just radio-resistance on an individual cell level,
however. Hypoxia can induce a host of biomolecular processes that increase genetic
instability, tumor mobility, suppression of apoptosis, invasiveness, and downregulation
of DNA repair pathways, all of which can contribute to development of aggressive and
radio-resistant tumor9,59. To add to the complexity, hypoxia can be chronic or cyclic –
which can result in disparate biological effects and diverging outcomes against drugs and
radiation. There is strong evidence suggesting that reoxygenation of the tumor after RT
can stabilize HIF-1α, which can cause the tumor to progress, promote angiogenesis to
sustain itself, and become aggressive76. In another example, there is ample evidence
suggesting chronic hypoxia can reduce the ability to repair DNA damage – by
downregulating DSB DNA repair mechanisms such as HR (via downregulation of RAD51
involved in the repair) and possibly NHEJ. SSB repair mechanisms also seem to be
impaired in hypoxic tumors, including NER. This actually increases sensitivity of
chronically hypoxic cells to DNA-damaging agents because chronic hypoxia can induce
cellular adaptation to hypoxia that reduces threshold for activation of G1 or S checkpoints,
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where DNA damage are sensed and repaired. Detailed information on the interaction
between hypoxia and tumor biology are referenced here9,59,77.
In the clinic, hypoxia is generally associated with poor prognosis with or without
RT. For example, in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), the association of
hypoxia with local-regional failure is consistent with the direct resistance of hypoxic cells
to radiation78. In prostate and cervix cancer, hypoxia leads to poor prognosis because it
can engender regional or distal metastasis10, in addition to inducing local failure in cervix.
Hypoxia is also linked to the inhibition of immune system, most notably via
recruitment of myeloid-derived suppressive cells (MDSCs)79. Specifically, hypoxia
upregulates hypoxia inducible factors (HIF), which is thought to recruit MDSCs, inhibit
cytotoxic functions of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, and even increase regulatory T-cell
concentration. Though there is no clinical evidence yet that hypoxia results in failure of
RT with adjuvant immunotherapy, mechanistically speaking there is a potential for this
outcome and addressing hypoxia can only add to the success of adjuvant
immunotherapy55.

The Possible Benefits of DNA Crosslinker Combined with RT Against Tumor Hypoxia
There is a potential for RT enhancement with DNA crosslinkers, since RT affects
normoxic cells while DNA crosslinkers can affect hypoxic cells. Thus, combinatorial RT +
crosslinking agent therapy could be a promising approach against solid tumors.
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Crosslinking agents seemed to provide selective toxicity to severely hypoxic cells, which
are generally radio-resistant9. One FDA-approved crosslinking agent of note here,
mitomycin C, has shown effectiveness against chronically hypoxic cells and had
radiosensitizing effect in in-vivo murine tumors80,81. However, mitomycin C is cytotoxic
against hypoxic cells only about 3 times as much as against aerobic cells. A new class of
drugs against hypoxia, called bio-reductive prodrugs, are only activated in hypoxic
tumors and do not show excessive side effects. Out of these drugs, crosslinkers include
Apaziquone, TH-302, and PR-104. However, these have thus far failed to show phase III
success as stand-alone drugs10 (with an exception of tirapazamine). Despite potential
synergistic effects between these hypoxia drugs and radiotherapy, these have rarely been
studied as in combination with RT, and unfortunately remain so due to the prohibitive
cost of prodrug development60.
An ICL-inducing drug that is already FDA approved, activated only within the
tumor, and can be combined with RT would be beneficial in addressing tumor hypoxia.
Psoralen phototherapy combined with RT may be this therapy.

1.4.3 How Psoralens Help Address the Limitations of Radiation
Therapy
Overview
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The previous section described the ongoing efforts in the field of radiation
oncology and immunotherapy to address the issue of metastatic disease and hypoxia.
Psoralen phototherapy can induce ICLs in targeted areas, which may help enhance RT
against RT in novel ways that may address the issue of hypoxia. In this section, we
introduce psoralen phototherapy, focusing on the novel therapeutic component psoralen
can bring to the current radiotherapy landscape. We begin our discussion with a summary
on DNA ICL damage, the mechanism of psoralen-induced ICLs, before focusing on the
immunogenic effect of psoralen phototherapy. We conclude the section with the current
technical limitations of psoralen phototherapy against deep-seated tumors.

Psoralen Can Induce Inter-Strand Crosslinking (ICL)
As discussed before, ICLs require multiple DNA repair mechanisms to address
(i.e. FA pathway), mainly homologous repair HR and NER82. This is probably why ICLinducing chemotherapy (such as carboplatin) is effective against HR-deficient cancer
(such as HER2-negative breast cancer)83. It is also possible that ICL-inducing agents
improve patient outcome against hypoxic tumors, since chronically hypoxic tumor downregulates HR and NER9. In addition, ICL damage is potently apoptosis-inducing, since
persistence of ICLs at any stage of cell division (G1, S, G2, M) can result in p53independent apoptotic cell death, though efficient repair processes could stop the
apoptotic process as explained in detail in 2011 Osawa et. al.35. In presence of DC which
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phagocytize and process tumor-specific antigens from the apoptotic cell fragments, antitumor CTLs can be activated – given the tumor does not activate the immune checkpoints
such as PD-1 and CTLA-4, as discussed in the previous section. Thus, adding ICLinducing agents like psoralen phototherapy to RT with immunotherapy seem to be in the
correct path forward in addressing hypoxic and metastatic cancer.
Psoralens phototherapy is a targeted ICL-inducing therapy with a long history of
anti-tumor activity and immuno-modulation. Because psoralens are activated with
external UVA light, DNA ICLs will only occur in the irradiated area. This is in contrast
with conventional ICL-inducing chemotherapy agents, like cisplatin for example.
Psoralens are a family of naturally occurring compounds found in plants
(furocoumarin family) with anti-cancer84–86 and immunogenic87–89 properties. They freely
penetrate the phospholipid cellular bilayer membranes and intercalate into the DNA,
where they are biologically inert and are ultimately excreted within 24 hours. However,
when photo-activated via UVA light, psoralens acquire potent cytotoxicity. The
mechanism of damage is mono-adduct and di-adduct formation with DNA, the latter
forming ICLs and leading to marked increase in tumor cytotoxicity and apoptosis90–92. The
di-adduct formation is the more damaging of the two, as it leads to ICL. Photo-activated
psoralen can also induce apoptosis by blocking oncogenic receptor tyrosine kinase
signaling37, and can affect immunogenicity and photochemical deactivation of a range of
cellular proteins.
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Clinically, activation of psoralen can promote a strong long-term clinical response,
as observed in the treatment of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (CTCL) by extracorporeal
photopheresis (ECP). In ECP, malignant CTCL cells are irradiated with ultraviolet A
(UVA) light in the presence of psoralen, and then re-administered to the patient.
Remarkably, complete long-term responses over many decades have been observed in a
sub-set of patients, even though only a small fraction of malignant cells were treated88,89,93.
The cytotoxic and immunogenic effects of light-activated psoralen are often attributed to
psoralen-mediated ICL DNA damage followed by uptake of the apoptotic cells by
immature DC in the presence of inflammatory cytokines89,94.

Figure 6. Structure of 8-MOP demonstrating that two photons of UVA light are
needed for inter-strand crosslinking (ICL). The yellow circles indicate the double bond
where cycloaddition of the ring to DNA pyrimidine bases occur. The furan-side
cycloaddition (activated by ~400nm UVA light) must be followed up by pyrone-side
cycloaddition for 8-MOP (or vice versa) to induce ICL.
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Photochemistry of Psoralen Phototherapy
8-MOP is an FDA-approved form of the drug, the photochemistry of which has
been well-established over the years38,95–97. In this section, we briefly describe the
photochemistry involved in the production of mono- and di-adducts of psoralen to the
DNA.
Psoralens intercalate between base pairs in the DNA double helix and form
cycloaddition products with pyrimidine bases (namely, thymine and cytosine) when
activated with UVA light. Psoralen is attracted to the DNA bases is largely due to their
furan and pyrone rings, which are aromatic and can interact with the aromatic ring of the
DNA bases. These two rings can separately form cycloaddition products with the DNA
bases when excited by UVA photons in the range 320~400nm (Figure 6). Excitation of one
of the two rings forms mono-adducts, while excitation of both results in di-adducts, or an
ICL (covalently bonded DNA)96. While furan-side cycloaddition occurs more near higher
wavelengths of the UVA range at ~400nm, pyrone-side cycloaddition seems to occur
preferably at shorter wavelengths near ~340nm or possibly even shorter at UVB region,
leading some physicians to implement combinatorial UVA and narrow-band UVB
(311nm) therapy for treatment of psoriasis with great success98.
Psoralens can also modify certain proteins – in fact, any component of the cell38.
When 8-MOP (1mg/ml) was activated with UVA (6.5 J/cm2), it was found that only 17%
of the 8-MOP was bound to DNA while 57% was bound to protein and 26% to lipids. It
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was also found that pyrone ring of the psoralen has a higher affinity for the proteins than
the furan ring4. Modification of proteins by psoralen, either direct or induced from DNA
modification, has been suggested as a method to elicit immune response.

The Complex Immuno-Modulatory Effects of Psoralen
The effects of psoralen adduct on the cellular level seem simple enough. At a very
low dose of 8-MOP + UVA light, cells may be put in a cytostatic state while it addresses
psoralen damage – because the hard-to-repair ICL damage induces cellular arrest at
G2/M35,99. At a higher dose, these arrested cells undergo apoptosis, reminiscent of ICL
damage. Major histocompatibility complex I (MHC I) expression is increased with
increasing dose, on the surface as well as total, meaning an increased possibility of
immune recognition of the psoralen-affected cells. As a result, cell viability also
decreases4. However, to naïvely conclude that “psoralen increases systemic anti-cancer
immune effect because it causes apoptosis and increases MHC I” is not quite correct. If
we examine further into immune effects of psoralen, complex patterns emerge ranging
from immune tolerance to immunogenicity.
The classic example of psoralen inducing immunogenic effect against malignant
cancer is the treatment of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (CTCL) via ECP with psoralen. The
full mechanism of action has not been elucidated, although the community is certain that
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the observed immunogenic effect against malignant T-cells is due to induction of
apoptosis within the malignant T-cells6,8,93. One proposed mechanism of action is selective
psoralen-induced apoptosis in fast-proliferating malignant T-cells followed by immature
DC phagocytosis of the apoptotic fragments, leading to selective immune response
against the malignant T-cells. This response is sometimes likened to that against bacteria
and virus, leading some investigators to suggest that phototherapy causes immunogenic
cell death (ICD) just as RT does34.
A counterexample to the immunogenic effect of psoralen against a single cell type
is the case of psoriasis, for which psoralen with UVA (PUVA) is the primary treatment
option. In this case, psoralen suppresses inflammation and decreases immune activity.
Psoriasis is thought to be a result of hyperactivity of differentiated helper T-cells
(Th1/Th17), leading to overactive inflammation (that in turn leads to hyperproliferation
of keratinocytes. The effect of psoralen seems to be to induce apoptosis in these
hyperactive Th1 & Th17 cells, bringing balance and promoting Th2 cells that downregulate the activity of Th1 and Th17 cells. The overall effect is reduction of proinflammatory signals, meaning systemic immunosuppression100.
Another example of psoralen inducing immunosuppression is graft-versus-host
disease (GvHD). In GvHD, the host elicits immune response against transplanted organ
(graft) which can be serious, the most extreme of which is organ failure. GvHD can be
treated with a massive injection of L-ray induced or extracorporeal photopheresis (ECP)
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induced apoptotic cells, which helps the host tolerate the donated bone marrow via
interference with DC maturation, modulation of cytokine production, and expansion of
regulatory T-cells (as a reminder, regulatory T-cells are differentiated naïve T-cells that
suppress cytotoxic T-cell immune activity against tumors, or in this case, the donated bone
marrow)8. However, the exact mechanism of the immunosuppressive effect of ECP
against GvHD is unknown.
Despite the complex immunomodulation effect of psoralen phototherapy, two
facts stand out in the examined cases here: (1) psoralen strongly induces apoptosis, and
(2) psoralen induces apoptosis in hyperproliferative or overactive cells (for example,
cutaneous T-cell lymphoma). Indeed, DNA damage to fast-growing cells can be
detrimental to its survival, since failure to repair the damage before cell division may
result in fatal mutation.

Speculations on Specific Areas where Psoralen Phototherapy Can Add to RT
Given the literature on psoralens and ICLs in general mentioned so far, one can
speculate specific areas where adding psoralen phototherapy can add to current RT
efforts. We speculate that psoralen phototherapy can: (1) induce cytotoxicity against
cancers with down-regulated HR or NER mechanisms; (2) be effective against hypoxic
regions of the tumor; (3) possibly reduce pro-inflammatory signals that promote tumor;
and (4) address metastatic lesions in combination with immunotherapy agents.
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Point 1: Activated psoralen can induce of cytotoxicity against cancers with downregulated HR or NER mechanisms. As stated multiple times before, ICLs require a
combination of HR and NER to address. It seems HR-deficient tumors are likely to be
more sensitive against ICL agents like psoralen. ICL agents have shown effectiveness
against HR-deficient triple-negative breast cancers101 (those that do not express HER2) and
BRCA1- or BRCA2-associated ovarian cancers102. On the other hand, cells (normal or
otherwise) that can successfully downregulate their NHEJ processes during ICL repair
(like FA pathway) are expected to be minimally affected, since NHEJ can be error-prone
and thus cytotoxic82.
Point 2: Activated psoralen may be effective against hypoxic regions of the tumor.
Hypoxic tumors are expected to be sensitive to psoralen. First of all, psoralen-DNA
crosslinking requires no oxygen to activate, just two UVA photons (Figure 6). Second of
all, chronically hypoxic tumor downregulate both HR and NER processes9. As tumor
hypoxia is associated with decreased RT effectiveness, adding psoralen-induced ICL
damage to hypoxic tumor is likely to bolster the anti-tumor capability of RT.
Point 3: Activated psoralen may reduce pro-inflammatory signals that promote
tumor. It could be that psoralen can also ameliorate the chronically inflammatory tumor
micro-environment, though we state this with caution. We stated before that cancer can
exploit inflammatory immune cells to promote its own growth, angiogenesis, and
metastasis61. In psoriasis, it is known that psoralen ECP can suppress the amount of
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circulating helper T-cell Th17, which is strongly pro-inflammatory103. The role of Th17 in
tumor is hotly debated since it can be either tumor-promoting (i.e. colon and pancreatic
cancer) or tumor-suppressing (i.e. ovarian cancer), depending on the balance of immunerelated cytokines in the microenvironment104. In tumor types where Th17 infiltration
seems to be associated with poor prognosis, adding psoralen phototherapy could help.
Point 4: Activated psoralen may address metastatic lesions in combination with
immunotherapy agents. Two prominent effects of psoralen phototherapy on cells are
apoptosis induction and MHC I upregulation, both of which are associated with
immunogenicity105. However, some tumors can exploit immune checkpoints to suppress
anti-tumor immune activity. If combined with adjuvant immunotherapy, psoralen can be
expected to bolster RT against metastasis by addressing hypoxia (which has
immunosuppressive effect), increasing apoptosis-induced tumor-specific antigen
production at the affected site, and possibly boosting tumor-specific immune response.
With these points made, it is certainly worth a mention that psoralen – as small
and labile as the drug is – can be limited in reaching all tumor cells. In fact, many drugs
struggle to reach all tumor cells due to the convoluted tumor vasculature. The reader is
referred to a recent review by Dewhirst & Secomb, 2017, on this subject106.
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The Technical Limitation of Psoralen Phototherapy
Despite positive clinical results, use of psoralen has to-date been restricted to
superficial or extra-corporeal applications because of the inability of UVA light to
penetrate into tissue (maximum penetration depth <1mm). In the next section, we
introduce new approaches, X-PACT (X-ray Psoralen Activated Cancer Therapy) and
RECA (Radiotherapy Enhanced with Cherenkov photo-Activation), which has the
potential to extend psoralen therapy to a wide range of solid tumors, at deep seated sites
in the body.

1.4.4 Basic

Radiation

Physics

Concepts

of

Relevance

to

Photoactivation
Overview
The biological backgrounds on RT and psoralen established in the last three
sections serve as the backbone and justification for our pursuit of X-PACT and RECA,
which both aim to use ionizing radiation to photo-activate psoralen intratumorally. The
key technological difference between the two techniques in context of radiotherapy is that
X-PACT uses kV photon beam and x-ray responsive phosphors to activate psoralen, while
RECA uses MV photon beam to activate psoralen. In this section, we introduce the physics
and modern technology ionizing radiation, focusing on the implications of the difference
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in energy (kV vs MV) between the two techniques and how that affects their utility in the
clinics.
Technological advancements in radiotherapy for the last few decades focused
mainly on sculpting a conformal dose to the target (i.e. delivering uniform ionizing energy
to tumor without affecting the surrounding tissues) while limiting the amount of radiation
dose to healthy tissues, referred to as organs-at-risk (OAR). The stunning technological
revolution in the field of radiation oncology and medical physics can be attributed to this
unifying goal of “dose conformality”. This revolution fueled the move from kV, or
orthovoltage, radiation to MV beams, the development of fractionation schemes and dose
de-escalation via computer-assisted beam manipulation (i.e. intensity modulated
radiation therapy, IMRT, and volumetric arc therapy, VMAT), and more recently particlebased therapy (i.e. proton and carbon therapy)107.

Physics of KV and MV External Beam Radiation Therapy (EBRT) and their Implications on XPACT and RECA
In this section, we briefly discuss basic physics of EBRT, focusing especially on kV
and MV photon radiation beam. EBRT is a technique that delivers high-energy radiation
from outside of the patient’s body towards a target volume within the body. Both X-PACT
and RECA rely on EBRT techniques to deliver optical light deep within the human body.
The concepts introduced here pertain to beam optimization problems associated with X48

PACT and RECA – specifically, to the limitation of delivering kilo-voltage (kV) photons
for X-PACT versus megavoltage (MV) photons for RECA.
When EBRT was first commercialized in the early 1900s, kV x-ray generated from
x-ray tubes were used to deliver ionizing radiation dose (defined as “energy absorbed per
mass of the material” with unit Gray = J/kg) to the tumor. However, for kV photons,
radiation dose is heightened on the surface of the body (i.e. skin) or in high-density
materials (i.e. bones)108. In efforts to lower this skin and bone toxicity, x-ray tubes were
replaced by mega-voltage (MV) radiation sources, such as radioactive Cobalt-60 and
LINACs. Because peak radiation dose of 6 and 15MV beams from modern LINACs occurs
around 1.5~3.0cm beneath the surface of the body respectively, delivery of radiation doses
of up to 45~60Gys became possible without severe damage to the skin.
As its name suggests, kV photons are photons created from accelerating electrons
in a vacuum with a potential energy in the kilo-voltage (103 Volts) range towards a target
material, usually tungsten for radiography and Computed Tomography (CT) scans. The
electrons thermally generated from the cathode are accelerated in an evacuated x-ray tube
towards the anode, where it hits the tungsten target. Bremsstrahlung photons are
generated from these electrons interacting with the Coulombic (electric) field of the
tungsten nuclei. MV photons are produced in a similar manner (electrons hit target,
producing Bremsstrahlung photons), but to achieve mega-voltage (106 Volts) range linear
accelerator (LINAC) equipped with waveguide and near-pristine “linear” vacuum tube is
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frequently used. High-amplitude microwave-range electromagnetic fields can accelerate
the electrons towards a high-Z target, where again, Bremsstrahlung photons are
generated. For more information, the reader is referred to the textbook, The Physics of
Radiation Therapy (Khan, 2003)109.
The kV and MV photons interact with the body mainly via photoelectric,
Compton, and pair production interactions (for MV photon). These physical processes are
described on Figure 7. Triplet production and photonuclear interactions also exist, but
they are less relevant to the clinics. In all three relevant interactions, charged particles
(usually electrons and positrons in the clinics) are generated and deposit ionizing energy
within the human body, leading to radical production and oxidative damage to the tissue.
The reason for the high skin and bone dose for kV photon beams compared to MV
photon beams can be understood via two concepts: (1) mass energy-absorption coefficient
(µen/M) and (2) charged-particle equilibrium (CPE). Mass energy-absorption coefficient
shown on Figure 7 multiplied by the incoming photon energy fluence (N) is closely related
to the radiation dose (D) under CPE condition by the following formula:

(3)

. = Y ∙ (µRF /M), given CPE
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Figure 7. Illustration of photon-matter interaction modes relevant to diagnostic
imaging and radiation therapy. A. In photoelectric interaction, the energy of the photon
is completely transferred to a bound electron, removing it from its electron shell and
leaving an electron hole. In Compton interaction, partial energy of the photon is
transferred to the electron, and the remaining energy is re-emitted as a photon. In pair
production interaction, photons interacting with the nuclear field produces electronpositron pairs above 1.011MeV. B. Mass energy-attenuation coefficients of each
interaction and the total interactions for carbon (Z=6). C. Total mass attenuation for
different elements and compounds relevant to our discussion: water, calcium, and a
representative element of in the Lanthanide series, Yttrium, which phosphors can contain.
Data were obtained from NIST Standard Reference Database 8, on XCOM program
(https://www.nist.gov/pml/xcom-photon-cross-sections-database).
The main photon-matter interactions in kV and MV photon energies are
photoelectric interactions (µpe) and Compton interactions (µc), respectively, as
demonstrated on Figure 7B. The µpe is the main interaction that drives the high bone dose,
because of its strong inverse relationship with the energy of the incoming photon (E) and
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strong direct relationship with the atomic number (Z) of the irradiated material in kV
ranges:

(4)

µ<R ∝ ^ _ /3 _

This means that bone (which has a high concentration of Calcium, Z=20) will
release more electron kinetic energy than the soft tissue (which is mostly water, Z=1 or
hydrogen and 8 for oxygen) in response to low-energy photons. This, combined with the
high density of the bone, explains the high contrast of the skeleton compared to rest of the
body in x-ray radiographs.
The reduced skin dose for MV versus kV energies can be explained via the concept
of CPE. The value µen/M really only describes “charged-particle kinetic energy released by
photon” (in absence of significant radiative loss – such as escape of secondary
Bremsstrahlung photons; refer to Khan 2003), which is not equivalent to “energy absorbed
by the media.” When photoelectric interaction occurs in the kV energy range, the “electron
kinetic energy released by photon” is usually deposited in the immediate vicinity, as the
electrons have a very short range (<0.15mm at 100keV in water). However, at MV energy
range, the released electrons are energetic enough to travel far (~1cm in water) from their
point of generation before quickly depositing most of their energy as they stop. The CPE
is a state where the kinetic energy of electrons that is deposited within a volume
(proportional to dose) equals the that released by the incoming photon beam
(proportional to µen/M). Only at CPE will you achieve the relationship on equation (3).
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During RT, CPE is not established at patient skin from MV photon beam, because
electrons generated from the surface does not deposit energy until at a depth of ~1cm.
Thus, skin is spared from radiation dose in MV energies.

3D Conformal Radiation Therapy Can Reduce Skin and Bone Dose for X-PACT
Given that X-PACT relies on kV orthovoltage beam for treatment delivery, high
skin and bone toxicity is expected. To ensure the cumulative skin dose is not excessive,
modern image-guided EBRT techniques must be introduced in X-PACT. The subject of
this chapter is the first of such technique, 3D conformal radiation therapy (3DCRT), the
father of modern state-of-the-art RT techniques, like intensity-modulated radiation
therapy (IMRT) and volumetric arc therapy (VMAT).
In modern EBRT, LINACs generate treatment beams of electrons or photons,
which are emitted through a gantry head that rotates around an axis, called the isocenter.
Multiple radiation beams at different LINAC gantry angles coincide at this isocenter,
superposing the doses due to the treatment fields overlapping. The physician-prescribed
radiation target volume – referred to as the planning treatment volume (PTV) – is usually
placed at the isocenter, so while radiation injury to the skin is distributed throughout
multiple angles, the tumor at the isocenter receives full radiation dose. Figure 8A
illustrates this point.
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Figure 8. Mock radiotherapy plan demonstrating basic 3D-conformal radiation
planning steps using three coplanar beams. A. Three beams are delivered towards
physician-contoured planning treatment volume (PTV), at three different gantry angles,
towards the isocenter. B. A slice of the CT scan with the PTV and multi-leaf collimator
(MLC, red) conformed around the PTV (orange). MLC is a series of thick lead columns
that conform to the PTV, thus sparing any organs-at-risk (OAR) outside of the PTV.
3DCRT adds another element to this multi-angle technique by using multi-leaf
collimator (MLC) to sculpt the radiation beam around the PTV while sparing organs-atrisk (OAR), including the skin. In 3DCRT, treatment fields are conformed around 2Dprojections of the PTV, and a constant intensity of MV beam is delivered to the PTV
(Figure 8B). The more modern IMRT and VMAT techniques further modulate the beams
using sliding MLCs at each beam angle to further spare the OAR while delivering a
uniform 3D dose to PTV. The reader is referred to the reference Theriat 2013 for more
information on the history leading to modern RT techniques107.
As can be seen on Figure 8, an essential tool for any 3D-based technique is 3D
imaging and contouring. For a majority of modern LINACs, this is done via the on-board
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imager (OBI) x-ray CT scan. Treatment flow relies on delineating the PTV within the CT,
based on which the shape of the field can be determined.
While kV orthovoltage energies are not typically used for RT, they have been
required in X-PACT to activate the phosphors and create a therapeutic effect. The major
limitations of X-PACT activation with kV energy are the aforementioned limited
penetration of such a beam, the increased dose to skin and bone, and the scarcity of
dedicated orthovoltage therapy equipment. However, improvement is anticipated when
collimation akin to 3DCRT techniques is used to limit the kV beam to the area of interest
only via a dedicated orthovoltage therapy equipment. Achieving this conformal
collimation in the kV beam and establishing fundamental kV IMRT capability is the
subject of Specific Aim 1b.
We eventually intend to utilize a kV CBCT imager mounted on a LINAC to deliver
kV-energy 3DCRT. Its advantages include rotational capabilities just like LINAC gantries
in 3DCRT, adjustable source-to-surface distance (SSD), and a large range of the treatment
field. However, because of the logistical challenge of experimenting on a clinical
equipment as well as the desire to establish in-vivo efficacy of X-PACT in mice models, we
established feasibility of kV 3DCRT first on a kV animal irradiator. In the following
section, we discuss small animal radiation therapy as a platform for 3DCRT development.

Small Animal Radiation Therapy Provides a Platform to Develop kV 3DCRT for X-PACT
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Small animal RT bridges the gap between in-vitro cell experiments and clinical
implementation, by providing a radiotherapy research platform for animal models110. It
simulates various clinical RT scenarios using rodents bearing tumors, which can be
xenogeneic (from different species, usually human) or syngeneic (from same species).
These tumors have historically been used to study tumor growth rates, metastatic
treatment response, and efficacy of radio-sensitizing and radio-protective drugs111. Mice
that model normal tissue are also available, useful in assessing early and late tissue
response to radiation damage – concepts discussed in section 1.4.1.
Recent technological advances have launched small animal RT into a new era of
image-guided

radiation

therapy

(IGRT)

research.

Traditionally,

small

animal

radiotherapy delivered a single radiation beam without 3D-image, sometimes even
without 2D-image, guidance relying only on the light field indicator demarcating the
radiation field edge. Modern small animal irradiators attempt to recreate clinical human
IGRT techniques with full 3D imaging capabilities, enabling novel preclinical RT research.
Small animal radiation research platform (SARRP, Xstrahl Ltd., UK) and the X-RAD
225Cx micro-irradiator (Precision X-ray Inc., North Branford, CT) are the leading models
capable of CT image guidance. At Duke, X-RAD 225Cx is used, which features highresolution CBCT guidance with photon energies up to 225kV at peak voltage (kVp) and
capability to deliver treatment fields with a sub-millimeter accuracy. SmART-Plan Monte
Carlo treatment planning software112 can fully simulate dose distribution within the
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imaged rodent. Another quirk of the X-RAD system is its ability to “irradiate what it sees”
– that is, the x-ray radiograph coincides with the irradiated area. This is a unique trait
brought on by using the same x-ray tube target for kV imaging and therapy, quite different
from common LINACs such as Varian® CLINAC that has one gantry for MV irradiation
and another gantry at 90° with respect to the MV arm for CT imaging. Such a system is a
boon for X-PACT in-vivo studies where localized radiation treatment must be delivered.

The Need for 3D Printing in X-PACT Small Animal in-vivo Trials
Despite the benefits, both SAARP and X-RAD systems have limitations atypical of
clinical linear accelerators: (1) static collimators define the field sizes, restricting target
conformality to pre-set circular or rectangular shapes; (2) no immobilization tools are
available for consistent day-to-day animal placement. These limitations must be overcome
to ensure kV delivery of radiation does not result in excessive skin and bone dose.
Precision 3D-printing would address both issues and allow delivery of 3DCRT to
animal models with drastically reduced normal tissue toxicity. 3D-printing can be used to
(1) modify static collimators to be more conformal to the target PTV and (2) immobilize
small animals with high precision. This is the subject of the Specific Aim 1b. Research and
discussion on this subject is continued on Chapter 3.
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1.4.5 How to Optimize UVA or Cherenkov Light Output with Ionizing
Radiation
Overview
The efficacy of phototherapy is limited by the heavy depth dependency of light,
which results in a very high variance in optical dose delivery to a deep-seated tumor. This
is in contrast to the state-of-the-art MV radiation delivery, which rely on the long range of
MV photons to deliver a conformal and uniform dose to the target volume. Recently, there
has been an interest in the phototherapy and photo-imaging community to extend their
utility to deep-seated tumors, by directly generating light from deep inside the tumor113–
116

. These strategies include using radiotracers with high-energy gamma emission to

induce Cherenkov light (CL) production and x-ray-responding nano-scintillators to excite
phototherapeutics from inside the tumor. X-PACT and RECA expands upon these
strategies to activate psoralen. The activation process is mediated via energy downconversion from ionizing radiation energy to optical energy in ultra-violet A (UVA)
spectrum. The two mechanisms are very distinct, and their optimization parameters also
differ, as X-PACT is phosphor-mediated and RECA depends on the phenomena of CL
generation from MV photons.
This section focuses on the physics of and literature on phosphor-mediated and
Cherenkov optical photon generation with ionizing radiation. Based on the physics and
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previous research, we explore possible optimization strategies to increase optical light
output per given patient dose.

Parameters that Optimize Phosphor Light Output
Phosphors, in the simplest sense, are just substances that exhibit a phenomenon of
luminescence (like fluorescence and phosphorescence). The phosphors that we refer to
here for X-PACT are inorganic semi-conductors / scintillators. When these semiconductors are irradiated, electrons can be knocked out of the valence band into
conduction band, and an electron-hole-pair forms. Recombination of the electron and hole
results in emission of light, the wavelength of which depends on the energy gap between
the conduction and valence band. Reviews of this physical process are provided here117,118.
There are three basic parameters relevant to optimizing psoralen activation with
phosphors: (1) radiation stopping power, (2) light yield per absorbed dose, and (3)
emission wavelength. Higher stopping power, more specifically the product of massenergy attenuation coefficient (µen/`) and density (`), translates to higher electron-holepair generation since more energy is being absorbed. Because kV photon energies are
more readily absorbed than MV photon energies (see Figure 7), phosphors are expected
to be much less efficient at emitting light in MV than in kV regions. Light yield per
absorbed dose and emission wavelengths are parameters of the phosphor itself and must
be tailored to the UVA absorption bands (320~400nm) of psoralen.
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Improvements and Limitations of X-PACT Compared to Previous Efforts
Early iteration of radiation-based psoralen phototherapy utilized psoralen
tethered to Y2O3, which is a fairly inefficient scintillator116. Because of the difficulty of
fabricating the psoralen-functionalized scintillator and the low light fluence of the
scintillator, a movement was made to instead focus on improving the light output of the
phosphor and tailoring the wavelengths to more closely match the absorption wavelength
of 8-MOP. Now, a novel library of ultra-bright kV- and possibly MV-responding 43+
phosphors were developed, which are capable of down-converting x-ray energy into any
area of the UVA, UVB and UVC regimes without tethering. Unlike nano-scintillators,
which can be inefficient due to their small size, these phosphors are made to be micronsized, with efficient carbon-based coatings to minimize their bio-toxicity. These
phosphors can potentially activate a suite of phototherapeutic agents not only for
psoralen, but also other phototherapeutics such as hypericin33 that recently received FDA
approval. The movement away from functionalizable nano-scintillators, however, may
reduce the ability of phosphors to selectively bind a target tumor, meaning the phosphor
is limited to direct injection into a solid tumor.
Some of these phosphors should have high enough Z to exhibit significant
absorbance in the MV region, but Immunolight LLC internal efforts could not detect the
phosphor light, citing “a high noise.” It is suspected that the noise was from scattered dose
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from the LINAC target. In section 2.4, we re-evaluate the MV-capability of these novel
phosphors to generate sufficient UVA light to activate psoralen.

Parameters that Optimize Cherenkov Light (CL): An Alternative UVA light Generation Method
Cherenkov light (CL) is a broad-spectrum optical light spanning infrared, visible,
and ultra-violet that is generated from high-energy charged particles, mainly electrons,
that exceed the phase velocity vp of light within a dielectric material. Photon beams can
produce CL by producing energetic secondary electrons. For water, where index of
refraction is n≈1.33 and vp=2.25x108m/s, the electron must be traveling at least that fast,
equivalent to 264keV. That means at diagnostic kV energies (which are photons with
energies well below 264keV), CL will not be generated, but at therapeutic MV energies it
will be. A review of the physics of CL is provided here.
The optical properties of CL relevant to psoralen activation can be summarized in
three points: (1) The CL intensity is higher at shorter wavelengths, and especially near
UVA region, (2) The CL intensity is higher in a material with larger index of refraction, (3)
The CL output per radiation dose increases asymptotically with incoming chargedparticle energy, and (4) in MV radiation treatments CL is produced throughout irradiated
tissue, with intensity proportional to the local absorbed dose produced from secondary
electrons generated throughout the beam path. This means CL output is expected to be
increased with higher beam energies and delivered dose. For example, placing a low-Z
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radiation filter that preferentially absorbs lower MV energies from a LINAC beam profile
is expected to increase light output per dose. For more information on the physics of CL
generation in response to clinical MV beams, the readers are directed to these
references16,119.

Improvements and Limitations of RECA Compared to Previous Efforts
Radiotherapy Enhanced with Cherenkov photo-Activation (RECA) seeks to
exploit Cherenkov light from clinical MV radiation to activate phototherapeutics from
deep within the tumor. The RECA approach simplifies the X-PACT by eliminating the
need for phosphors and requiring only the pharmaceutical delivery of psoralen to the
tumor.
The previous CL-based phototherapy efforts based their therapy on injection of
TiO2 nanoparticles and radiotracers113 or F-18 radiotracers with phototherapeutics12. The
RECA approach moves away from the radiotracers and instead focuses on an external
beam radiation therapy (EBRT) approach. By taking advantage of the state-of-the-art RT
where CL is already available in a treatment-by-treatment basis, RECA is expected to be
highly translatable. However, a major drawback to CL in EBRT setting is its low fluence.
Some simulation studies16 concluded that the CL fluence expected from standard EBRT in
the energy range 6~15MV is too miniscule, on the order of 4~8µJ/cm2 per 1Gy. This is in
stark contrast to standard psoralen + UVA therapy, which delivers 10~100J/cm2, though
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this is an external light source not an internal one as CL is expected to be. Thus, the invitro and in-vivo feasibility of RECA must be thoroughly tested and verified.

1.5 Organization of this Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized based on the Specific Aims provided in
section 1.3. Each Chapter focuses on one of the Specific Aims or one of the sub-aims. The
Chapter titles give clear indication as to which Specific Aim the Chapter focuses on.
Each Chapter begins with a statement of the Working Hypotheses and Objective
of the Aim (section X.1), followed by General Research Design (section X.2) that gives
general outline of the experiments performed in accordance to the aim of the Chapter. The
Research Design sections delineate the purposes of each of the experiments performed.
Subsequent sections (section X.3 and subsequent sections) delve further into each
experiment. The experimental details, results, and discussions relevant to the Specific Aim
of the Chapter are listed for each experiment. Each of these experiments sections begin
with the Research Context and Summary (section X.X.1), which orient the reader as to
why and/or when the experiments were performed. Each experiment section (section X.3
and subsequent sections) has a conclusion that flow into the next experiment. The final
Chapter of the dissertation lists ongoing and future works relevant to X-PACT and RECA.
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2 Aim 1a: In-vitro Efficacy of X-ray Psoralen
Activated Cancer Therapy (X-PACT)

2.1 Working Hypotheses and Objective of this Aim
In this Chapter, we test the working hypothesis that kilo-voltage (kV) stimulation
of phosphors generate UVA-light that photo-activates psoralen, inducing a synergistic
effect above expected from its individual components. We will also test our hypothesis
that UVA emission per radiation dose from these phosphors varies with radiation beam
characteristics, especially energy (kV versus MV), and can thus be optimized. Relevant
physics background on phosphor behavior under kV versus MV beam is provided in
section 1.4.5.
The objective of Specific Aim 1a is to compare in-vitro viability and apoptotic
potential of cells exposed to X-PACT versus cells exposed to individual components
alone, namely radiation alone, psoralen alone, and phosphor alone. The secondary
objective is to optimize phosphor UVA light yield per unit radiation dose by varying
radiation conditions, focusing especially on phosphor response at kV versus MV energies.
By the end of this chapter, the in-vitro feasibility of X-PACT and a quantitative estimate of
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the benefit of using kV beams instead of MV beams for psoralen photoactivation will have
been established.

2.2 General Research Design for Aim 1a
To test the working hypotheses, we investigated the ability of clinical imaging
equipment in kV energies to activate psoralen in-vitro; this included determining the right
phosphors and irradiation parameters (kV energy, dose per fraction, and dose rate) that
maximize the phosphor emission. In addition, photonic emissions from phosphors must
overlap with the wavelength required to activate psoralen (~320~400nm)4,120, and must be
orders of magnitudes stronger in kV region versus MV region to justify use of kV energies
despite the potential for high skin and bone damage in X-PACT (see section 1.4.4).
The purposes of the Aim 1a and their associated experiments are listed below.

Purpose 1: To measure in vitro effectiveness of X-PACT above its individual components alone
Murine triple-negative breast carcinoma model 4T1, glioblastoma model CT2A,
and sarcoma model KP-B cells were used for in-vitro analyses. Cells were plated with the
following combinations in various concentrations: growth media only, isotonic psoralen,
phosphors, and psoralen + phosphors, illustrated on Figure 10A below. These plates
received either uniform radiation dose throughout the plate or left unirradiated (radiation
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control). The X-PACT response is expected only for psoralen + phosphors group after
radiation. Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) on 48~72-hour ATP luminescence
viability, clonogenicity, and early / late apoptotic response on flow cytometry (Annexin V
/ propidium iodide staining) was performed on all cells receiving radiation (initially
having radiation as a control). Follow-up t-tests then separately focused on the effect of
radiation on cells incubated with psoralen + phosphors.

Purpose 2: To compare phosphor spectra and light output under kV versus MV
Optical output per radiation dose of various phosphors were characterized under
x-ray radiation, both kV and MV, using (1) spectrometer equipped with lead-shielded
CCD line camera (Figure 17) and (2) a high-sensitivity cooled camera (Figure 15).
Spectrum or light yield was measured using the optical devices while Varian OBI in
fluoroscopy mode (kV) or a Varian LINAC in service mode (MV) provided x-ray at a
known radiation parameter (i.e. tube current, voltage, source-to-surface distance, and
field size), allowing for a hand-calculation of delivered radiation doses (Table 1 and Table
2).

Purpose 3: To optimize phosphor light output by manipulation of beam parameters in kV
In the same set-up as above, the effect of radiation parameters on light output per
radiation dose was characterized to discover the optimal parameters for phosphor light
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generation. A 6-well plate containing known concentrations of phosphors in each well
were irradiated with a range of conditions from tube current (range 40~200mA), beam-on
time (range 400~4000ms), to tube voltage (range 60~150kVp). Phosphors were encased in
agarose matrix to ensure even distribution.

2.3 In-vitro Effectiveness of X-PACT
2.3.1 Research Context and Summary
This section investigates in-vitro efficacy of X-PACT: a new approach for the
treatment of solid cancer. The biological significance of combining psoralen phototherapy
with radiation therapy was explained in detail in the Conceptual Framework section (see
section 1.4.3). To summarize, X-PACT utilizes psoralen, a potent anti-cancer therapeutic
with a possible immunogenic role, contributing to long-term clinical responses against the
cancer. Psoralen therapies have to-date been limited to superficial or extracorporeal
scenarios due to the requirement for psoralen activation by UVA light, which has limited
penetration in tissue. X-PACT solves this challenge by activating psoralen with UV light
emitted from phosphors (co-incubated with psoralen) that absorb x-rays and re-radiate at
UV wavelengths.
At the onset of this research, the efficacy of X-PACT has not been established yet
in-vitro, even though plenty of anecdotal evidence was there suggesting an effect. The
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main issue with the failure to establish its efficacy was the method of data collection,
where inconsistencies in radiation settings, type of phosphors used, assays used to
measure cell viability, and concentration of psoralens administered caused confusion on
whether psoralen combined with phosphor and x-ray produced synergistic effect
compared to each component alone.
This work as a whole aimed to test the feasibility of X-PACT to increase cell
viability and apoptotic signals in-vitro. The efficacy of X-PACT was evaluated on breast
(4T1), glioma (CT2A) and sarcoma (KP-B) cell lines. Cells were exposed to X-PACT
treatments where the concentrations of drug (psoralen and phosphor) and radiation
parameters (energy, dose, and dose rate) were varied. Efficacy was evaluated primarily
using flow cell cytometry in combination with complimentary viability assays. We show
that X-PACT induces significant tumor cell apoptosis and cytotoxicity, compared to
psoralen- or phosphor-alone controls (p<0.0001). We also show that apoptosis increases
as doses of phosphor, psoralen, or radiation increase. Overall these studies demonstrate a
potential therapeutic effect for X-PACT and provide a foundation and rationale for future
in-vivo studies.
My contributions to X-PACT in-vitro studies were compiling the data, performing
statistical tests (specifically, two-way analysis of variance and t-tests) on the combinatorial
effects of phosphor, psoralen, and x-ray on 4T1-HER2 cells, and performing in-vitro tests
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on cell lines other than 4T1-HER2 cells (e.g. CT2A, 4T1, and KP-B). Acknowledgement for
in-vitro works on 4T1-HER2 cells are listed in the Acknowledgement section.

2.3.2 Methods
A principle mode of psoralen cell kill is apoptosis, prompting the use of flow cell
cytometry assays with Annexin V and propidium iodide (PI) staining, which measure
early and late apoptosis respectively. The flow cytometry data was complemented with
other viability assays (methylene blue, and ATP luminescence, and clonogenic survival
assays).

Psoralen Preparation
In in-vitro studies, both commercially available UVADEX (formulated psoralen
from Therakos Inc, NDC 64067-216-01) and pure 8-MOP (8-methoxypsoralen from Sigma
Aldrich, CAS# 298-81-7), prepared in DMSO, were investigated as alternative
formulations of psoralen agents. Prior work has shown that the number of DNA photoadducts is a linear function of the product of 8-MOP (psoralen) concentration and lightexposure121. Based on prior clinical work in ECP therapy, we evaluated UVADEX and 8MOP concentrations in the range 10–60µM. Drug stability in the presence of phosphors
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was investigated using standard UV-Vis spectroscopy and HPLC-MS. All samples were
protected from light and used within 3~4 hours post preparation.

Preliminary Verification of Phosphor Spectrum
In X-PACT therapy, psoralen is activated by light generated in-situ from phosphor
particles undergoing x-ray stimulated phosphorescence. The emission profiles from the
phosphor must therefore overlap the absorption / activation wavelengths of psoralen
(320~400nm). Emission of the phosphors in X-RAD 320 (Precision X-ray, Inc.) small animal
irradiator was characterized using an optical fiber connecting irradiated phosphor
samples to a spectrograph located outside the irradiator. Efficient radiation shielding of
the X-RAD 320 system allowed measurement of the phosphor spectrum under 80kVp xray stimulation without shot-noise interference from scattered radiation.

In-vitro X-PACT Experimental Overview
Guava Annexin V flow cell cytometry, methylene blue, clonogenic, and ATPluminescence assays were used to quantify cell viability in 3 murine tumor cell lines
(triple-negative breast adenocarcinoma model 4T1; 4T1-HER2, 4T1 transfected with the
human HER2 oncogene; glioma-CT2A; sarcoma KP-B). The mouse breast cancer cell line
4T1 and 4T1-HER2 were maintained in RPMI-1640 with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), Lglutamine from GIBCO (Grand Island, NY), and penicillin/streptomycin. The Sarcoma
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KP-B cell lines were derived from primary tumors LSL-Kras; p53 Flox/Flox mice122. Cells
were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a humidified cell-culture incubator.
In-vitro X-PACT irradiations and drug administrations were conducted on plated
cells, usually on 12-well plates except for luminescence studies where 96-well plates were
used. After incubation, cells were trypsinized and plated evenly onto 12-well / 96-well
plates for 24 hours. About 20 minutes prior to X-PACT irradiation, cells in 3 wells of each
plate were exposed to the following combinations of additives: (1) control — cells only
with no additives, (2) UVADEX / 8-MOP only, (3) phosphors only, (4) UVADEX / 8-MOP
+ phosphors. Duplicate plates were prepared with the same four conditions, as unirradiated controls. Half the plates were then irradiated with kV x-rays (details of the
irradiation are listed below).
After irradiation the cells were incubated on the plate for 48 hours prior to
performing flow cytometry or luminescence assays. For Guava Nexin V flow cytometer,
the cells on 12-well plates were again trypsinized and plated onto 96-well plates, from
which cells were aspirated for flow cytometry. For methylene blue and clonogenic assays,
the cells were incubated for at least 1 week.

In-vitro Radiation Technique and Variations in Phosphor Types
A range of x-ray activation protocols and phosphor types were investigated to
determine X-PACT cytotoxic efficacy in relation to peak x-ray energy (kVp), total dose,
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and dose-rate. kV beam energies ranging between 80~100kVp were investigated. The
primary kV x-ray source utilized in this study (for all data presented, unless stated
otherwise in the figure caption) was a Varian On-Board Imager x-ray source commonly
found on Varian medical linear accelerators. The x-ray dose delivered for the in-vitro
irradiations studied here ranged from 0.2~2Gy, with main emphasis on lower doses of
0.5~1Gy.
For x-ray irradiation, the well plates were positioned at a set distance (typically
50cm) from the x-ray source on a solid water phantom and the position of the well plates
within the x-ray beam was verified by low dose kV imaging. Irradiations were typically
delivered in a “radiograph” mode with kVp settings 80 and 100kVp with no added
filtration in the beam (Half Value Layer = 3.0 and 3.7mm Al, respectively).
Sometimes the x-ray doses were delivered in “pulses,” where the dose is delivered
in parts, with a short ~10s break in between. The standard pulsing technique for X-PACT
is 21 pulses, which is used by default unless otherwise stated on the figure. Alternate
techniques using 16, 21, 33, and 51 pulses or continuous irradiations were also used and
compared against standard 21-pulse regimen. These irradiation conditions were repeated
with two different phosphor types, namely “EC” and “H100” phosphors, which represent
different bio-compatible coating types on the phosphor.
All phosphors used in this research were H100 phosphors, unless otherwise stated.
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Flow Cytometry In-vitro Analysis: Quantification of Cytotoxicity and Apoptosis
Two primary flow cytometry analyses were used to calculate cell viability and
apoptotic cell viability, both determined at 48 hours after X-PACT treatment. Recall from
the end of section 1.4.1 that cell viability in terms of flow cytometry is either the ratio in
cell numbers for treated versus untreated control, or the fraction of cells that are apoptotic
(early or late). The untreated control is included within the 12-well plate, since 9 of the 12
wells received psoralen or phosphor (or both) additives while 3 wells did not. The first
analysis evaluated cell viability as ratio of whole cells per well determined using forward
scattering (FSC). For each well, cell viability was normalized their respective no-additive
control. All wells on a given plate received the same radiation dose.
The second assay is Annexin V signal. The fraction of cells that are apoptotic are
Annexin V positive (+), and this was determined by flow cell cytometry. The “Annexin V
(+) signal” for the treatment arms is defined as the fraction of cells apoptotic, corrected by
subtracting the no-additive control signal from the no-treatment well on the same plate.
This compensates for day-to-day variations in background apoptosis signal. Correcting
for the control on the same plate minimizes any potential inter-plate systematic bias
associated with plating constancy or Annexin V gating parameters. The majority of plots
in the results either use cell viability or Annexin V (+) staining.
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Miscellaneous In-vitro Viability Assays
Remaining assays provided independent complimentary information on cell
viability, e.g. number of colonies grown (clonogenic assay), methylene blue staining, and
ATP luminescence imaging (Cell-Titer-Glo®). For clonogenic assay, 500 cells were initially
plated onto each of the 12 wells (same used for methylene blue). After administering the
treatments (1)~(4) described above, the colonies were grown for 2 weeks before counting
them via automatic colony counter ColCount™ (Oxford Optronix, version 5). The
luminescence imaging also enabled investigation of the cytotoxicity of psoralen activated
directly with a UV lamp, and in the absence of phosphors and x-ray radiation.

Statistical Analysis
ANOVA was used to assess the effect of radiation (no x-ray versus 1Gy 80kVp),
treatment group (UVADEX, Phosphor, and Phosphor + UVADEX), and their interaction
on two outcomes: cell viability and Annexin V (+) fraction. Linear regression examined
the relationship between UV radiation exposure and cell viability for each of 3 cell lines.
Multivariable linear regression with a follow-up two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was used to assess the joint effect of X-ray dose, 8-MOP psoralen dose, and phosphor dose
on cell viability, and to assess the interaction effect of 8-MOP and phosphor on Annexin
V fraction. A two-sample t-test was used to compare 80kVp and 100kVp with respect to
Annexin V fraction.
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2.3.3 Results
Preliminary Characterization of high light-output Phosphors
Phosphor emission under x-ray excitation (Figure 9) shows the new improved
phosphors are 16x brighter than the psoralen-tethered Y2O3 nano-scintillators used in
prior iteration of the technology (see section 1.4.5). Phosphors can be customized so that
output wavelengths match the bio-therapeutic agent to be activated, and this is tested in
section 2.4.

Figure 9. Light output from X-PACT phosphors under small animal irradiator (XRAD 320) x-ray stimulation at 80kVp. The new phosphors (solid black line) are much
brighter than tethered nano-scintillators (solid gray line). The absorption spectrum of
psoralen is shown for comparison (dotted line). Adapted from Oldham et. al., 2016.123

X-PACT In-vitro Results Compared to Individual Components
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Figure 10 illustrates the efficacy of X-PACT treatment in-vitro in 4T1-HER2 cells,
utilizing an X-PACT regimen of 1/10-diluted UVADEX (with equivalent of 10µM 8-MOP),
50µg/mL phosphor, and 1Gy of 80kVp x-rays from clinical x-ray imager. Figure 10a and
b depict the methylene cell viability and clonogenic data for the four treatment conditions:
control, UVADEX alone, phosphors alone, and the X-PACT combination of UVADEX and
phosphors.
Figure 10C and D present the cell viability measured with flow cytometry, and
“Annexin V (+) signal” (refer to Methods for definition). The control condition is not
shown for these assays, since the metric “cell viability” is normalized to their respective
no-treatment controls. These data were compiled from experiments performed on 5
different days (within 1 month), including 15 separate experimental and 10 control plate
irradiations.
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Figure 10. Anti-tumor effects of X-PACT (1Gy + 8-MOP / UVADEX + phosphor)
compared to its individual components on 4T1-HER2 cells. A. Cell viability illustrated by
methylene blue staining for a plate receiving 1Gy of 80kVp x-rays. Three combinations of
X-PACT regimes (25, 50, & 100µg/mL phosphor with diluted UVADEX equivalent to
10µM 8-MOP) were compared to their individual components. B. Raw clonogenic colony
count after X-PACT and its components (10µM 8-MOP, 50µg/mL phosphor, 1Gy of 80kVp
radiation). C. Same condition as B, repeated with Guava flow cytometry using cell counts
determined from FSC gating. D. Same condition as C but measuring Annexin V (+) signal
instead. N is the number of independent measurements (different days), and error bars
indicate one standard deviation. Lowest viability (qualitatively on methylene blue and
quantitatively on clonogenic assays) is observed with X-PACT than with any other
conditions. For cytometry viability and Annexin V assays, radiation significantly reduced
cell viability when administered with both phosphor and UVADEX compared to each
component alone (****p<0.0001 for X-PACT). The Annexin V (+) fraction of viable cells are
the highest for X-PACT compared to any other conditions. Radiation had a significantly
different effect on Annexin V when administered with X-PACT, as opposed to individual
components (p<0.0001). In-vitro works mentioned here were performed by the group Dr.
Neil Spector, Duke University, and Immunolight LLC., but statistical analysis and figure
generation was performed by the author.
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Change in X-PACT In-vitro Effectiveness with Radiation Technique and Phosphor Type
The Annexin V (+) signal of 4T1-HER2 cells exposed to X-PACT with various
irradiation techniques (with or without pulsing) and phosphor types on 4T1-HER2 are
depicted in Figure 11. All cells described here received 1Gy.

Figure 11. X-PACT effectiveness under various irradiation conditions and
phosphor types, measured using Annexin V (+) signal for 4T1-HER2 cells. All delivered
1Gy of dose, at 50µg/mL of phosphor (EC or H100 coats) and 1:10 diluted UVADEX. Flow
cytometry cell viability data is left out for conciseness, but similar pattern is observed as
Annexin V (+) signal. A. X-PACT effectiveness under pulsed irradiation on Varian clinical
irradiator versus continuous irradiation on X-RAD320 animal irradiator. More pulses
seem to lead to lower X-PACT effectiveness. B. Chart comparing EC and H100
effectiveness, with paired difference (EC minus H100) used to calculate the statistical
significance of the difference. EC is more effective than H100, at statistical significance p
< 0.0001.
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In-vitro X-PACT with Other Cell Lines
The sensitivity of CT2A (murine malignant glioma), 4T1 and KP-B (sarcoma) cell
lines to light-activated psoralen, which is the key therapeutic mechanism of X-PACT, is
shown in Figure 12A. To increase data throughput, we performed ATP luminescence
assays instead of cytometry on these cell lines. ATP luminescence and clonogenic assay
correlate to a certain degree, as discussed here54.
Figure 12B presents data on CT2A malignant glioma ATP-luminescence cell
viability. Dose response of CT2A cell line for a range of X-PACT parameters including
variable x-ray dose (0, 0.67 and 1 Gy), phosphor concentration (50 or 100µg) and psoralen
concentration (8-MOP) at 10, 20 and 40µM are shown here, respectively. Just as Figure
12A shows decreased viability with UV dose, Figure 12B shows decreased viability with
radiation dose, but only in presence of 8-MOP and phosphor.

Figure 12. A. UV light activated psoralen was observed to reduce viable cells in 3
cell lines (data from Cell Titer-Glo® Luminescence Cell Viability Assay under UV light).
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N = 4 for each cell line at each UV light condition (0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 J/cm2). The psoralen
concentration was 40 µM. Within each cell line, cell viability decreased as radiation dose
increased (p<0.001; linear regression). B. In CT2A cells, X-PACT cytotoxicity increases
with X-ray dose (0, 0.67 and 1.00 Gy respectively), concentration of 8-MOP psoralen (10,
20 and 40 µM respectively), and phosphor (50 and 100 µg/ml) respectively. Multiple linear
regression showed significant reductions in cell viability with increasing radiation doses
(p<0.001), increasing phosphor dose (p = 0.011), and increasing psoralen dose (p<0.001).

Annexin V (+) signal response of KP melanoma cell lines to increasing X-PACT
dose are shown on Figure 13.

Figure 13. Annexin V (+) signal for two KP cell lines (KP1408 and KP1619) at 48hours post-irradiation, with 50µg/mL phosphor or 10µM 8-MOP or 1:10 diluted
UVADEX. X-PACT effectiveness seems to increase with X-ray dose (0, 1, 2Gy respectively)
the most for phosphor + 8-MOP groups, but due to lack of samples (N=2) the results are
not statistically significant, with the exception of phosphor + 8-MOP.
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Two-way ANOVA for Psoralen-Phosphor Interaction
Figure 14A presents a multivariable linear regression analysis on 36 independent
measurements (wells) of Annexin V (+) signal on 4T1-HER2 cells as a function of three
variables: psoralen concentration, phosphor concentration and their interaction. Psoralen
and phosphor concentrations ranged from 10µM to 50µM and 25µg/mL to 200µg/mL
respectively. All of the 36 X-PACT wells were irradiated with 1 Gy of x-ray radiation at
80kVp. Data are graphically displayed in Figure 14B, along with regression lines that
describe the relationship between psoralen and annexin when phosphor = 50µg/mL (blue
curve), and when phosphor = 100µg/mL (red curve). The shaded areas represent the 95%
confidence limits.

Figure 14. A. A multivariable linear regression analysis on 36 independent
measurements of Annexin V (+) in 4T1-HER2 cells as a function of psoralen and phosphor
concentration. All samples received an x-ray dose of 1Gy at 80kVp. Psoralen and
phosphor concentrations ranged from 10µM to 50µM and from 25µg to 200µg
respectively. The statistically significant interaction indicates that the effect of phosphor
dose on Annexin levels is not consistent across levels of 8-MOP. B. Graphical
representation of the regression model provided in A. The blue and red lines are the
regression of psoralen on annexin when phosphor = 50µg/mL, and 100µg/mL
respectively. The shaded regions indicate the 95% confidence limits. Data collected by Dr.
Neil Spector et. al. and Immunolight, LLC. Figure adapted from Oldham et. al., 2016.123
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2.3.4 Discussion
In the 4T1 in-vitro cell viability analysis (Figure 10), we show 1Gy of 80kVp
radiation has a significantly different effect on cell viability when administered with XPACT than with phosphor or UVADEX alone (p<0.0001). With phosphor and psoralen
present, the administration of x-ray resulted in a decrease in cell viability from 70 to 20%.
The effect of adding radiation to the control conditions (phosphor alone or psoralen alone)
did not lead to a substantial reduction in cell viability. Substantial cytotoxicity (~80%) was
only observed in the full X-PACT arm demonstrating the synergistic therapeutic effect of
the combination of phosphor, UVADEX and radiation.
In the 4T1 in-vitro apoptotic analysis (Figure 10C), cells exposed to UVADEX alone
(left bars) exhibited negligible apoptotic activity either with or without x-ray (p values of
0.90 and 0.09 respectively). There was a slight increase in Annexin V staining when cells
were exposed to phosphor alone (middle bars) (~1%, p = 0.098) suggesting a slight toxicity
of the phosphors. However, it was only when both phosphor and UVADEX were
combined (right bars) that a statistically significant increase in Annexin V (+) signal was
observed (~8%, p<0.0001), indicating an increase in early-stage apoptosis. The anti-tumor
effects of X-PACT were further illustrated in the methyl blue staining in Figure 10A. In
both the X-PACT 2 and 3 conditions, little effect was observed for the individual
components of UVADEX and phosphor. The methyl blue staining results are consistent
with the flow cytometry data, in that all X-PACT components are required for high
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cytotoxicity. Less cytotoxicity is manifest in the first X-PACT condition because of
decreased phosphor concentration. Clonogenic survival (Figure 10B) showed less drastic
cytotoxic effect, perhaps due to the low cell concentration (only 500 per one well in 12well plate) increasing the average phosphor-to-cell distance and thus decreasing the
efficacy of phosphors.
When X-PACT and components were evaluated for multiple cell lines (Figure
12B), a regression analysis shows that an increase in radiation dose results in a significant
decrease in ATP-luminescence cell viability (p<0.001) within both 4T1-HER2 and CT2A
cells. This observation suggests that X-PACT may have applicability to a range of different
tumor types. In CT2A malignant glioma cells, X-PACT cell cytotoxicity was observed to
increase with the magnitude of X-ray dose (0, 0.66 and 1Gy respectively), concentration of
8-MOP psoralen (10, 20 and 40µMrespectively), and phosphor (50 and 100µg/ml
respectively). A linear model assessed the joint effect of psoralen dose, phosphor dose,
and radiation dose on cell viability and showed that significant reductions in cell viability
occurred with increasing radiation doses (p<0.001), increasing phosphor dose (p = 0.011),
and increasing psoralen dose (p<0.001), for CT2A cells.
This effect was less visible with KP cell lines, though it is noted only 2 trials were
carried out for each of the two strains of KP cell lines (Figure 13). There appeared to be an
increasing trend in Annexin V (+) signal with increasing dose. ATP-luminescence studies
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on KP cell lines in 48-hours could not be carried out due to their slow growth and
inconsistent adhering to 96-well plate.
In the most comprehensive in-vitro 4T1-HER2 analysis (Figure 14) a model was
generated that explained 72% of the variability associated with the Annexin outcome as a
function of 8-MOP dose, phosphor dose, or their interaction. The statistically significant
interaction (p<0.0001) is an indicator of an enhanced effect when phosphor and psoralen
were present. The magnitude of effects is graphically displayed in Figure 14. A general
observation from this data, acquired with constant x-ray dose, is that apoptotic fraction
induced by X-PACT increases with either increasing phosphor or psoralen concentration.
We also investigated whether changing x-ray regimen and phosphor coatings (EC
vs. H100) with the same dose had much effect on X-PACT efficacy (Figure 11). Phosphor
design considerations indicated that ~80kVp would be optimal, but a higher energy
would have an advantage from treatment delivery perspective (greater penetration in
tissue). For this reason, 100kVp beam energy was investigated as well. The effect of
pulsing seemed to be to decrease the Annexin V (+) signal (less with 51 pulses than with
16 pulses), while the EC coating seemed more effective in activating psoralen than H100.
It is unknown why radiation pulsing, even though the same dose was given, seems to
decrease X-PACT efficacy. However, pulsing is needed to keep x-ray tube from
overheating. It seems 21 pulses is a good compromise between X-PACT effectiveness and
x-ray tube heating. Also, it is not surprising that EC is more effective than H100, since
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H100 coating essentially is EC coating plus additional diamond-like carbon coating,
meaning more UV light will escape EC coating than H100 coating. Despite the decrease
in effectiveness, however, extra coating increases bio-compatibility of the phosphor.
The in-vitro data presented here demonstrate basic efficacy for X-PACT, and
present a foundation and rationale for future studies to investigate in further detail.
Further studies are required to optimize all aspects of the technique, including phosphor
efficiency (both to x-ray activation energy and UV spectrum), psoralen dosing and x-ray
irradiation technique.

Conclusions
Medical applications of ionizing radiation have traditionally involved diagnostic
imaging and radiation therapy. Diagnostic imaging (planar x-rays and x-ray-CT) utilizes
low energy x-rays, to obtain better soft-tissue—bone contrast, and lower dose exposure to
the patient. In radiation therapy, higher energy MV radiation (6MV and higher) is
typically used to achieve skin sparing. The X-PACT therapeutic paradigm departs from
these conventions by utilizing low energy radiation (and low doses) to initiate
phosphorescence of UV light in-situ, in potentially deep-seated lesions, for the purpose of
activating a potent anti-tumor photo-bio-therapeutic (psoralen). This work presents invitro investigations that demonstrate the basic viability of this approach, confirming x-ray
activation of psoralen. The longer-term potential is the possibility of precise local
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activation of psoralen in-situ at any depth with 3D conformal techniques, and stimulation
of an anti-tumor immune response.

2.4 UVA Light Output of Novel Phosphors under kV versus MV
Energies for X-PACT
2.4.1 Research Context and Summary
This research was a follow-up study to in-vitro verification of the efficacy of XPACT, with the goal to measure phosphor response to kV and MV and to observe the
effect of radiation conditions on phosphor response. At the time, it was not firmly
established that phosphors emit stronger in kV than at MV per radiation dose, and XPACT was only used with kV beams due to concerns that these phosphors have not
directly been observed to fluoresce in UVA region under therapeutic MV beams. Here we
(1) compare light output per radiation dose and spectra of these phosphors at kV versus
MV energies, (2) characterize optical spectrum of various phosphors for compatibility
with psoralen, and (3) explore the effect of radiation conditions on phosphor output. Light
output per radiation dose is clinically relevant since we are limited in the radiation dose
that can be delivered to the patient.
In this section, we aim to compare UVA output of several novel dual kV- and MVresponding phosphor micro-particles developed in house to justify use of kV for X-PACT
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and to explore feasibility of MV X-PACT. Emission properties (i.e. spectra and light output
per patient radiation dose) of these phosphors were characterized under two categories
of x-ray radiation: (1) diagnostic (kV) energies provided by Varian On-Board Imager and,
(2) therapeutic energies (MV) on Varian LINAC.
Eight materials and a NaI scintillating powder control were plated onto two 6-well
plates and placed on top of black aluminum foil. UVA (320~380nm) emissions of the
particles were characterized under (1) diagnostic (kV) energies and (2) therapeutic (MV)
energies on Varian LINAC. Images were acquired with a high-sensitivity CCD camera
equipped with a UVA bandpass filter (315~390nm). UVA emission per delivered patient
dose (CCD counts per Gy), a key parameter in determining in-vivo effectiveness of the
particles, was calculated under both kV and MV photons.
In summary, phosphors scintillated much weaker (by about 2 orders of
magnitude) under MV compared to kV and radiation conditions, especially tube energy
in kV regions, seem to have a large (up to ±70%) effect in light output. Despite the low
output, MV-responding particles show potential for clinical use, as excessive skin dose at
kV energies limit radiation dose that can be safely delivered per fraction compared to MV
radiation.

2.4.2 Methods
Overall Design
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There are two major experiments performed on this section: (1) phosphor output
measurement in kV and MV energies and (2) spectral measurement. The geometric set-up
and optical components used in experiment (1) are described on Figure 15, while those in
experiment (2) are described on Figure 17.
For experiment 1 (UVA phosphor output measurement under kV vs MV), highsensitivity UVA imaging camera (sensitive from 315~390nm) was set up on the patient
bed of Varian LINAC in a dark chamber to eliminate ambient light (Figure 15). Phosphors
were imaged with the camera simultaneously with either 6~15MV photon beam or at tube
voltage ranges 60~150kVp with Varian on-board imager (OBI). Delivered radiation dose
in MV region was hand-calculated using calibration data established previously. For
experiment 2 (phosphor spectral measurement), a line CCD spectrometer was placed in
front of open-face phosphor powder which was laid on top of light block, to reduce
Cherenkov background.

Sample Preparation
Eight phosphor powders were graciously provided by Immunolight, LLC. for
optical measurement. These are named I33, NP, BP3, GTP, BP7, BP3 with copper (BP3Cu), BP1, and GTP with copper (GTP-Cu), the compositions of which are proprietary.
Copper-doped phosphors were developed under the assumption that increased effective
Z will increase interaction cross-section of the phosphor with the incoming photon, which
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could in turn lead to higher optical light output (see section 1.4.5 for relevant background
physics). Sodium iodide (NaI), a common UV scintillator, was also prepared as a reference
scintillator and a positive control.
For experiment 1, two 6-well plates were prepared. In each well, one of 8
phosphors and NaI powder control was encased within a thin layer of agarose as shown
on Figure 15A. For experiment 2, the phosphor powders were laid on top of a black
aluminum foil in open air as illustrated on Figure 17A.

Optical Set-up for Phosphor Output Measurement (Experiment 1)
Camera with cooled BV CCD (Andor) at -85°C was equipped with UVAtransparent lens made with BK7 glass (Thorlabs). FF-390/SP25 (Semrock) short-pass UVA
was used to exclude visible and infrared light above 380nm (OD>6). Company-provided
specifications of each of the optical components are illustrated in Figure 15C. Calculated
spectral sensitivity of the entire optical system predicts 5 to 35% quantum efficiency in the
range 320 to 380nm, respectively (increasing with wavelength). CCD integration time was
matched to radiation beam-on time so that the camera acquired for the entirety of
irradiation period.
The Andor camera was protected from contributions of radiation shot noise, via
thick lead blocks shielding the CCD from the direct line of sight to the LINAC head (a
major source of scatter and secondary dose). For experiment 1, before irradiation,
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phosphor samples were angled at 45° towards the camera using Styrofoam to maximize
optical photon capture.

Figure 15. Illustration of the experimental set-up, for simultaneous dose
calculation and optical output measurements. A. Samples were UVA-emitting phosphor
micro-particles (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7) plated onto 6-well plates, some doped with copper (+Cu).
A scintillating material, NaI, was included as positive control, C. B. Samples were
irradiated at SSD=100cm, FS=20x20cm2 A-P (for kV) or P-A (for MV). A camera was
placed at 21” away directly facing the samples. C. Selective sensitivity of the cameralens-filter system to only UVA light ensures minimal visible light contamination is
reaching the detector, with high optical density (OD) of up to 7 from 400nm+.

Radiation Settings for Phosphor Output Measurement (Experiment 1)
All radiation was delivered on Varian 2100 EX linear accelerator, either via MV
beam or via the On-board imager x-ray tube (kV beam). Dose was hand-calculated from
Duke commissioning data for MV energies and from kVp dosimetry data based on Task
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group 61 recommendations. Irradiation parameters for both kV beams and MV beams are
shown on Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.
For kV irradiation, tube current was set at 200mA and pulse length was set at
800ms. Estimated kV doses from TG61 in this set-up were 0.60, 1.29, 1.98, 2.69, and 3.75cGy
for 60, 80, 100, 120, and 150kVp irradiations, respectively. For MV irradiation, beam
energy was set at 6MV and 15MV, with either 100MU or 200MU delivered at each energy
at a rate of 600MU/min. Estimated MV doses from TG51 in this set-up was 1.052 and
1.054cGy per MU (or 1.052 and 1.054Gy for 100MU) for 6 and 15MV irradiations, though
this calculation is an over-estimation as we assume percent depth dose (PDD) = 100% at
the surface and proper backscattering conditions. At MV conditions, actual dose is
predicted to be less by a few percent.

Table 1. Kilo-voltage energy dosimetry for phosphor output measurement
Condition
60kVp,
200mA,
800ms
80kVp,
200mA,
800ms
100kVp,
200mA,
800ms

Tube
Energy
(kVp)

Field
Size

Tube
Current
(mA)

Pulse
Length
(ms)

mAs

SSD

Sc,p*

Output
Factor**
(cGy/mAs)

Dose
(Gy)

60

20x20

200

800

160

100

1.054

0.0056

0.0060

80

20x20

200

800

160

100

1.06

0.0119

0.0129

100

20x20

200

800

160

100

1.066

0.0182

0.0198
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120kVp,
200mA,
120
20x20
200
800
160
100 1.072
0.0245
0.0269
800ms
150kVp,
200mA,
150
20x20
200
800
160
100 1.081
0.0339
0.0375
800ms
*Combined collimator and phantom scatter factor
**Standard condition for output factor measurement was SSD=80cm, 10x10, depth = 0cm (for
kVp, surface PDD=100%)

Table 2. Mega-voltage energy dosimetry for phosphor output measurement
Condition

Energy
(MV)

Field
Size

MU

PDD
(Estimated)*

S_c,p

Dose
(Gy)

6MV, 600MU/min,
6
20x20
200
100
1.052
2.104
200MU
6MV, 600MU/min,
6
20x20
100
100
1.052
1.052
100MU
6MV, 300MU/min,
6
20x20
200
100
1.052
2.104
200MU
15MV, 600MU/min,
15
20x20
200
100
1.054
2.108
200MU
15MV, 600MU/min,
15
20x20
100
100
1.054
1.054
100MU
15MV, 300MU/min,
15
20x20
200
100
1.054
2.108
200MU
*We assume Percent Depth Dose (PDD) of 100%, but the true value is expected to be less.

Image Analysis & Normalization by Dose (Experiment 1)
After images were acquired, Fiji (ImageJ) was used to identify regions of interest
(ROI) from which to measure light output, as shown in Figure 18A. An ROI was identified
for each of the 8 phosphors (and one sodium iodide control). Average of pixel intensity in
each ROI was calculated and named “Mean CCD counts”, a quantity proportional to
number of photons emitted per unit area of the sample (photons/cm2). After CCD counts
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were measured from each ROI, each value was normalized by radiation dose calculated
in Table 1 and Table 2 to obtain “counts per dose (counts/Gy)”.

Optical Set-up and Analysis for Phosphor Spectrum Measurement (Experiment 2)
For spectral measurements, LineSpec™ CCD Array Spectrometer (Model: 78877)
with MS125 Grating (400 lines/mm, 325 nm blaze, Model: 77416) was used. Phosphor
particles were laid on top of black aluminum and a Styrofoam with 1”-deep circular hole,
so that the entrance slit of the spectrometer was pointed towards the phosphor particles
(Figure 17). In addition, due to low signal of the incoming light, factory given 200µm slit
did not provide enough signal. A 3D printed 2mm slit replaced this, for overall increase
in light output – in return for reduced spectral resolution. Once spectra of irradiated
phosphors were obtained, data were smoothed using 7-point median filter to reduce shot
noise from random radiation scatter activating the CCD pixels.
We note here that during preliminary studies, the spectrometer was coupled to a
large (5mm radius) optical fiber, pointing at irradiated phosphor (Figure 16). However,
UV absorption of the fiber reduced UVA signal that was transmitted and added
Cherenkov background in MV energies. Future studies are thus advised against using
optical fibers, even if they are UV-compatible.
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Figure 16. Preliminary set-up and light output spectra of BP1 and BP6
phosphors. A. Optical fiber transported light, from AP-irradiated phosphor powder
encased in clear plastic wrap to spectrograph entrance slit. The spectrograph was
shielded from scattered x-ray using lead blocks. The UVA/UVB (250~400nm)
transmission profile of the optical fiber is shown to the right. B. and C. Preliminary BP1
and BP6 spectrum measured in this set-up under 80kVp beam. Because of the mismatch
between slit size and grating, interference pattern is created with false peaks.
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Figure 17. Modified set-up based on preliminary measurements. A. Geometry for
spectrum measurement. Spectrograph was held upside-down on a Styrofoam with 1”deep circular hole, so that the phosphor was place at 1” from spectrograph entrance slit.
B. To limit the interference pattern observed in preliminary study and to increase
photonic output, a 2mm slit was 3D-printed to fit on the spectrograph entrance.

2.4.3 Results
Figure 18 compares light output per radiation dose at kVp versus MV energies.
This value is roughly proportional to photons/cm2/Gy produced in the 315~390nm range,
which is relevant to psoralen activation. UVA emission per patient dose was 1.3~5.7% at
6MV compared to 80kVp. A curious pattern is pointed out where this MV-to-kV light
output ratio plotted against output at kVp can be fitted into a power equation, perhaps
pointing to a trade-off between kV output and loss of output in MV.
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Figure 18. Light output comparison of phosphors under kV versus MV beams. A.
Regions-of-interest (ROI) used for CCD counts per radiation dose measurements. B.
Phosphor response to kV energies ranging from 60~150kVp and MV energies at 6 and
15MV are shown here. C. Ratio of CCD counts per dose with 6MV beam versus 80kVp
beam. Significant reduction in output per dose is observed, ranging from 1.2% D. The
more luminous the scintillator is in kV, the greater the loss of MV-to-kV signal in MV,
perhaps pointing to a physical trade-off having to do with the relationship between Zeff
and attenuation coefficient.

Figure 19 qualitatively compares emission spectra at kVp versus MV energies for
selected phosphors (BP series, NP200, and GTP). Figure 19 brings attention to BP7, which
had double UVA and blue peaks. The ratio of the two peaks seem to shift from kV to MV.
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Figure 19. Peak-normalized phosphor spectra at A. 80kV and B. 6MV for
qualitative comparison. Estimated kVp peak positions are traced to MV spectra to
illustrate the peak positions do not seem to change significantly.
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Figure 20. Spectrum comparison under kV versus MV radiation for two of the
most luminous UVA-emitting phosphors, BP3 and BP7, showing a representative case
where two spectra match well (BP3) and a special case where two do not match well (BP7).
For the most part, the spectrum of BP3 under kV beam match that under MV beam well,
ignoring noise from low light fluence and radiation shot noise. For BP7 phosphor, a small
but significant discrepancy around 380nm UVA peak can be observed.

Figure 21 presents preliminary studies on optimization of phosphors via alteration
of radiation settings. At kV energies, outputs relative to 60kVp is shown (Figure 21A). At
MV energy, outputs relative to 6MV is shown (Figure 21B). Materials that are predicted
to have a high Zeff, for example those with copper, are pointed out.
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Figure 21. Phosphor light output per dose dependence on radiation settings
(energy and tube current). A. In kV region (60~150kVp tube voltage), increasing energy
had a diverging effect on light output. In general, copper-doped particles and high-Zeff
NaI control increased output with tube voltage from 60 to 150kVp, suggesting role of Zeff
in increasing phosphor output with tube energy. B. In MV region (6 or 15MV), increasing
energy generally decreased output, with the exception of the two copper-doped materials
and the high-Zeff control. C. Output varies less than ±2% with different tube current. D.
Output was linear with phosphor concentration at two dose levels examined at 80kVp.
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2.4.4 Discussion
Justification for using kV as opposed to MV beam in X-PACT was that the
phosphors appeared to respond less to the LINAC than ortho-voltage (kV) animal
irradiator in the visible range123, but direct measurement of UVA light output was not
carried out. Furthermore, accurate dosimetry was not carried out to support the
observation quantitatively.
We calculate in Figure 18 that UVA emission per patient dose was significantly
reduced at MV versus kV x-ray energies (1.3~5.7%, at 6MV versus 80kVp). Out of all
phosphors studied, BP7 was the strongest emitter of UVA light in the range 320~380nm,
followed by BP3 and I33, in both kV and MV energies. This may indicate BP7 is the best
for activating psoralen since we are interested in activating psoralen (see Figure 9 for 8MOP absorbance). However, it is pointed out that I33 emits strongly at 300nm, which is
well beyond the camera spectral range.
On Figure 19, no significant changes in phosphor spectra are observed at 6MV
versus 80kVp x-rays, although on Figure 20 for BP7 the ratio of UVA peak (~380nm) to
blue peak (~480nm) increased at 6MV versus 80kVp. This is surprising, as there should be
no difference in the shape of the spectrum, just output. This may point to an interesting
physical phenomenon, for example, where UVA peak is activated more via Compton
scatter processes (dominant in MV regions), while the blue peak is activated more via
photoelectric processes (dominant in kV regions). However, existence of such modes is
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unheard of to author’s knowledge and could easily be an issue with random radiation
shot noise. This may be worth revisiting in future works, with a better-resolved
spectrograph.
Figure 21 shows radiation conditions can change the light output per dose. At kV
energies, tube voltage (60~150kVp) significantly affected UVA emission output per dose,
varying from -20% to +70% at 150kVp versus 60kVp. Zeff of material may explain this
phenomenon, as evidenced by high-Zeff scintillating control NaI (+130%) and copperdoped particles (+66%, +50%). At MV energies, most materials decreased in output at
15MV versus at 6MV, though addition of copper seemed to reverse this trend. Tube
current had a minimal effect in output (±2%), and dose output was observed to be linear
with phosphor concentration.
There were three limitations to this study: (1) optical blurring due to low quality
of UVA lens caused signal cross-over from strongly emitting phosphor to adjacent weakly
emitting phosphor in the 6-well plates, (2) a small uncertainty (±3%) in radiation
dosimetry exists due to lack of backscatter materials in MV energies, and (3) spectral
sensitivity of our optical system is uneven, increasing with longer wavelengths (~35%,
380nm) than shorter wavelengths (~5%, 320nm). Other than minor adjustment to
quantification of light output per radiation dose, however, the main conclusions of this
study should still be valid.
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2.4.5 Conclusion & Future Works
We observed for the first time that the phosphors emit in UVA region in response
to MV beam. Using MV energy for X-PACT is a possibility, though we report UVA
emission per patient dose was significantly reduced at MV versus kV x-ray energies
(1.3~5.7%, at 6MV versus 80kVp). BP7 was the strongest emitter of UVA light in the range
320~380nm, followed by BP3 and I33, in both kV and MV energies. No significant changes
in phosphor spectra was observed at 6MV versus 80kVp x-rays, although for BP7 the ratio
of UVA peak to blue peak increased at 6MV versus 80kVp. X-ray energy had a large
(±10%) effect on output, and tube current, pulsing / fractionation etc.) having minimal
effect (±2%). At kV energies, tube voltage (60~150kVp) significantly affected UVA
emission output per dose, varying from -20% to +70% at 150kVp versus 60kVp.
There are situations where MV rather than kV beam should be considered for
phosphor activation in X-PACT. For one, using state-of-the-art LINACs to deliver
radiation overcomes major clinical hurdles with kV beams. Location of the tumor (depth
and proximity to bone) could limit use of kV beams. One should always ask if reduction
in skin dose by using MV beam can offset the reduction in phosphor output (which is, as
a rule of thumb, lower by two orders of magnitude per radiation dose).
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3 Aim 1b: Pre-clinical development of kV
Irradiation strategies for X-PACT
Optimization

3.1 Working Hypotheses and Objective of this Aim
Kilo-voltage x-ray energies are typically restricted to the treatment of superficial
lesions in clinical radiation therapy. At kV energies, skin and bone dose are significantly
higher than that of standard MV radiation therapy (see section 1.4.4). However, advanced
radiation techniques can reduce radiation dose to these organs-at-risk (OAR) while
delivering required dose to the lesion. Some of these techniques include conformal
irradiation techniques and fluence modulation techniques. Unfortunately, most clinical
LINAC with on-board imagers (OBI) do not currently have the capability to deliver
conformal and fluence-modulated kV radiation beams.
In this Chapter, we test the working hypothesis that 3D printed radiation blocks
fabricated from tungsten-doped plastic material can precisely conform kV beams to either
spare or target a volume of interest, such as the primary treatment volume (PTV) or organat-risk (OAR).
The objective of Aim 1b is to develop a novel kV treatment capability on a
preclinical animal irradiator for implementation of kV X-PACT. Here we develop a
potentially transformative novel kV 3D conformal radiation therapy (3DCRT) technique
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based on 3D printed radiation blocks124 which are cheap and easy to fabricate. The
preclinical irradiator mimics modern clinical IGRT practice with CT imaging and kV
irradiation capabilities, making it an ideal preclinical platform to develop kV collimators.
Completing this objective facilitates implementation of kV X-PACT in-vivo and may pave
the way to its translation in the clinics.

3.2 General Research Design for Aim 1b
The research designs seek to test feasibility of kV 3DCRT irradiation strategies
using 3D-printed radiation blocks. In small animal preclinical model, radiation must be
delivered as precisely as possible due to the small size of rats (<1cm). Initial tests of the
kV 3DCRT aimed to deliver whole brain radiation therapy (WBRT) while sparing the
hippocampus. To accurately segment brain-related organs-at-risk (OAR), MRI-to-CT
fusion was required carried out. A flowchart (Figure 23) illustrates the plan to deliver
radiation precisely, in context of mice brainstem glioma case. By using MRI- and CTcompatible immobilization device (based on N. Zarghami et. al.125) for imaging and then
performing rigid image registration with bony landmarks, brain structures were extracted
from a rat ATLAS. First iteration of this workflow utilized rough hand-crafted lead blocks
to shield the ATLAS-extracted rat hippocampus from irradiation124,126. We improved block
conformity to the region of interest using 3D-printed precision blocks for 3D conformal
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kV treatment. Radiation delivery and dosimetric studies are detailed on Figure 24, Figure
25, and Figure 26.
Purposes of this aim are laid out below. Research designs focused on softwareassisted collimation techniques of kV photons and 2D/3D/in-vivo verification of the
technique:

Purpose 1: To develop and dosimetrically verify 3D-printed kV collimation technique on a
preclinical irradiator
All pre-clinical studies are based on X-RAD 225Cx micro-CT / micro-irradiator
(Precision X-Ray). 3D-printed conformal blocks were digitally generated from a
MATLAB-based software bundled into a graphics user interface (GUI), named BlockGen.
The software calculates the exact block model that would spare or irradiate the region of
interest at a user-specified distance, as described on Figure 23. Fusion deposition
modeling (FDM)127 3D-printer with novel tungsten-infused filaments from GMASS® was
used for 3D-printing.
Three methods were used to verify the geometrical accuracy and dosimetric
fidelity of the 3D-printed radiation blocks: (1) Monte-Carlo simulation, (2) Rodentmorphic dosimeter irradiation, and (3) in-vivo irradiation. 3D conformal treatments were
simulated using Monte Carlo package, SmART-Plan128, using 4 radiation fields. More
fields (7 and 8 fields) were simulated but did not offer additional benefit compared with
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4-field plan. Second, a rodent-morphic Presage® dosimeter (with exact dimensions of a
rat) was used to verify 3D distribution of radiation dose. Thirdly, an in-vivo irradiation
was performed on a Wistar Rat, where the rat was sacrificed subsequently, and its brain
sliced for immunohistochemistry (IHC) verification of target coverage via double-strand
break staining, a hallmark of radiation damage.

Purpose 2: To lay foundations for kV intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT)
A preliminary IMRT beam optimization calculation to was performed on
MATLAB-based software CERR IMRTP module. Spectrum file for Monte Carlo
simulation of 225kVp spectrum on CERR was generously provided by Precision X-ray,
INC. On CERR’s IMRTP module, user designates gantry angles and beamlet resolution.
Dose contributions from each beamlet are first calculated via Monte Carlo simulation. Our
dose gradient descent optimization script was then used to solve for optimal weights for
each beamlet. The optimized beamlets were then converted to a 3D-printable
stereolithography file, customizable depending on user-specified half-value layer (HVL),
so that the resulting beam profile would match that of an optimized beam.
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3.3 A Precision 3D Conformal Treatment Technique in Rats
3.3.1 Research Context and Summary
Research Context
Development of kV irradiation strategies was first initiated in context of wholebrain radiotherapy (WBRT) with hippocampal avoidance126. Therapeutic WBRT for brain
metastases has been used since the 1950s. Despite its therapeutic benefits in patients with
a high burden of intracranial disease, many patients experience some degree of
neurocognitive decline after treatment. Metastases to the limbic circuit (including the
hippocampus) are rare, and because the hippocampus is known to play an integral role in
memory, the concept of WBRT with hippocampal avoidance (HA-WBRT) evolved as a
treatment to try to reduce neurocognitive decline after radiotherapy. There are now
several ongoing trials in the United States and abroad to investigate the value of
hippocampal avoidance during radiotherapy.
Despite intense clinical interest in hippocampal avoidance, a reliable and accurate
method to deliver dose for preclinical data collection is lacking. Largely, this can be
attributed to the technical hurdles associated with delivering precise, conformal treatment
to the brain of small animals. To develop a reliable model that allows for reverse
translation, a rodent model of hippocampal avoidance with MRI-based treatment
planning was previously developed.126 In this initial work, a lateral-opposed two-field
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HA-WBRT plan was developed for 8-week-old Wistar rats with two conformal lead handcut blocks held at a distance in front of the x-ray source to shield the hippocampus.
This section discusses the four improvements and innovations on this previous
approach that have been made with 3D printing, including: (a) a broad investigation of
three-dimensional (3D) conformal treatments (not 2D parallel opposed, but up to eight
multiple conformal beams); (b) a novel accurate method of conformal block creation from
auto-segmented MRI atlas utilizing precision 3D printing; (c) an improved immobilization
method incorporating a novel 3D-printed device to angle the rat’s head in a supine
position to expose the central diencephalon to radiation; and (d) a precision mounting tool
for accurate and consistent conformal block placement (Figure 22). The main goal of
current work is to develop, evaluate, and verify this novel 3D conformal treatment
technique using 3D-printed radiation blocks in rats, explored here in context of wholebrain radiotherapy with hippocampal avoidance in spirit of the previous hippocampal
avoidance work126 which this technique builds upon.

Research Summary
Overall, the 3D-printed blocks were successful in delivering a conformal dose,
with the simulation results matching well with the measured dose (91.7% gamma passing
rate at 2mm, ±3% dose). However, the 3D conformal technique itself could not deliver
uniform dose to the target, suggesting 3D conformal plan is not enough to meet the
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stringent clinical standard (as issued by Radiation Therapy Oncology Group, RTOG129).
This can be attributed to the shape of the rat hippocampus and the inability of treatment
platform to employ non-coplanar beams and intensity-modulated beams.
Details of the results are as follows. All simulated plans spared the hippocampus
while delivering high dose to the brain (22.5–26.2 Gy mean dose to brain at mean
hippocampal dose of 7 Gy). No significant improvement in hippocampal sparing was
observed by adding beams beyond four fields. Dosimetric sparing of hippocampal region
of the four-field plan was verified with the Presage® dosimeter (mean dose = 9.6 Gy,
D100% = 7.1 Gy). Simulation and dosimeter match at distance-to-agreement of 2 mm and
dose difference of ±3% at 91.7% gamma passing rate (passing criteria of a < 1). The fourfield plan was further validated with immunohistochemistry and showed a significant
reduction in DNA double-strand breaks within the spared region compared with wholebrain irradiated groups (p = 0.021). However, coverage of the whole brain was low at 48.5–
57.8% of the volume receiving 30Gy at 7Gy mean hippocampal dose in simulation and
46.7–52.5% in dosimetric measurements.
Though research is in context of HA-WBRT, the use of 3D printing and software
extends this work to any PTV of choice. This is crucial as most kV irradiators, preclinical
and clinical alike, currently lack a low-cost alternative for 3D conformal dose delivery (see
end of section 1.4.4 for more background).
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3.3.2 Materials and Methods
Overview of Study Design
All animal experiments were reviewed and approved by the Duke Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). Wistar rats were housed in pairs (purchased
from the Charles River Laboratory). A custom 3D-printed bite block was developed to
immobilize and position rats in the supine position with their heads angled off the table.
This head angle positioned the hippocampus relative to the gantry for conformal
treatment with better access to diencephalon (Figure 22). A low-dose, cone beam CT
(CBCT) was acquired in an 8-week-old Wistar rat immobilized with the 3D-printed bite
block while sedated with 3% isoflurane anesthesia on a X-RAD 225Cx MicroCT irradiator
(CBCT at 40kVp, 2.5mA, 1 x 1 binning, 0.8mm voxels). This CBCT was registered to an
MRI Wistar rat atlas provided by the Center for In Vivo Microscopy (CIVM) at Duke130.
The CBCT and the segmented hippocampus were processed on an in-house block
generation GUI based on MATLAB to generate digital block models for conformal
hippocampal sparing and to simulate a CBCT with radiation blocks for SmART-Plan, a
small animal Monte Carlo simulation software112. The blocks were then 3D-printed from
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) metal-composite 3D-printing material GMASSTM
(Turner MedTech, Inc., Orem, UT, USA) intended for x-ray shielding. Treatment
dosimetry was verified with one cylindrical and two rodent-morphic Presage® dosimeters
and simulated with SmART-Plan Monte Carlo software. Subsequently, rats were
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irradiated with a single 4-Gy treatment and killed immediately after treatment to allow
for in vivo verification of hippocampal sparing with anti-phospho-Histone H2A.X
immunohistochemical (IHC) microscopy, which visualizes double-stranded breaks in
DNA due to radiation damage.

Figure 22. Materials for immobilization of Wistar rats and high precision
positioning of 3D-printed micro-blocks. A. Computer rendering of the immobilizer used
for rat immobilization for supine irradiation. B. CBCTs of two different rats restrained
with the bite block demonstrate consistency of position between the two subject rats. Bony
landmarks close to the hippocampus are at maximum 1.81-mm shifted, which is corrected
during image-guided treatment process. C. Collimator mount and block tray for radiation
block positioning with respect to beam center. D. Picture of treatment set-up. Collimator
mount and the block tray position the radiation block with respect to the center of the
beam. Fluoroscope taken with this set-up (inset) confirms that the radiation block
effectively stops the radiation. Reproduced with permission, from the Journal of Medical
Physics131. Copyright © John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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Treatment Localization: Immobilization and Block Generation Software
The procedure for generating precision 3D-printed blocks for hippocampal
sparing is illustrated in Figure 23. To ensure reliable positioning and localization of the
hippocampus on every rat, a custom 3D-printed bite block immobilization tool was
developed (Figure 21) based on a design by the Duke Center for In Vivo Microscopy
(CIVM).132 The immobilization features a locking nose cone and bite bar, with channel for
isoflurane flow. To optimize dose conformality around the hippocampus, the block holds
a supine animal with its head angled upward at 15 degrees. An in-house general-purpose
radiation block generation software (Figure 23, middle-top) was created to calculate
precise conformal 3D-block shapes for arbitrary gantry angles based on segmented
volumes to spare. The software requires as input a CBCT of a Wistar rat brain with the
hippocampus already segmented. Hippocampal segmentation was performed via
registration to an MRI atlas in 3D slicer133, following the bony landmark registration
method outlined in Cramer et al., 2015. Users specify SAD, source-to-block distance (SBD),
gantry angles, margin, and treatment isocenter position. The software then computes the
block dimensions using projection ray tracing to determine block dimensions at the SBD
for conformal sparing of the structure located at SAD. Users can also specify the margins
from the segmented structure to block edge during block generation. After processing, the
software outputs models of each block as a 3D-mesh stereolithography file, which can be
directly 3D printed on any nominal fused-deposition modeling 3D printer in any desired
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material. GMASSTM was chosen for this study due to its high concentration of tungsten
(30% by volume) and utility as x-ray shielding material. A custom tray system was
developed to rigidly and consistently mount each block at the center of an X-RAD
treatment field using 40x40mm2 collimator and a 3D-printed collimator mount [Figure
22C and D]. The software also outputs 2D block printed templates with crosshairs
denoting beam center and which fit into the tray. The tray locks into the collimator mount
so that the crosshair converges at the center of the collimator. This allows precise
positioning and alignment of blocks onto individual trays for multi-field treatment plans.
The accuracy and repeatability of block mounting on the X-RAD 225Cx was evaluated by
analysis of multiple portal images (radiographic) each taken after repetitive unmounting
and re-mounting of the block tray and block (Figure 22C). The analysis consisted of
determining the center-of-mass deviations between seven repeat images using ImageJ
software tools (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). The accuracy of measured center-of-mass was
determined by comparison of the radiographic portal image with the printed block
template.
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Figure 23. Workflow for precision micro-block fabrication and dose verification
via dosimetry and Monte-Carlo simulation. Green: MRI-ATLAS and CBCT of a Wistar rat
are registered, then a volume of interest (hippocampus) is segmented out for input into
block generation software. Yellow: The block computation software takes the segmented
volume and treatment beam angles to generate precision 3D-printable micro-blocks (Blue)
and CBCT with simulated conformal blocks for dose calculation in SmART-Plan (Purple).
Visual representation of the algorithm is shown, which traces the segmented volume
toward the X-ray source to generate the geometry required to shield it at source-to-block
distance (SBD), given the source-to-axis distance (SAD) and beam angle. Red: The 3Dprinted block is used to irradiate a rodent-morphic dosimeter. Red / Purple: Finally, a
comparison between simulated and measured doses are made for treatment verification.
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Treatment Planning / Simulation
The block generation software described in Figure 23 locates the treatment
isocenter and exports a planning CBCT data set of the Wistar rat with simulated radiation
blocks “burned in” as Cerrobend material which can then be used as input for dose
calculation in the X-RAD 225Cx treatment planning software SmART-Plan. The density
of the segmented radiation blocks was artificially set as Cerrobend with very high density
(~100g/cm3) such that < 0.01% transmission is modeled through the block. This was a
work-around to circumvent limitations of the SmART-Plan software to faithfully simulate
tungsten ABS, which the radiation block is fabricated from. With this new capability, a
range of 3D conformal plans with 2, 4, 7, and 8 fields (2F, 4F, 7F, and 8F) were developed
utilizing coplanar beams (non-coplanar beams are not possible with the hardware
limitations of the X-RAD 225Cx couch). On SmART-Plan, 4Gy prescription dose to the
isocenter placed within the cerebral cortex for the 3D conformal treatment cases were
simulated.
Dose volume histograms (DVH) based on segmented whole brain and
hippocampal volumes extracted from the atlas were generated during planning for all
conformal HA-WBRT plans with 1-mm margin for hippocampus. All SmART-Plan
simulated dose distributions were scaled by a constant to maximize the percentage of
planning treatment volume (PTV) receiving 30Gy or higher (V30Gy), where the PTV is the
brain minus the hippocampus, without violating the other RTOG 0933 limits
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(hippocampal dose D100% < 9Gy and Dmax < 16Gy; PTV volume receiving greater than
40Gy, V40Gy < 2%) and keeping the mean hippocampal dose among the plans equal. Most
RTOG limits were met when hippocampal dose was 7.0Gy. Different dose scales were
attempted such as normalization to PTV V30Gy = 90%, but that resulted in excessive brain
dose (~100Gy) and resulted in no clear differentiation between the conformal plans in
terms of hippocampal sparing. After normalization, RTOG 0933 statistics were tabulated,
including V30 and V40 for the PTV and D100% and Dmax of hippocampus, to compare
hippocampal sparing and PTV dose homogeneity between the conformal plans. All DVH
calculations were performed in SlicerRT, a radiotherapy platform on 3D Slicer designed
for preclinical radiological studies134.

Dosimetric Verification
For physical verification of the dose deliveries, a custom rodent-morphic Presage®
dosimeter with the same dimensions of the Wistar rat135 was irradiated with the four-field
conformal treatment, which was determined from simulation to be the optimal plan. The
exact beam-on time required to deliver 4Gy to the isocenter was obtained from SmARTPlan simulations. A margin of 1 mm was applied to each radiation block, to account for
any positional uncertainties. All irradiations were performed at 225kVp with 0.35mm Cu
filter, with SAD of 30.76cm and SBD of 23.07cm. Subsequently, a complex eight-field HAWBRT conformal treatment was delivered to a 2.5-cm-diameter cylindrical Presage®
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dosimeter to single fraction of 30Gy (beams at gantry angles 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°,
270°, and 315°). Hippocampal margins were set at 0mm for this experiment to test the
positional accuracy of the blocks. A particular care was taken in placement and printing
of each blocks to ensure the blocks were correctly positioned and to attempt to meet RTOG
limits by minimizing errors in block positioning. After irradiations, dosimeters were
scanned with duke large field-of-view optical scanner (DLOS)136 to reconstruct the dose
delivered. Dosimeters were reconstructed at a resolution of 1x1x1mm3 using 360
projections. Following irradiation, the 3D dose distribution for the four-field case was
compared with its corresponding Monte Carlo simulated dose distribution. The Presage®
dose distribution was scaled to maximize gamma passing rate with distance-to-agreement
(DTA) criteria of 2mm, ±3% of dose difference, and γ < 1. Gamma calculation was
restricted to the whole brain to exclude the skull, where heightened bone dose in SmARTPlan cannot be reproduced in Presage®.

In-vivo Assessment of DNA damage with Immunofluorescence
To assess in vivo the ability of the conformal treatment plans to spare the
hippocampus, radiation-induced DNA double-strand breaks with anti-phospho-Histone
H2A.X antibody was evaluated after treatment with four-field HA-WBRT. Six Wistar rats
(8 weeks old) were treated with either WBRT (“positive control,” n = 2), HA-WBRT (n =
2), or no RT (“negative control,” n = 2). Before treatment of every rat, a treatment CBCT
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was taken. This CBCT was registered to planning CBCT used in SmART-Plan simulation
studies before irradiation, obviating the need for manual fluoroscopic positioning
performed during earlier work in Cramer et al. (2015)126. Rats in the WBRT and HA-WBRT
groups received a single fraction of 4Gy using a four-field treatment. Rats in the control
group were irradiated at 225kVp with 0.35mm Cu filter, with SAD of 30.76cm and SBD of
23.07cm. For further details in subsequent immunohistology, one is referred to the main
publication here131.

Figure 24. SmART-Plan dose distribution comparison between 2-, 4-, 7-, and 8field 3D conformal HA-WBRT simulations. A. Simulated dose distributions after scaling
dose to best match RTOG criteria while keeping mean hippocampal dose the same among
the four plans. B. Corresponding DVH for hippocampus with 1-mm margin (hippo +
margin, blue) and for brain without hippocampus (brain wo hippo, pink). C. Comparison
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of RTOG-relevant dose statistics among the conformal plans. Reproduced with
permission, from the Journal of Medical Physics131. Copyright © John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

3.3.3 Results
Comparison between various HA-WBRT methods
SmART-Plan simulated dose distributions and associated DVHs for all HA-WBRT
plans (2F, 4F, 7F, and 8F) are shown in Figure 24. All dose distributions and DVHs were
normalized to give a mean hippocampal dose of 7.0Gy. Simulated blocks can be observed
throughout the axial slices in Figure 24A at the periphery of the rat. The treatment couch
and bite block have been accounted for in simulation, as can be observed by noting the
dose in these structures. Axial slices clearly show a central very low-dose region in the
brain corresponding to the shielded hippocampal volume. In Figure 24B, DVHs of the
hippocampal volume (blue) and the brain (PTV, pink) are presented for each simulated
plan. The brain DVH features a step-like appearance for parallel-opposed 2F plan at
around 70% due to missed central diencephalon. With addition of more fields, this curve
“smooths out,” indicating the volume of the brain missed on the 2F plan is now receiving
at least a partial dose. Measured RTOG metrics from these curves are compiled in Figure
24C and compared with the RTOG criteria.
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Figure 25. Comparison of rodent-morphic Presage® measurement and SmARTPlan dose calculation of the 4F conformal HA-WBRT plan. The relative measured dose
was normalized to maximum gamma pass rate with the calculated distribution. A.
Coronal and axial dose distributions of measured (Presage) and calculated (SmART-Plan)
doses. Contours of the hippocampus with 1-mm margin (hippo + margin) and the PTV
(whole brain without hippocampus) used for DVH calculations are shown. B. Dose
profiles in the coronal (lines 1 and 2) and axial (lines 3 and 4) indicate good agreement of
the measured and calculated distributions. C. Corresponding DVHs of hippocampus
(including 1mm margin) and PTV (brain wo hippo). Reproduced with permission, from
the Journal of Medical Physics131. Copyright © John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Figure 25 compares the measured rodent-morphic Presage® dose distribution with
simulated SmART-Plan Monte Carlo dose distribution for the four-field HA-WBRT
treatment. In Figure 25A, the two distributions are shown on the rat CBCT. The maximum
gamma passing rate obtained by scaling the Presage® dose to match the simulation was
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91.7% with criteria of 2-mm distance-to-agreement and 3% dose difference within the
whole brain. The high dose measured at edge of the Presage® dosimeter (0.5–1mm edge
ring) results from a well-known edge artifact in optical CT. Data in this outer rim are,
therefore, ignored. Dose profiles 1–4 (shown as dotted lines) through the hippocampal
region are shown in Figure 25B for the registered measurement (green) and simulation
(red) dose distributions. Profile 1 includes bone dose to demonstrate effects of dose
heterogeneity to simulated dose. Calculated DVHs of hippocampus with 1-mm margin
(hippo+margin) and brain without hippocampus (brain wo hippo, PTV) from these two
distributions are compared in Figure 25C.
Table 3. Positional variation of seven mounted blocks expected at isocenter,
measured via fluoroscopy. Reproduced with permission, from the Journal of Medical
Physics131. Copyright © John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Dosimetric and geometric verification of 3D-printed blocks
The accuracy and repeatability of block mounting on the X-RAD 225Cx, evaluated
by analysis of multiple portal images, is shown in Table 3. A placement error of 0.12 mm
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in the left–right axis and 0.03mm in superior–inferior axis from planned block position
was observed. The repeatability of block placement in left–right axis was ±0.10mm and in
the superior–inferior axis was ±0.05mm.

Figure 26. Eight-field HA-WBRT 3D conformal delivery with 0mm margin to a
cylindrical Presage® 3D dosimeter. A. Dosimeter with beam directions and to-scale
hippocampal structure. B. and C. Axial and coronal optical-CT dose distribution with
color bar from 0 to 30Gy. D. DVH of the whole brain without hippocampus (brain wo
hippo) and hippocampus with no margin measured by the dosimeter. E. The hippocampal
volume, 9Gy isodose surface, and 16Gy isodose surface determined from the dosimeter.
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Reproduced with permission, from the Journal of Medical Physics131. Copyright © John
Wiley & Sons, Inc.

The optical-CT reconstruction of the 2.5-cm-diameter cylindrical Presage®
irradiated to 30Gy with eight-field HA-WBRT is shown in Figure 26. The axial and coronal
views of the reconstructed dose distribution reveal a region of low dose in the center of
the dosimeter corresponding to spared hippocampal volume, Figure 26B and C. The
reconstructed dose volume was scaled by a constant value to produce DVH that
maximizes V30 while satisfying all RTOG trial limits. Scaled DVHs obtained from
segmentations of the hippocampus (without margin) and the PTV (brain wo
hippocampus) are shown in Figure 26D. Most RTOG limits could be satisfied, but
fractional volume of the PTV receiving 30 Gy, V30, was unmet (ideally >90% but
measurement was 52.5%). The geometric conformality of presented sparing technique is
best visualized with a rendering of the 9Gy and Dmax (16Gy for hippocampus) isodose
surface of the scaled Presage® data surrounding the hippocampal avoidance structure
Figure 26E. Most notably, the 9-Gy isodose almost entirely envelops the hippocampal
volume.

In-vivo Verification with Immunohistology
Immunofluorescence results of histological slices through the cortex and the
hippocampus for all three rat groups are available in the published work131. WBRT, four123

field HA-WBRT, and no irradiation negative control (NC) were compared. Relative signal
intensity of gamma-H2A.X fluorescence is increased in the cortex following both WBRT
and HA-WBRT, but significantly less in the hippocampus compared with WBRT. The
relative signal intensity of H2A.X fluorescence of the HA-WBRT group is elevated
compared with those of NC in the cortices (p=0.032). In addition, H2A.X fluorescence in
hippocampus for WBRT is significantly higher than NC (p = 0.011) or HA-WBRT (p =
0.021). A slight increase in H2A.X fluorescence is noted in the hippocampus for HA-WBRT
compared with that for NC, which is consistent with dosimetric and simulated results that
the hippocampus does receive limited dose with D100% > 5Gy.

3.3.4 Discussion
The capability of the novel conformal coplanar treatment approach for HA-WBRT
is explored in Figure 24. Prior work126 was restricted to an opposed lateral technique (2F);
however, this approach is suboptimal because of the low dose to target brain throughout
the low-dose “brick” volume corresponding to the shadow of the parallel-opposed block
shields (see Figure 24A, top left). Relative to the 2F plan, the 4F, 7F, and 8F plans were
able to achieve similar hippocampal sparing, with only modest improvements in PTV
(brain without hippocampus) dose coverage. Given equivalent mean hippocampal
sparing, the 7F and 8F plans only yielded marginal improvements in PTV coverage (4F
V30Gy = 48.5% compared with 7F V30Gy = 51.2% and 8F V30Gy = 49.4%). The most complex
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plan, 8F, confers minimal increased benefit in terms of hippocampal avoidance and PTV
dose uniformity compared with 4F. In light of these findings, the 4F HA-WBRT was
chosen for the dosimeter and in-vivo treatment verification.
3D dosimetry verification of the four-field HA-WBRT shows reasonable
agreement with the Monte Carlo calculation as indicated in the dose profiles and gamma
pass rate in Figure 25A and B (91.7% for distance-to-agreement criteria of 2 mm and dose
difference criteria of ±3% for the whole brain). However, at 1 mm and ±5%, pass rate drops
to 69.0%. The DVH agreement between measured and calculated 3D doses is quite close
as shown in Figure 25C. Both the measurement and the simulation indicate that the
hippocampus is significantly spared at Dmax < 16 Gy and D100% ≤ 7.1 Gy. However, the
Presage® dose distribution is marked by broader dose penumbra at the block edges, as
can be seen on profile 2 at around 11 mm and 15–20 mm. Possible causes include the
incorrect assumption of the Monte Carlo simulation of an infinitesimal x-ray focal spot
size, the error of which is amplified in this set-up due to proximity of the radiation block
to the x-ray source, and the effect of heterogeneities (e.g., skull bones) that affect the Monte
Carlo calculation but are not present in the Presage measurement. Dose heterogeneity
effects are observed as dose peaks for the skull in Figure 25B, profile 1. These effects could
also be the cause for the minor deviations between simulation and measured DVHs
despite the well-matched dose profiles. In addition, SmART-Plan simulation was
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calculated on rat CBCT, which contains high-Z structures which the tissue-equivalent
rodent-morphic dosimeters lack.
The optical-CT reconstruction of the 2.5-cm-diameter cylindrical Presage®
dosimeter irradiated to 30Gy with an eight-field HA-WBRT plan demonstrate excellent
hippocampal sparing (Figure 26). The geometric accuracy and extent of sparing is
reflected in the dose volume histogram (DVH) calculation generated from the Presage®
cylinder data (Figure 26D) and 9-Gy and 15-Gy isodose surfaces (Figure 26E). Geometrical
congruence of hippocampus and the 9-Gy isodose strongly suggest that the presented
workflow enables precise shielding of a complex 3D shape. Immunohistology studies
with four-field HA-WBRT confirm that the set-up is valid for in-vivo treatment of rats with
hippocampal avoidance.
Despite the hippocampal avoidance demonstrated, even the complex eight-field
HA-WBRT 3D conformal plan was unable to deliver uniform dose to the PTV on par with
the criteria specified in current human clinical trials, specifically the V30Gy (fractional
volume of the brain receiving 30Gy or larger was less than 90% of that in the current
human hippocampal avoidance VMAT trials). The geometrical shape of the hippocampal
volume provides explanation as to why (Figure 26E). Unlike human, a prone or supine
rat hippocampal volume is nearly coplanar with the gantry. This means that sparing the
hippocampus conformally also spares the central part of the hippocampus. We
hypothesize that a non-coplanar beam is likely needed to achieve sufficient dose coverage
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and hippocampal sparing consistent with RTOG criteria in humans, which is V30Gy > 90%,
V40Gy < 2% for brain coverage and D100% < 9Gy, Dmax < 16 Gy for hippocampus. These
results, therefore, support the conclusion that substantial innovation is required to meet
the RTOG criteria, including non-coplanar beams and possibly intensity modulation.

3.3.5 Conclusion
This work introduces a new technique and workflow for precision conformal 3D
treatment based on kV irradiators, explored in context of hippocampal avoidance in rats.
A very high level of precision is required to achieve accurate hippocampal sparing. The
technique utilizes high precision 3D-printing technologies (immobilization and block
generation and mounting) to achieve HA-WBRT. More importantly, a drastically low-cost
3D conformal therapy platform has been developed and verified in Presage® dosimeters
and in-vivo.

3.4 Preliminary IMRT Treatment Planning for Preclinical Rat HAWBRT
Research Context and Summary
After the above study revealed shortcomings of 3D conformal plans to deliver
uniform dose to the PTV in a complex HA-WBRT case, viability of intensity-modulated
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radiation therapy (IMRT) was investigated. With 3D-printed radiation blocks employed
in section 3.3, beams could be precisely modulated using the half-value layer (HVL) of the
blocks. This preliminary IMRT study was conducted to investigate the potential benefits
of IMRT on a small animal irradiator, by simulating kV beams from animal irradiators.
In this short research, we report that IMRT can vastly improve the PTV coverage
compared to kV 3D conformal radiation therapy explored in the previous whole-brain
radiotherapy with hippocampal avoidance (HA-WBRT).

Materials and Methods
Because SmART-Plan cannot simulate IMRT, we could not continue using this
software as we have done previously in section 3.3. Instead, Computational Environment
for Radiotherapy Research (CERR), a versatile MATLAB-based software for radiotherapy
research equipped with Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy Plan (IMRTP) module,
was employed for small animal IMRT planning. CERR fit our existing workflow very well,
and the IMRTP module could simulate any IMRT treatment given a phase space file (i.e.
beam data including energy spectra, beam direction) using beamlet-based Monte Carlo
simulation. Since the phase space file for X-RAD 225cx standard radiation beam (225kVp
with Cu filter) was already available from Precision X-ray, Inc., CERR with IMRTP was
the ideal platform to plan a preclinical kV IMRT treatment.
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On CERR’s IMRTP module, user designates gantry angles and beamlet resolution.
Dose contributions from each beamlet are first calculated via Monte Carlo simulation. Our
dose gradient descent optimization script was then used to solve for optimal weights for
each beamlet. The optimized beamlets were then converted to a 3D-printable
stereolithography file, customizable depending on user-specified half-value layer (HVL),
so that the resulting beam profile would match that of an optimized beam.
The rat CBCT obtained previously in section 3.3 was used to simulate two
treatment plans: (1) 4-field IMRT and (2) 2-field lateral + 1-field 90° off-axis IMRT. Both
irradiations were simulated with beamlet resolution of 0.25x0.25cm2. For 4-field IMRT,
gantry angles of 0°, 45°, 180°, and 315° were used. For 2-field IMRT, lateral-opposed 90°
and 270° irradiations with one off-axis field delivered the dose anterior-posterior. Both
plans were normalized to median hippocampal dose of 9Gy, as was done in section 3.3.
In each of the two cases, dose-volume histograms (DVH) for the volumes hippo+margin
and brain wo hippo were calculated.

Results and Discussion
Optimized dose distributions for HA-WBRT is shown on Figure 27. For the 4-field
IMRT, four fluence maps and one 3D-printable model for the compensator based on beam
2 (using arbitrary HVL=1mm) is also presented. Vertical dose profile 1 through the central
region of the brain is shown for 4F field.
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Figure 27. Preliminary 4-field IMRT for HA-WBRT calculated from CERR IMRTP
module using 225kVp spectrum provided by Precision X-ray. A. DVH for hippocampus
and PTV (brain minus hippocampus) for 4-field IMRT. DVH for hypothetical optimized
2-field lateral + 1 off-axis beam (delivered anterior-posterior direction) is also included.
B. Beam directions, dose profile, and dose distribution from the optimized plan. C.
Resulting beamlet fluences for each beam at resolution of 0.25x0.25cm2. From left to
right: beam 1 at 0°, beam 2 at 180°, IMRT compensator model for beam 2 based on HVL
= 1mm, beam 3 at 45°, and beam 4 at 315°, respectively.

The benefit of IMRT over 3D conformal techniques should be the increase in
conformality. The simulation results show, given the beam can be delivered precisely, that
the IMRT beam can increase V30Gy significantly. The reported V30Gy for the brain without
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hippocampus (brain wo hippo, which is the PTV in HA-WBRT) from 3D conformal
technique was <57.2%. By using IMRT, we can see up to ~80% coverage of the PTV, while
keeping dose to the hippocampus low at mean dose of 9Gy. Interestingly, the use of a
single non-coplanar beam + 2F lateral (2+1F off-axis) was better for target coverage than
4F coplanar beams. This further cement our previous claim that the coplanar nature of the
hippocampus structure prevents dosing of the central region of the diencephalon,
reducing target coverage.
The small animal conformal treatment platform can be easily translated to IMRT,
since most of block positioning and animal positioning problems have been addressed
already One issue that must be resolved before implementation though is to secure a
metal-composite filament or other materials that has a workable HVL. If HVL is too low,
the resulting compensator will be too thick. If HVL is too high, the resulting block will be
limited in dose resolution due to finite z-resolution of commercial 3D printers (each layer
cannot be lower than 0.1mm thick).
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4 Aim 2: Radiotherapy Enhanced with
Cherenkov Photo-Activation (RECA)

4.1 Working Hypotheses and Objective of this Aim
In Specific Aim 1 spanning Chapters 2 and 3, we confirmed in-vitro feasibility of
X-PACT under kV beams (section 2.3), established that kV beams are more effective than
MV beams in activating phosphors for UV light generation (section 2.4), and developed
kV RT capability which is expected to improve clinical translatability of X-PACT (section
3.3). However, two major challenges linger for translation of X-PACT into the clinics: (1)
orthovoltage (kV) radiation is not a standard-of-care for most deep-seated tumors, and (2)
X-PACT requires a phosphor injection procedure prior to irradiation which can be
difficult for deep-seated tumors. In this section, we discuss a treatment scheme that aims
to address both these limitations, the Radiotherapy Enhanced with Cherenkov photoActivation (RECA). RECA exploits the Cherenkov phenomenon, where optical light
(called “Cherenkov light”, or CL) is generated within the human body during MV EBRT
or brachytherapy. Reader is referred to section 1.4.5 for more background physics and
current trend of CL in the clinics.
We test the working hypothesis that CL generated from MV radiation can supply
sufficient UVA light to activate psoralen from within the tissue, inducing cell kill above
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that of radiation alone and possibly increasing immunogenicity of the tumor. We also test
our secondary hypothesis that UVA emission per radiation dose from CL vary with
radiation beam energy and can thus be optimized. Reflecting these two hypotheses, Aim
2 is divided into two parts: in vitro feasibility (Aim 2a) and light output optimization (Aim
2b) studies. In addition, in Aim 2b, we will also test the alternative hypothesis that
phosphors can enhance UVA output per dose under MV dose.
The objective of Aim 2 is to investigate the feasibility of RECA by (a) comparing
cytotoxicity and immunogenicity of radiation + CL (RECA) treatment versus standard
radiation treatment alone in presence of psoralen, under conditions (i.e. CL intensity)
similar to what is expected in-vivo (Sections 4.3 and 4.4) and, (b) evaluating various
methods (i.e. radiation energy, using phosphors) to induce maximum CL output per
radiation dose (Section 4.5).

4.2 General Research Design for Aim 2a
The overall approach for Aim 2a is to measure the effect of CL exposure in
presence of a high concentration of psoralen on in-vitro cell viability and surface major
histocompatibility complex I (MHC I) immune marker, in light output conditions and
psoralen concentrations expected within the tissue. The in-vitro experiments described in
this section mirror those of X-PACT in-vitro experiments (see sections 2.2 and 2.3.2),
though different cell lines are tested (murine melanoma model cells B16 and breast
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adenocarcinoma 4T1). The approach for Aim 2b is to optimize CL output from a tissue
phantom, as well as to evaluate the feasibility of phosphors to boost UVA output above
CL alone.
Broad overview of the experiments is listed below, stated along with their
respective purpose:

Purpose 1: To measure and optimize in vitro effectiveness of RECA above radiation alone
The effects of RECA on a variety of cell lines that commonly metastasize was
determined using flow cytometric assessment of surface Major Histocompatibility
Complex I (MHC I), clonogenic assays, and ATP luminescence assays. Surface MHC I was
chosen because it is often upregulated in presence of activated psoralen4. The cell lines
utilized were syngeneic on the C57BL/6 murine and BALB/c model (B16 melanoma and
4T1 breast carcinoma lines, respectively). The effect of Cherenkov was measured with a
clever irradiation geometry incorporating a very thin light block to shield the cells from
Cherenkov generated by plastic solid water below. This set-up is illustrated on Figure 28.
Preliminary optimization of the physical aspects of Cherenkov light generation
was also carried out along with in-vitro measurements, via manipulation of MV energy
(6~15MV, with or without flattening filter) and addition of a 2cm-thick low-Z carbon filter
to increase mean energy of the beam for CL per dose optimization. In this initial study, a
cubic tank filled with 0.5g/L of quinine sulfate (which fluoresces in response to UV light)
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in water was used to indirectly measure CL light with a spectrometer coupled to large
optical fiber. Dose was simultaneously measured with the ion chamber, and relative
output per radiation dose could be measured for various radiation conditions.

Purpose 2: To ensure the cells in in-vitro Cherenkov experiment above was exposed to CL intensity
expected within the tissue, and to optimize CL intensity
In this experiment, we compare CL output per radiation dose from various tissues
to that from solid water, used in the in-vitro trials above. We address the possible concern
that solid water can scintillate, providing UVA light far above what is expected in-vivo. In
addition, we compare CL output to that from phosphors, which can be an alternative
solution in case CL fluence is too low to activate enough psoralens to engender therapeutic
response in-vivo.
To measure tissue Cherenkov, we cut 5cm-thick slabs of commonly found animal
tissues (i.e. chicken, pork, beef), and held it adjacent to 5cm-thick solid water. The tissue
and solid water were simultaneously irradiated, and their UVA optical outputs measured
using a -85°C cooled CCD camera, equipped with a high-quality 380nm short-pass filter.
This filter attenuates visible light with wavelengths above 380nm by 5~7 orders of
magnitude. All optical measurements were made within a dark chamber, the same set-up
used in X-PACT phosphor output measurements (see section 2.4).
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If needed, novel phosphors that fluoresce under MV irradiation can amplify the
amount of light generated in tissue for photo-activation. To quantify the benefit of using
phosphor, we compared UVA CL from tissues versus UVA from MV-responding
phosphors (described previously on section 2.4).

4.3 In-vitro Investigation of RECA
4.3.1 Research Context and Summary
This section describes the pioneering in-vitro feasibility study for RECA, where we
investigate a new approach to enhance radiotherapy through a photo-therapeutic agent
activated by Cherenkov light produced from the megavoltage photon beam. RECA has
the potential to extend the scope of psoralen treatments beyond superficial to deep seated
lesions and possibly enhance standard radiotherapy via a novel therapeutic damage
mechanism, the DNA inter-strand crosslinking (ICL) damage.
Our findings can be summarized as follows. Luminescence viability assays
showed that RECA treatment (2Gy at 6MV) increased cytotoxicity by up to 20% and 9.5%
for 4T1 and B16 cells respectively, compared to radiation and psoralen alone (i.e.
Cherenkov light was blocked). Similarly, flow cytometry revealed median MHC I
expression was significantly higher in RECA treated cells, compared to those receiving
radiation and psoralen alone (~450% and 250% at 3Gy and 6Gy respectively, p <<0.0001).
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Clonogenic assays of B16 cells at doses of 6Gy and 12Gy showed decreases in tumor cell
viability of 7% (p=0.017) and 36% (p=0.006) respectively, when Cherenkov was present.
RECA technique shows promise in increasing cytotoxicity and possibly immunogenicity,
though its effect in-vivo remains to be tested.

4.3.2 Methods and Materials
Overview
The in-vitro effects of RECA were investigated in two murine cancer cell lines (B16
and 4T1) using the experimental method outlined in Figure 28. Cells were shielded from
ambient light during transportation to radiation room and during irradiation to ensure
cells are only exposed to CL. Well-plates of cultured cells were placed on a 3cm solid water
slab and irradiated from below such that all wells received the same radiation dose, but
only half the wells received CL by virtue of a half-beam light block. The light block
stopped CL produced in the solid water from reaching the cells on the blocked half of the
plate. Luminescence, flow cytometry and clonogenic survival assays were performed
(detailed below) to assess cellular response. Flow cell cytometry was used to determine
change in Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) I expression on the cell surface,
which is an indicator of tumor immunogenicity and thus potentially improved visibility
to the immune system.
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Figure 28. Experimental set-up for in-vitro investigation of RECA. A. Radiation is
delivered from underneath to a transparent cell culture plate placed on 3cm solid water.
A light block covers half of the plate, preventing CL generated in the solid water from
reaching cells on top of the block. Psoralen concentrations ranged from 0~100µM as
indicated. B. Photographic images of the Cherenkov light emitted in various conditions
corresponding to the irradiations in A. The light block, blocking half of the open beam, is
confirmed to shield the cells from CL (top). Cherenkov light intensity profile through a
96-well plate confirms that cells that were not under the light-block were exposed to ~4
times more CL than the blocked half (quantified in the line profile, bottom).

Cell culture and Preparation
4T1 breast adenocarcinoma and B16 melanoma cells were thawed from -80oC and
plated onto Corning® 100mm culture dish at least 48 hours before irradiation. Cells were
grown in a 5% CO2 maintained incubator in RPMI-1640 with 10% FBS and L-glutamine
from GIBCO (Grand Island, NY) at 37oC. One day before irradiation, cells were transferred
onto either 96-well (2000~5000 cells per well) or 6-well (100,000 cells per well) clear-bottom
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plates. Measurements indicate the clear-bottom 96-well plates have ~90% CL
transmittance down to a wavelength of 300nm. Approximately 2 hours before irradiation,
cells undergoing luminescence were exposed to various concentrations of trioxsalen
(TMP, a psoralen derivative, Sigma Aldrich, T6137) as specified in Figure 28A. The choice
of psoralen concentrations in the range 10~100µM was informed by clinical ECP therapy
(UVADEX®) which utilizes concentration of 100µM. Cells were transported to irradiation
room in Styrofoam boxes lined with black aluminum foil to minimize exposure to light.
After irradiation, treatment solutions were decanted with room lights off (to ensure no
light contamination) within 1 hour and replaced with growth medium (RPMI 10% FBS).
Cells were left to grow in an incubator for 48 hours (luminescence and cytometry) or 1~2
weeks (clonogenics) before analysis.

Cell irradiation Technique
All lights in the irradiation room were turned off before irradiation. Plates were
removed from the Styrofoam container in the dark and positioned on the solid water as
shown in Figure 28A for irradiation. Irradiation doses were delivered in the range 0~2Gy
for luminescence (96 well plates), 0~6Gy for flow cytometry (6 well plates), and 6Gy for
clonogenics. These dose ranges were chosen in consideration of statistical powers of the
assays and variation in the number of seed cells required for 96-well (luminescence)
versus 6-well (flow cytometry and clonogenics). The radiation field size was set to cover
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the plate with ~2cm margin. A thin (250µm) light block was placed under half the plate,
preventing CL from reaching cells on that side. To verify the CL production from the solid
water and the performance of the light-block, images were taken with a low-noise iKonM 934 camera (Figure 28B). A line profile through a Cherenkov image of the 96-well plate
confirmed that CL was illuminating the unblocked wells, but not the blocked. A small
amount of CL generated in the plate walls does reach cells in the blocked wells, but this
is much less than that in the unblocked wells.

In-vitro Assays and Analyses
Luminesce assays were performed using the Cell-Titer-Glo® Luminescence Cell
Viability Assay (Promega, G7572). 48 hours after irradiation, media was suctioned off and
replaced with 50µL of Cell-Titer-Glo® solution + 50µL of media, and cells were left to lyse
for ~15 minutes. Luminescence was then read out with an optical plate reader. Six wells
(n=6) were allocated per condition and all irradiations were performed in a single session.
Flow cytometric analyses were performed on BD LSRFortessa™ Cell Analyzer
system and analyzed using FlowJo (Tree Star Inc., version 10.0.7). Cells were first gated
on forward and side scatter (FSC/SSC) to exclude small non-cell fragments from analysis.
Fluorescence of MHC I labelled with Allophycocyanin (APC) was then measured. All
samples were analyzed on the same day with equal FSC, SSC, APC detector gain voltages
and gating. In preparation for flow-cytometry, cells were trypsinized and centrifuged 48
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hours after irradiation, and then re-suspended in Cell Staining Buffer at 100,000 cells per
mL as per BioLegend® staining protocol. Cells were stained with anti-H-2K tagged with
APC fluorescent dye, which labels MHC I expression on the cell surface, at 0.25µg per
million cells in 100µL volume, then incubated for 10~15 minutes in ice. Isotype cells were
prepared from un-irradiated (0Gy) controls for auto-fluorescence and non-specific
binding control for the antibody.
MHC I expression histograms, measured as APC fluorescence intensity, were
compiled for each treatment condition. It is well known that MHC I expression increases
with radiation dose, as can be seen on Figure 29 below. The effect of RECA would be to
further enhance this effect on overall MHC I expression. Pairs of wells were treated with
the following conditions: 3Gy with/without psoralen; 6Gy with/without psoralen; and
0Gy controls. One of each pair of wells received CL and the other did not by virtue of the
light block. A RECA effect would manifest as a difference between cells exposed to CL
versus unexposed only when psoralen is present. Wilcoxon rank-sum test was performed on
the null hypothesis that there is no difference between cell populations either exposed or
unexposed to CL, with significance set at p = 0.0001. Two wells were allocated per
condition, but the two wells were combined into one sample before analysis. Total
number of analyzed events were about 200,000~500,000 per well.
In addition to the luminescence and MHC I flow cytometry studies, clonogenic
survival assays were also performed on 4T1 cells, all with 100µM psoralen (trioxsalen)
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and 1% DMSO (Figure 28A). For 6Gy and 12Gy irradiations, 3,000 and 5,000 cells were
plated per well, respectively, 30 minutes before irradiation. Ten plates (n=10) were
irradiated per dose. After 1~2 weeks, resulting colonies were fixed with methanol and
then stained with crystal violet. ColCount™ (Oxford Optronix, version 5) was used to
count the number of surviving colonies. Student’s t-test assuming equal variance was
performed to compare colony counts with or without CL. Plating efficiency was about
15% at 0Gy, resulting in ~450 colonies per 3,000 cells plated after 1~2 weeks.

Figure 29. Radiation increases surface MHC I expression in B16 melanoma. The
effect of RECA should be to increase its expression even further than expected from
radiation alone.
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Preliminary RECA Optimization of CL Output per Radiation Dose
Experiments were performed using a Varian TrueBeam Linac (Varian Medical
Systems, Palo Alto CA) in order to investigate the possibility of optimizing the clinical
radiation beam such that more CL is gained for the same radiation dose. The experimental
geometry is outlined in Figure 30, where an aquarium (17.8x17.8x17.8cm3) was filled with
0.5 g/L of quinine sulfate in water. The quinine absorbs the UV CL and re-emits
isotropically as blue light, thereby removing directional sensitivity (and increasing
robustness) of the CL intensity measurement. The measured signal from the optical fiber
is the relative CL intensity and corresponds to the cumulative integrated signal of the
spectrograph over the wavelength range 350 - 500nm. This signal is from CL-activated
quinine and is proportional to the absolute CL fluence (J/cm2).

The phantom was

irradiated with 6, 10, and 15MV beams at 600 MU/min, incident laterally with source-tosurface distance (SSD) = 94cm and field size (FS) = 10cm2. An ion chamber was placed at
a depth of 9cm to measure ionization current (nA), which is proportional to dose rate. An
optical fiber was bundled with the ion chamber, directed vertically down and out of the
MV beam path. CL read-out was made via optical fiber coupled to LineSpec™ CCD Array
Spectrometer (Model: 78877) with MS125 Grating (400 lines/mm, 325 nm blaze, Model:
77416). The spectrometer and ion chamber read-outs were simultaneously performed
while the MV beam was delivered. Spectrometer integration time was set at 800ms per
frame with 10 averages, for 8s total acquisition time. Lead radiation shielding protected
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the CCD from scattered MV beam, and reduced CCD noise. The measured spectrum from
the water phantom were normalized by ion chamber reading, then integrated from 350 to
500nm (around quinine sulfate emission peak) to obtain the relative CL intensity per dose.
Further experiments were performed investigating the potential for filtering the clinical
beam in order to maximize the amount of CL/Gy (i.e. the amount of CL produced per unit
dose). These experiments involved placing a low atomic number block in the beam path,
which preferentially absorbs low energy photons which deposit dose with less CL
production. This approach represents a basic method for optimizing the spectrum to
maximize the amount of CL per dose (Gy).

Figure 30. Preliminary set-up to measure the relative CL intensity per unit
radiation dose. The tank is filled with 0.5g/L of fluorescent quinine sulfate, which absorbs
UVA light and re-emits it isotropically as blue light.
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4.3.3 Results
In-vitro Assays and Analyses
Figure 31A&B shows the luminescence assay for cell viability for both B16 and 4T1
cells with (purple, dotted line) and without (green, solid line) RECA. All cells were
irradiated with 2Gy radiation at 6MV energy, but with varying psoralen concentration as
indicated. Lines represent least square fits to data points, with 95% confidence intervals
indicated by the shaded regions.
Figure 32 shows the MHC I expression results. All cells, including the controls,
were exposed to 100µM psoralen, representing the baseline control for comparison. In
Figure 32A upper panel, the MHC I expression profiles are compared directly between
the un-irradiated control with or without 100µM psoralen and cells irradiated with the
same 3Gy treatment field, but with half the cells exposed to CL by virtue of the light block
(Figure 28). Figure 32A lower panel shows the same plots but this time for the higher
irradiation dose of 6Gy. Figure 32B compares the median MHC I of all five conditions
after background correction by subtraction of the isotype background MHC I signal.
Statistically significant differences between the CL/no-CL pairs are indicated with a star
(*), and confirm RECA enhancement of MHC I expression only occurs when psoralen is
present.
Figure 33 shows clonogenic cell survival data for 4T1 cells, repeated twice. First
experiment looked at the effect of Cherenkov on cells incubated with psoralen and then
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irradiated at 6Gy and 12Gy. The second experiment include no-psoralen controls as well
as cells incubated with psoralen, irradiated at 6Gy only.

Figure 31. Cell-Titer Glo® ATP-luminescence assay results at different
concentrations of psoralen (TMP) for A. 4T1 and B. B16 cells. All cells were exposed to
2Gy of radiation at 6MV, with half the cells also exposed to CL as illustrated in Figure
28A. A maximum of 20% and 9.5% decrease in viability is noted in presence of Cherenkov
for 4T1 and B16, respectively. Quadratic fits are shown with 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 32. Flow cytometry for B16 melanoma, demonstrating RECA causes a
substantial increase in MHC I expression over and above that caused by radiation alone.
A. Histograms of MHC I expression. All cells received 100µM TMP in 1% DMSO (unless
otherwise specified). B. Median MHC I expression above isotype control increases for cells
receiving CL (Purple) compared to no CL (Green) only in the presence of psoralen.
Wilcoxon rank-sum comparisons are shown for each CL/no-CL (green-purple) pair.
Statistically significant comparisons (p < 0.0001) are marked with a star (*). Figure and
caption adapted from Yoon et. al. 2018 with permission from the International Journal of
Radiation Oncology, Biology, Physics137.
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Figure 33. B16 clonogenic survival data. A. Cells were irradiated in well-plates as
per the set-up in Figure 28A, all cells receiving 100µM psoralen (TMP). One sample was
lost during processing for 12Gy (n=9). This design ensures that all cells in a plate got the
same radiation dose, but only half (purple) were exposed to CL. Clonogenic survival with
(purple) or without (green) Cherenkov are shown at corresponding doses (6Gy and 12Gy).
B. The above experiment was repeated with 10 plates at 6Gy, but with 0µM psoralen
controls included. Interestingly, there seems to be a slight protective effect (but not
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statistically significant) of psoralen itself, though the effect of Cherenkov on cell survival
in presence of psoralen is statistically significant again (p < 0.05).

CL spectrum and potential for RECA optimization
Figure 34A shows the spectrum of the psoralen absorption band, a psoralen-UVA
(PUVA) light source, and the CL spectrum in water, obtained from GEANT4/GAMOS
Monte Carlo simulations138. An excellent match is observed in the overlap between and
the CL emission wavelengths. The match is noticeably improved when compared to that
of the typical PUVA UV light source. Moreover, Cherenkov emits in the critical region of
300~320nm where the most psoralen-induced damage occurs.
Figure 34B shows the potential for optimizing the amount of CL per unit-dose by
changing energy and incorporating filters. Relative CL intensity is estimated from
cumulative counts from measured spectrum of fluorescent quinine in the range
350~500nm. Adding a specialized low-Z filter to flattening filter free 10MV beam such as
10cm polyurethane increased the relative CL intensity per dose than the standard beam
(from 97000 to 109000, 13% increase).
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Figure 34. A. Relative psoralen absorbance spectrum of 8-MOP at 10µg/mL
compared to Cherenkov emission for 15MV clinical photon beam in water (obtained using
GEANT4/GAMOS Monte Carlo simulations138) and psoralen-UVA (PUVA) light source.
B. Relative CL intensity per MV radiation dose physically measured from the set-up
illustrated in Figure 30. Effects of beam energy and polyurethane (low-Z) filter are
demonstrated. Figure and caption adapted from Yoon et. al. 2018 with permission from
the International Journal of Radiation Oncology, Biology, Physics137.

4.3.4 Discussion
Figure 31 shows increased cytotoxicity of RECA in both 4T1 and B16 cell lines as
measured by ATP luminescence assay. All other conditions being identical, cells exposed
to full RECA treatment (with Cherenkov) showed lower cell viability compared to cells
that were not exposed to CL (radiation only). Interestingly, as exposure to psoralen
increases (TMP at 0~100µM) a maximum differential at around 50µM is observed, after
which the differential decreases. The maximum magnitude of difference is 20% and 9.5%
for 4T1 and B16 respectively. At low psoralen concentrations (<10µM), cell viability is
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relatively constant regardless of the presence of CL, indicating that CL alone is not able to
induce enhanced cytotoxicity over radiation alone.
The MHC I flow cytometry data in Figure 32A reveals a pronounced shift in the
MHC I expression profile in RECA treated B16 melanoma cells. Of particular interest is
the observation that the extra shift induced by CL exposure is of equivalent magnitude to
that induced by radiation alone (Figure 32B). A substantial increase in MHC I expression
was observed when CL is present, when compared to cells receiving identical treatment
but where the CL was blocked (~450% and 250% at 3Gy and 6Gy respectively, p <<0.0001).
This is of interest because B16 cells have been observed to downregulate surface MHC I
as a mechanism for immune escape139. Increasing MHC I expression, as shown here from
RECA, will increase tumor immunogenicity and thus may improve visibility to the
immune system. These data are consistent with other observations that MHC I is elevated
in photo-activated psoralen treatments (see section 1.4.3). Further work is required to
determine whether these in-vitro indications translate into an in-vivo setting.
Clonogenic assays of B16 cells at doses of 6Gy and 12Gy (Figure 33) showed a
decrease in clonogenic survival in RECA treated cells of 7% and 36% respectively, when
compared to identically treated cells where Cherenkov was blocked. This corroborates the
cell viability reduction observed in luminescence studies, though higher radiation doses
are used due to lack of response at lower doses. This could mean RECA is more efficient
at inhibiting proliferation than inducing cell death, since luminescence assay is more
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sensitive to proliferation than clonogenic death (see section 1.4.1). Further studies are
needed to delve into the biological underworking of RECA.
Figure 34B demonstrates the possibility to optimize the clinical treatment beam for
RECA by increasing the relative CL intensity per unit dose. Introducing a low-Z filter
(here a 10cm block of polyurethane) increased CL by 13% for 10MV flattening filter free
(FFF) beam.
The results described above indicate that RECA treatment can increase both cell
kill and MHC I expression. This result is interesting because prior calculations based on
superficial psoralen treatments suggest that the combined dose (defined as the product of
CL intensity and psoralen concentration) from 2~12Gy MV radiation treatments at 100µM
may be 1~2 orders of magnitude weaker than that used in superficial applications which
employ photo-activation from a standard UV-lamp. Monte Carlo simulation studies
estimate Cherenkov light dose of 4~8µJ/cm2 per 1Gy delivered within the wavelength
range of 250~850nm in tissue (simulated without absorption) from a Varian proprietary
phase space file for 6MV radiation treatment beam16. When considering this, we first note
that RECA is a substantively different approach, where multi-faceted psoralen
photodamage is incurred in addition to radiation treatment. Furthermore, CL has a much
more efficient photo-activation spectrum for psoralen than UV lamps used in superficial
treatments, as can be seen from the near identical match between the psoralen activation
and CL emission spectra (Figure 34A). The peak wavelengths for cytotoxic DNA-DNA
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and DNA-protein crosslinking are 320nm and 300nm respectively. The CL spectrum is
~12 times stronger in this range when both spectra are normalized by peak wavelength
intensity. These considerations support the conclusion that CL is a more efficient light
source for psoralen activation, and that, in combination with synergistic effects of psoralen
and radiation damage, may contribute to the RECA effects reported here. In addition, the
potential for increased radio-sensitization of normal tissues in RECA treatment is believed
to be of low concern because the spatial distribution of CL matches the dose distribution,
which is typically highly conformal in advanced radiation therapy treatments. As the
penetration of CL in tissue is extremely small (mm) we do not expect significant psoralen
CL activation outside of the PTV.

4.3.5 Conclusion
This work demonstrates that RECA, utilizing Cherenkov light produced by
clinical MV radiation photon beams can increase the cytotoxicity and potential
immunogenicity (increased MHC I expression) over radiotherapy alone. The significance
of RECA is that it is compatible with, and builds on, current standard of care radiation
therapy treatments to achieve both an increased local and systemic effect. Cherenkov
light generated from MV treatment beams is well-suited for psoralen activation due to
intensity peaking in the short ultra-violet. This work demonstrates the potential for
optimization of RECA through modifying the clinical MV photon spectrum. While these
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results demonstrate that RECA may incur modest additional cytotoxic and MHC I effects,
over and above that of radiation alone, the magnitude and translation of any effect in-vivo
remains to be determined.

4.4 Comparison of CL Output from Tissue versus Solid Water (and
Other Optical Phantoms)
4.4.1 Research Context and Summary
The above in-vitro experiments suggest Cherenkov may be sufficient to induce
photo-activation of trioxsalen, a potent psoralen derivative. However, a major criticism of
the above in-vitro method was the use of epoxy-based solid water to generate UVA
(320~400nm), where light generation may be enhanced by scintillation. Plastics
constructed from aromatic monomers, such as polystyrene (PS), can scintillate strongly in
300~350nm when irradiated with high-energy photons140, which is the spectral range for
optimal psoralen activation. Solid water used as radiation build-up material in radiation
therapy is commonly made out of epoxy resins, which may contain aromatic monomers;
thus, it is important to ensure UVA light output of solid water was not excessively
amplified in the in-vitro RECA studies. In personal communications and public
discussions141 with Dr. Pratx from Stanford University, he commented that he detected
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light from solid water below the critical Cherenkov energy of ~250keV implying that solid
water does indeed scintillate.
To verify the in-vitro RECA effect observed in section 4.3 was not due to
scintillation contamination, we compared relative radiation-induced luminescence from
solid water to that of tissue, using the optical set-up and irradiation geometry shown in
Figure 36. We compare this measurement to CL output from several tissue phantoms,
including bulk muscle samples of beef, pork, and chicken breast. In addition, CL
generated from tissue-equivalent optical phantoms were compared to that of bulk muscle
samples in the UVA range. To my knowledge, this is the first case of direct measurement
of CL light in the UVA range.
In a preliminary UVA measurements per radiation dose in MV region, a solid
water was placed adjacent to five 3x5x3cm3 bulk tissue phantoms (Figure 35). It was
shown that solid water does not produce significantly more light than bulk muscle. Solid
water appeared to produce only 15.6% more UVA light than tissue at 15MV in this first
measurement, which hinted that, even if scintillation affected the in-vitro experiment, the
UVA light output from solid water is on the order of what is expected in-vivo.
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Figure 35. UVA light (320~380nm) luminescence output measurements of solid
water and five tissue phantoms under 15MV therapeutic beam. Left: ROI’s used for
luminescence quantification. Right: UVA output per unit radiation dose.

The section below describes follow-up studies conducted on a broader selection of
tissue samples and with multiple radiation dose levels for a more accurate measurement
of relative UVA light output per radiation dose. A particular focus was placed on whether
solid water scintillation amplifies UVA spectrum, and if that enhanced psoralen activation
more than expected in-vivo. We directly compared the UVA output between animal tissue,
optical phantoms, and solid water. Optical phantoms were included to test their fidelity
in the UVA range, as most “tissue-equivalent” optical phantoms for CL is only equivalent
to tissue in the visible or infrared spectrum.
The results of this study can be summarized as follows. We conclude that,
although Plastic Water (the solid water used in the RECA in-vitro study) does scintillate
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under diagnostic kV beam where CL light is not expected to be present, the UVA output
from plastic water was on the order of what is expected in-vivo in the MV region. By
directly comparing UVA output of various bulk muscle tissue (3cm thick), optical
phantoms (3cm thick), and solid water, we found Plastic Water Original emitted 13~40%
less UVA luminescence per radiation dose than the average tissue. We also discovered
UVA CL per radiation dose generated from common optical phantoms are 62 to 176%
more than average CL from bulk porcine, poultry, and bovine muscles, suggesting these
optical phantoms are not suitable for tissue simulation in the UVA region. CL output from
tap water (3cm deep), included in the study as reference material, was about 10 times
stronger than the average tissue.

4.4.2 Methods and Materials
Overview
Two separate experiments were carried out: (1) solid water scintillation
measurement and (2) CL output comparison among solid water, bulk muscle phantoms,
and common optical phantoms in the UVA range.
Samples were placed in the dark chamber and irradiated with either MV photon
(posterior-anterior) or kV photon (anterior-posterior) at 100cm SAD and 80cm SSD,
respectively. Camera with -85°C cooled BV CCD (Andor) was equipped with either a
commercial visible range DSLR lens (400~700nm) or UV-lenses assembly (320~380nm) to
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acquire visible (experiment 1) or UVA images (experiment 2), respectively. The camera
was mounted 28” away, angled down 45° towards the irradiated samples. UVtransmitting lenses were crafted from two plano-convex BK7 lenses (ThorLabs, Inc.,
50%~100% transmittance at 300~400nm). FF-390/SP25 (Semrock) short-pass UVA was
used to exclude visible and infrared light above 380nm (OD>6). Both MV and kV
irradiations were carried out on Varian 2100 EX clinical LINAC equipped with on-board
imager (OBI) for kV radiation delivery.

Solid Water Scintillation Measurement (Experiment 1)
A 5-cm thick solid water (Plastic Water® The Original, Model PW; Computerized
Imaging Reference Systems Inc.) identical to that used in the in-vitro RECA study was
placed adjacent to 3x5x3cm3 slabs of chicken, beef, and pork (Figure 38). To compensate
for the difference in thickness, 2cm of bolus material was placed beneath the tissue. For
kV irradiation, beam energy was set at 80kVp and 160mAs was delivered. For MV
irradiation, beam energy was set at 6 and 15MV with dose rate of 600MU/min. The
machine delivered 200, 400, and 600MU. All irradiation conditions and corresponding
doses are listed in Table 4 and Table 5.
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1 only)

Table 4. Kilo-voltage energy dosimetry for scintillation measurement (Experiment
Output
Factor*
(cGy/mAs)

Tube Energy
(kVp)

Dose
(Gy)

Condition
Field Size mAs SSD
Sc,p
80kVp, 200mA,
800ms
120
15x15
160
100
1.034
0.0119
0.0126
120kVp,
200mA, 800ms
120
15x15
160
100
1.04
0.0245
0.0260
*Standard condition for output factor measurement was SSD=80cm, 10x10, depth = 0cm (for kVp,
surface PDD=100%)

Table 5. Mega-voltage energy dosimetry for Cherenkov measurement
(Experiment 1 and 2)
Condition
6MV, 600MU/min
Experiment 1
10MV, 600MU/min
Experiment 1
15MV, 600MU/min
Experiment 1
6MV, 600MU/min
Experiment 2
15MV, 600MU/min
Experiment 2

Energy
(MV)

Field Size

Depth
(cm)

TMR

S_c,p

cGy/MU

6

15x15

5

0.93

1.04

1.026

10

15x15

5

0.969

1.034

1.063

15

15x15

5

0.979

1.03

1.070

6

8x11

3

0.948

0.992

0.940

15

8x11

3

1

0.993

0.490
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Geometric Set-up
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Figure 36. General experimental set-up to measure CL output from tissue
samples in visible range which was later adapted for measurement in UV range with
tissue phantoms. Geometric and optical set-up for UVA quantification tissue samples.
Top Left: Geometry of tissue samples prepared for this experiment. Right: Camera was
mounted about 28” away at ~45° angle. Bottom Left: The camera was equipped with
UVA transparent lens and short-pass UVA filter which allows 320~380nm to pass
(OD>6).

CL output comparison (Experiment 2)
Total of six 3x4x3cm3 black-tinted boxes were prepared. Each of these boxes held
tissues (pork, beef and chicken) or optical phantoms including Intralipid (0.1%v/v), 5%
Gelatin (mixed with 100ppm India Ink), and tap water. Two 3cm thick solid waters (Plastic
Water® The Original and Plastic Water® for Electrons; Computerized Imaging Reference
Systems Inc.) were also placed adjacent to the samples. They were irradiated PA with 6
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and 15MV beams at 150, 300, 450, and 600MU to a known dose using 11x8cm2 fields (Table
5).

Image Analysis
All images were subtracted by their respective background images was that taken
right before irradiation. After the images were acquired, Fiji (ImageJ) was used to
manually identify regions of interest (ROI) from which to measure average CCD counts
from the samples. A large-area ROI in the dark area of the image was used to measure
background radiation counts due to scattered radiation hitting the CCD (Figure 38A).
These background counts were subtracted from the sample average CCD counts. The
result was normalized by radiation dose calculated in Table 4 and Table 5, to obtain the
counts per unit dose (Counts / Gy).

4.4.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 37 compares visible light (400~700nm) luminescence of solid water to that
of tissue phantoms under either 6~15MV therapeutic or 120kVp diagnostic beams. It can
be seen that all three tissues and the solid water luminesce under the 15MV beam.
However, under the 120kV beam, only the solid water is observed to luminesce, likely by
scintillation.
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At first, this seems to invalidate the RECA in-vitro results, since solid water is
observed to scintillate here as Dr. Pratx has indicated in his personal communications with
me. However, if we compare quantitatively the Cherenkov output per radiation dose
among the three meats and the solid water as on Figure 37C, we discover that solid water
does not generate significantly more photons than chicken or porcine bulk tissue, though
it did versus beef. Pork produced 18.6~66.6% more light than solid water, while chicken
produced 43.1~100.2% more. Beef produced 42.9~57.4% less light than solid water. This
seems to suggest that solid water scintillation was not excessively strong during the invitro trials. To verify, the experiment was repeated in the UVA region.
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Figure 37. Visible light (400~700nm) luminescence output measurements under
120kVp diagnostic and 6 & 15MV therapeutic beams. A. Picture of the set-up, where
three tissue phantoms (left) were placed adjacent to solid water (right). From the top, the
tissues were bulk porcine muscle, chicken breast, and bulk bovine muscle. B. Acquired
image under 120kV 15x15cm2 square beam. Solid water is seen to scintillate, but not
tissue. C. Acquired image under 15MV 15x15cm2 square beam. D. CCD counts per unit
dose versus machine energy setting (MV) for tissue phantoms and solid water. Images
were acquired and quantified under 6MV, 10MV, and 15MV beams.

In a repeat experiment with optical phantoms, we evaluated UVA CL output of 8
phantoms in total: 3 meats (beef, pork, chicken), water, 5% gelatin with 100 ppm India ink,
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0.1% v/v Intralipid and 2 types of solid waters. The results are summarized on Figure 38.
Plastic Water Original emits on average 40% and 13% less UVA light than tissue phantoms
for 6 and 15MV beams respectively. Plastic Water for electron emitted even less, at 70%
and 62% less than tissue phantoms on average. This confirms that solid water was not
providing excessive UVA light in the prior RECA in-vitro work.

Figure 38. UVA light (320~380nm) output measurements under 6 & 15MV
therapeutic beams. Left: Visible-light picture of the set-up with ROI used for optical
measurements in ImageJ. Tissue phantoms (beef, pork, chicken) and optical phantoms
(water, gelatin, Intralipid) were packed into 3x3x4cm3 cubes and placed adjacent to two
types of Plastic Water, Original and Electron. Labels 1~5 were used for each samples and
label 6 outside of the radiation field size (FS) was used for background CCD count.
Right: Relative UVA counts per unit dose, in semi-log scale.

Optical phantoms in general were more luminous than porcine, poultry, and
bovine bulk muscle samples. Gelatin with 100ppm India ink produced 68% and 176%
more UVA light, while 0.1%v/v Intralipid produced 62% and 166% more than tissue, on
average. This suggests that the standard optical phantoms, while great for mimicking
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human tissue in the visible light range, overestimates the human tissue CL output in the
UVA region.
Water was by far the most luminous in the UVA region than any other phantoms
studied. This is likely because optical absorbance and scattering of water is much lower
compared to tissue and plastic. Interestingly, Cherenkov physics and simulation studies
dictate tissue should produce more CL per dose deposited than water due to higher
refractive index. In one simulation study, assuming a wavelength-invariant refractive
index of 1.33 for water, 1.41 for tissue, and 1.59 for plastic, about 35, 45, and 65 photons
should be produced per unit dose (MeV) at 2MeV, respectively14. Our measurements do
not follow this trend, since not all of these generated photons escape the phantom before
they are absorbed by the media. For example, in another simulation study Cherenkov
output per radiation dose with and without absorption are calculated to be 15~35 and
0.1~0.5nJ/cm2/Gy, respectively16. This result shows absorption can drastically change CL
output. In our measurements, water was only about one order of magnitude stronger than
tissue, not two orders (Figure 38), perhaps because of the large uncertainties in optical
constants in the UVA region can result in inaccurate simulations.

4.4.4 Conclusion
The results confirm that the in-vitro results discussed in section 4.3 is not due to
excessive UVA contribution from solid water scintillation. In fact, bulk animal tissues
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generated on average more UVA CL light compared to solid water. We also report that
common optical phantoms emit more strongly in the UVA region than the average bulk
animal tissues.

4.5 Comparison of Phosphor UVA Light Output versus Tissue
UVA CL Output under Clinical MV Beam
4.5.1 Research Context and Summary
The studies in section 4.4 support that CL is a light source that can activate
psoralen and affect in-vitro cell survival. However, the question remains if the observed
in-vitro result can be translated into animal models and eventually humans. There is a
possibility that CL is not strong enough to generate clinically meaningful effect in
combination with psoralen.
In this section, we evaluate the ability of phosphors to increase the UVA light
above CL tissue phantoms. These phosphors could be an alternative to enhance the weak
CL output in the UVA range. We compare the tissue UVA Cherenkov optical output
results obtained in section 4.4 to the UVA phosphor output under MV radiation obtained
back in section 2.4.
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4.5.2 Methods
The UVA (320~380nm) phosphor luminescence per radiation dose measurements
were compared to the average tissue luminescence per radiation dose measurement from
bulk porcine, poultry, and bovine muscle tissues, to determine the gain from phosphors
in UVA output under MV beams. Both 6MV and 15MV photon beams were considered.
The phosphors analyzed are I33, NP, BP3, GTP, BP7, BP3-Cu, BP1, and GTP-Cu,
where the suffix “-Cu” refers to added copper to base phosphors. To recall from section
2.4.2, these phosphors have been packed into 6-well plates with a thin (~1cm) layer of
agarose to hold the phosphors together. The tissue phantoms analyzed are bulk porcine,
poultry, and bovine muscles, as well as Plastic Water® Original, and Electron, gelatin with
100ppm India ink, 0.1% v/v intralipid, and water. Both groups of samples were measured
under the same optical geometry on the same day, at 28” away from the camera (see
Figure 36). It is noted however that the phosphors have been tilted 45° towards the camera
before measurement while tissues were not, indicating a possibility of a small error (<1%)
in quantification. All optical measurements were performed with the 320~380nm shortpass UVA filter equipped.
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4.5.3 Results and Discussion
Table 6 and Table 7 list phosphors-to-tissue ratio of UVA output per radiation dose
with estimated error, under 6MV and 15MV respectively. For example, the value under
the column “I33” and the row “Pork” indicates I33-to-pork ratio of UVA light output per
radiation dose. We note a general decrease in this phosphor-to-tissue ratio from 6MV to
15MV, likely because CL increases with photon beam energy.
As discussed before in section 2.4, BP7 is the strongest emitting in the UVA range
among all phosphors tested. According to Figure 39, BP7 emits about 201 and 190 times
as much as the average tissue under 6MV and 15MV light, which amounts to about 23.6
to 16.2 times as strong as CL output from tap water. Though all phosphors emitted more
UVA light than tissue, some phosphors were equivalent to or even worse than water, the
worst being BP3-Cu which is surprising given that its native form BP3 is stronger than
water by a factor of 4.4 to 6.7. This could mean copper significantly absorbs UVA light.
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Table 6. Phosphor-to-tissue-phantom ratio of UVA light (320~380nm) output per radiation dose under 6MV beams
6MV
Pork
Chicken
Beef
Original SW
Electron SW
Gel
Intralipid
Water

I33
25.5±2.6
26.1±2.0
27.2±2.2
44.2±2.1
105.3±10.8
15.7±0.7
16.4±0.5
3.1±0.1

NP
13.6±1.4
13.9±1.1
14.5±1.2
23.6±1.1
56.2±5.8
8.4±0.4
8.7±0.3
1.6±0.0

BP3
55.8±5.7
57.0±4.3
59.5±4.7
96.6±4.5
230.1±23.7
34.4±1.6
35.7±1.0
6.7±0.1

GTP
12.5±1.3
12.8±1.0
13.4±1.1
21.7±1.0
51.7±5.3
7.7±0.4
8.0±0.2
1.5±0.0

BP7
195.4±19.8
199.8±15.0
208.3±16.5
338.4±15.3
806.1±82.5
120.6±5.4
125.2±3.4
23.6±0.4

BP3-Cu
5.4±0.6
5.5±0.5
5.8±0.6
9.4±0.7
22.4±2.6
3.3±0.2
3.5±0.2
0.7±0.0

BP1
11.0±1.2
11.3±0.9
11.7±1.0
19.1±1.0
45.4±4.8
6.8±0.4
7.1±0.3
1.3±0.0

GTP-Cu
11.2±1.4
11.4±1.2
11.9±1.3
19.4±1.6
46.2±5.7
6.9±0.6
7.2±0.5
1.3±0.1

Table 7. Phosphor-to-tissue-phantom ratio of UVA light (320~380nm) output per radiation dose under 15MV beams
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15MV
Pork
Chicken
Beef
Original SW
Electron SW
Gel
Intralipid
Water

I33
22.9±0.9
20.1±1.1
27.5±2.2
26.8±1.1
61.1±3.7
8.4±0.2
8.7±0.3
2.0±0.0

NP
12.4±0.6
10.9±0.6
14.9±1.3
14.5±0.7
33.1±2.2
4.5±0.2
4.7±0.2
1.1±0.0

BP3
50.1±1.9
43.9±2.3
59.9±4.8
58.5±2.4
133.4±8.0
18.2±0.4
18.9±0.5
4.4±0.0

GTP
11.9±0.6
10.5±0.7
14.3±1.3
13.9±0.8
31.8±2.3
4.3±0.2
4.5±0.2
1.0±0.0

BP7
185.8±7.0
163.1±8.5
222.4±17.7
217.0±8.9
494.9±29.6
67.7±1.5
70.2±2.0
16.2±0.1

BP3-Cu
7.3±0.6
6.4±0.6
8.7±1.0
8.5±0.8
19.4±1.9
2.7±0.2
2.8±0.2
0.6±0.1

BP1
9.7±0.4
8.5±0.5
11.6±0.9
11.3±0.5
25.9±1.6
3.5±0.1
3.7±0.1
0.8±0.0

GTP-Cu
11.2±0.8
9.9±0.8
13.5±1.3
13.1±0.9
30.0±2.4
4.1±0.2
4.2±0.3
1.0±0.1

Figure 39. Graphical representation of phosphor-to-average-tissue (top) and
phosphor-to-water (bottom) ratio of UVA (320~380nm) light output per radiation dose.
The “average tissues” indicate the mean CL output from 3cm-thick porcine, poultry, and
bovine bulk muscles. All phosphors were more luminescent than tissue (phosphor-totissue ratio > 1), but some phosphors were not more luminescent than water (phosphorto-water ratio < 1).
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In terms of feasibility of using phosphors to bolster CL light to activate psoralen,
a few candidate phosphors stand out: I33, BP3, and BP7. These phosphors emitted at least
2 times better than 3cm-deep water phantom in all beam energies studied.
Although these measurements have been repeated multiple times with established
measurement error and standard irradiation conditions, there are two potential sources
of systemic error and one source of stochastic error. First, the measurements refer strictly
to 320~380nm range. All other wavelengths are rejected at greater than 6 orders of
magnitude (OD>6). Secondly, the UVA filter, UVA lens, and CCD assembly are more
sensitive to higher wavelengths than to lower wavelengths, rising from 10% to 40% in the
320~380nm range. I33 phosphor is thought to scintillate with a peak at lower wavelength
(~300nm) than other phosphors, meaning true I33 scintillation is likely to be relatively
stronger than reported here. Third, the noise level in these experiments were (on a pixelby-pixel basis) quite high, though signals emerged when large areas were averaged, with
reasonable expected error. A more efficient radiation shielding design is highly
encouraged in future studies.

4.5.4 Conclusion
All phosphors are reported to be stronger than the average tissue CL output by
about 1~2 orders of magnitude in the UVA range, from 320~380nm. However, many of
these phosphors did not emit significantly more strongly than a 3cm-deep water phantom,
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except I33, BP3, and BP7. These three phosphors are the potential candidates to bolster
UVA light in in-vivo RECA trials. However, these results come with serious qualifiers that
may invalidate some of the results shown here: (1) the 4-to-1 bias of the system for higher
wavelengths (~380nm) versus lower wavelengths (~320nm), and (2) the radiation-induced
noise of the CCD images obtained were exceedingly high, although this was partially
mitigated by averaging over a large area.
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5 Aim 3: In-vivo Feasibility Trials for X-PACT
and RECA

5.1 Working Hypotheses and Objective of this Aim
Basic in-vivo demonstration of X-PACT and RECA would lay further foundations
for translation of these technologies to the clinics. In this section, we present various invivo experiments focusing on the feasibility of X-PACT and RECA. We test the working
hypothesis that the in-vitro results observed for X-PACT and RECA in previous
experiments can translate to tumor growth retardation and increase survivability in-vivo.
The objective of this aim is to translate the in-vitro work from aims 1 and 2 into invivo pre-clinical models. Specifically, we verify that the efficacy of the X-PACT and RECA
treatment is above that of individual components alone (i.e. phosphor alone, psoralen
alone, and radiation alone for X-PACT; psoralen alone and radiation alone for X-PACT).
It is noted that, for RECA, separating the effect of CL from radiation is not possible invivo, as CL is produced everywhere radiation is present.

5.2 General Research Design for Aim 3
X-PACT and RECA in-vivo studies aimed to measure the therapeutic advantage of
combinatory radiation + psoralen (+ phosphor for X-PACT) therapy compared to
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radiation therapy alone. Our approach is to monitor primary tumor size over time, and to
establish survival curve under sub-therapeutic radiation dose for mice models. Emphasis
was placed on longitudinal studies like Kaplan-Meier survival curve.
Kaplan-Meier curves were established for each of the control and X-PACT / RECA
conditions. For X-PACT, there were three control arms for individual components of the
therapy and two full X-PACT arms: (1) saline only (control), (2) phosphors alone with xray, (3) psoralen (AMT) alone with x-ray, and (4) two different regimens of X-PACT
treatment with including both phosphor and psoralen and x-ray irradiation. For RECA,
there were also three control arms for each individual component and one RECA arm: (1)
saline only (control), (2) MV x-ray alone, (3) psoralen (8-MOP) alone, and (4) full RECA
treatment with both psoralen and MV x-ray irradiation.
Log-rank statistical tests were performed on these curves to determine the
statistical significance of the observed improvements in survival. Tumor cells syngeneic
to BALB/c and C57B/6 mice were implanted on the right thigh of each mice. Tumor
volumes were calculated using a caliper and assuming an ellipsoid volume. The volume
of the ellipsoid was calculated using the following formula, and assuming width and
depth of the tumor is symmetric:

(5)

&

$ = ' ()*

Where V = volume, W = full width of the tumor, and L = full length of the tumor.
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A special focus was placed on breast adenocarcinoma and tumors that can
metastasize to brain. The reason was as follows: for X-PACT, breast adenocarcinoma is
relatively shallow and can be injected with phosphors, and for RECA, brain radiosurgery
delivers high radiation dose, meaning high CL output is expected and chances of success
for RECA is increased.

5.3 X-PACT In-vivo Trial
5.3.1 Research Context
In-vivo trials in mice patients mentioned in this subsection have been performed
by Dr. Herbert Kim Lyerly from Duke University (mice trials). Statistical analyses of the
mice data have been performed by me, and double-checked by biostatistician Dr. James
Herndon from Duke University. Here we present a further statistical analysis of the data
that lends more insight into the mice trials.
Current preliminary X-PACT in-vivo trial on BALB/c mice (Figure 40) show that
low dose X-PACT therapy can retard the growth of syngeneic flank tumor (4T1-HER2)
grown on BALB/c mice compared to radiation with saline solution only. There were 4
arms of the trial: (1) saline only (control), (2) phosphors alone with x-ray, (3) psoralen
(AMT) alone with x-ray, and (4) full X-PACT treatment including both phosphor and
psoralen and x-ray irradiation.
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Possible clinical benefits and potential for immune effects of X-PACT are
demonstrated in canine trials by Dr. Michael Nolan from North Carolina State University.
Under compassionate care, 1/6 saw complete remission of tumor, 2/6 stable tumor, and
3/6 progressive tumor. A drastic reduction in oral melanoma volume when treated with
X-PACT may point to immune response. Since RECA is an extension of X-PACT, a similar
anti-tumoral and immunogenic response may be expected, albeit the effect is predicted to
be weaker due to reduced light output (as was established in section 4.5).

Figure 40. Longitudinal BALB/c mice tumor volume study showing X-PACT
(purple line) effectiveness against flank 4T1-HER2 primary tumor, compared to saline
control (green), psoralen + x-ray control (blue), and phosphor + x-ray control (red),
adapted from Oldham et al., 2016.123 All in-vivo mice studies were performed by Dr.
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Herbert Kim Lyerly’s lab from Duke University. Tumor was irradiated on day 11 to
1.08Gy, at 75kVp and 30mA.

My contribution to the X-PACT in-vivo research here are re-analyses of the
preliminary in-vivo study introduced in Figure 40, focusing on Kaplan-Meier curves and
log-rank significance of the difference in these curves which was not done in the initial
study.
In the in-vivo preliminary study of BALB/c mice with syngeneic 4T1 tumors, we
showed that the rate of tumor growth is slower with X-PACT than with saline or AMT +
x-ray with reported p-value of <0.0001. This analysis was limited in that it only focused
on a single day – 22 days after tumor injection – to assess the statistical significance of
tumor growth retardation. Here we present follow-up comparative analyses using
survival curves, focusing on mean survival days after tumor injection. We test the null
hypothesis that mice treated with X-PACT does not confer better survival than other
individual components alone in in-vivo BALB/c mice with syngeneic 4T1 tumors, where
survival is defined as “tumor size not exceeding a specified value (1000, 1500, and
2000mm3).”
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5.3.2 Methods
Five experimental groups were compared: saline injection (control), RT + psoralen
injection, RT + phosphor injection, and full X-PACT original regimen (X-PACT1) and
modified regimen (X-PACT2, using coated, bio-compatible phosphor). 5x105 4T1-HER2
cells incubated with or without phosphors were injected subcutaneously to the right thigh
of each mouse, and tumors were allowed to grow to approximately ~200 mm3 in volume
before the initiation of the treatments. X-PACT treatments were given in 3 fractions per
week, to a total of 6 fractions. In arms 2~3 a consistent x-ray irradiation technique was
used (1.08Gy delivered at 75kVp by 30mA in 3 minutes) with 100µg of phosphor, and
5µM psoralen (AMT). Phosphors and/or psoralen (AMT) in 100µL vehicle (1% DMSO)
were intratumorally injected, and within 30min after injection, x-ray irradiation was
performed only to the tumor area. There were 6~8 mice per arm, and the study was
repeated a second time, yielding effective sample sizes of 12~16 per arm.
Kaplan Meier survival curves per arm for the 12~16 mice were established using
the survival endpoints of 1000, 1500, and 2000mm3 tumor volume. P-values were
calculated for five pairs of select Kaplan-Meier curves of interest (ex. X-PACT versus
saline control) using log-rank non-parametric test.
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5.3.3 Results
Kaplan-Meier re-analysis is presented in Figure 41. In summary, we see a
significant (p<0.05) improvement in survival for all 3 volume criteria for both X-PACT
regimen compared to control (saline only) group. Mean days of survival for control group
were 13.5, 19.4, and 21.6 days post-injection for survival criteria of 1000, 1500, and
2000mm3, respectively. Those for X-PACT1 and X-PACT2 were greater, at 20.6, 23.9, and
27.3, and at 21.7, 27.3, and 30.7 days.
This improvement in survival cannot be fully attributed to psoralen or x-ray, as
there is not a significant difference between RT + psoralen arm and the control arm, with
p > 0.05, except at 2000mm3 where p = 0.025. This likely means there are no significant
psoralen + kV x-ray interactions, as was expected from in-vitro trials in section 2.3.
However, RT + phosphor only control (without psoralen) is virtually no different from
both X-PACT groups, with p-value well above 0.05. This raises concern that phosphors
may be disrupting the tumor growth. In fact, most mice tested with phosphors had their
tumor growth stunted, some not even progressing beyond 1000mm3 until day 30~35.
There are a few possible explanations for this observation. Phosphors are
implanted into the tumor concurrently with injected cells. It is likely that the presence of
phosphors in the extracellular matrix is disrupting tumor growth. It could also be that the
phosphor interaction with x-ray induces significant toxicity, similar to high-Zeff gold
nanoparticles that increase local dose.
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5.3.4 Conclusion
A significant (p<0.05) improvement in survival is detected for mice groups
receiving X-PACT regimens compared to control mice injected with saline only, with
average increase of 7.7 days of survival for 2000mm3 criteria. Statistically significant
improvement in survival is detected at all tumor volume of 1000, 1500, and 2000mm3
thresholds. Psoralen with RT is shown to have no significant difference in 1000 and
1500mm3 thresholds from saline controls, hinting that in-vivo interaction of psoralen and
kV x-ray irradiation is minimal. However, phosphor is also shown to be not statistically
different from both X-PACT regimens, raising the question that the observed in-vivo
improvement of X-PACT is not due to combinatory effect of radiation, phosphor, and
psoralen, but simply due to phosphors presence in the initial stages of tumor implantation
inhibiting the tumor growth. Future in-vivo tests need to exclude phosphors in the initial
injection stage, and instead perform external injection with both phosphor and psoralen
when tumor is of certain size. In addition, higher pharmaceutical and radiation doses for
X-PACT may be required in future studies to better separate saline control average
survival from X-PACT survivals.
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Figure 41. Kaplan-Meier curves of mice exposed to two regimens of X-PACT
(only differing by their phosphor types) or their components (phosphor + x-ray only,
psoralen + x-ray only). For X-PACT, 1.08Gy was delivered at 75kVp, 30mA in 3 minutes.
Phosphor concentration was 100µg and psoralen concentration was 5µM (AMT), which
were injected with 100µL of 1% DMSO in isotonic saline solution.

5.4 RECA In-vivo Trial
5.4.1 Research Context
A pilot RECA in-vivo trial was performed with 5 mice per arm as a follow-up for
the positive in-vitro trial results.
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5.4.2 Methods
A mice protocol was written for irradiation with psoralen injection at 15MV using
a Varian LINAC, following Duke IACUC approval. A total of 20 mice were prepared.
Prior to treatment, all mice were injected using 27G needle at the flank site with 5x105
E0771 cells prepared in growth media (DMEM with 10% FBS). Weight and tumor size
were monitored until mean tumor volume of all mice exceeded 100mm3. Mice were then
distributed in groups of 5 so that each group had mean tumor volume as close to 100mm3
as possible. Each group was treated with the following conditions: (1) intratumoral saline
injection (Saline only), (2) intratumoral injection of 8-MOP (2mg/kg) prepared in saline
(Psoralen only), (3) 8Gy x 2 radiation + intratumoral saline injection (Radiation only), and
(4) 8Gy x 2 radiation + intratumoral injection of 8-MOP (2mg/kg) prepared in saline
(Radiation + Psoralen). The last condition simulates a RECA treatment. Prior to treatment,
all mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of ketamine (100 mg/kg) +
xylazine (10 mg/kg). All mice were brought to the treatment table, irradiated or not, to
ensure equal conditions were kept for all mice involved, with the exception of radiation
and injections.

Intratumoral injections of saline and psoralen were performed

approximately 15 minutes before irradiation (or mock irradiations for unirradiated
controls). For irradiated mice, a specialized lead block with six circular holes were
prepared as detailed in Figure 42. Dose calibration using EBT films revealed mice would
be receiving 0.799cGy/MU under 1cm of bolus. During the first irradiation, ~8Gy
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(1000MU) were delivered. The second fraction of irradiation at 8Gy was delivered 12 days
after the first irradiation, following the same procedures outlined above.

Figure 42. Radiation set-up for RECA in-vivo pilot study. A. A block with six
open holes about 1-inch in diameter at SSD of 100cm were mounted onto a Varian
LINAC, to irradiate the mice tumors with minimal radiation toxicity. Radiochromic
films were placed at each hole for dose calibration per monitor unit (MU), which was
found to be 0.799cGy/MU at 1cm depth. B. A 1cm bolus cut-outs were placed on top of
mice as shown here, to increase Cherenkov production (roughly proportional to dose) at
the tumor.

5.4.3 Results and Discussion
At the time of writing, the study had not concluded and yielded definitive result
yet. We note however that one mouse from the RECA group had no visible tumor by day
12 after the first irradiation. The mean tumor size of the RECA group was also significantly
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smaller than that of the saline group by day 24 (p<0.05). However, there is no statistical
difference between radiation versus RECA groups in terms of tumor size so far. Further
studies with higher psoralen concentration or higher radiation dose may be needed to
observe the difference between RECA and radiation only groups.
For future reference, increased concentration of psoralen up to 50mg/kg (the LD50
concentration for tail-vein injection) can be achieved with propylene glycol injection
rather than saline injection, due to high 8-MOP solubility. Future experiment should
replicate this study with more mice per arm and with higher 8-MOP concentration than
2mg/kg, to increase statistical power of the study. If no reaction is observed, one should
consider using trioxsalen (TMP) – which is more potent, but not FDA approved.
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Figure 43. Tumor volume with respect to time. Top graph shows size of tumor
over time without normalization, and bottom graph shows the same data but normalized
by day 1 of treatment. Tumor was injected on 7/13/18, and mice were irradiated at 8Gy
using 15MV beams on 7/25/18 (12 days after injection) and 8/6/18 (24 days after injection).
Error bars indicate ±1 standard error of the mean. Three psoralen-only mice and one
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radiation-only mice were sacrificed on 8/6/18 for skin complications. As of 8/22/18,
unequal variance t-test reveals radiation + psoralen is significantly more effective than
saline injection (p=0.031<0.05). However, radiation + psoralen was not statistically
different from radiation only (p=0.34, p=0.24 after normalization by day 1). The data was
inconclusive in showing radiation + psoralen (RECA) is better than radiation alone.
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6 Future Works

6.1 Overview
Throughout this work, we have demonstrated the in-vitro and in-vivo feasibility of
X-PACT and RECA, two radiation-based psoralen photo-activation strategies, focusing
on the primary tumor viability and cytotoxicity above radiation alone. The cell lines used
to show this feasibility, such as triple-negative breast cancer models 4T1 and 4T1-HER2,
have deficiency in homologous repair (HR) which can render them particularly sensitive
to psoralen inter-strand crosslinking (ICL) damage, which may have contributed to our
success here. However, we have not been able to establish X-PACT and RECA efficacy
against hypoxic tumor or metastasis – areas where ICL damages may contribute
positively. Although there is an encouraging evidence that RECA can increase MHC I
levels above radiation alone to raise immune recognition of the tumor cells, this does not
necessarily lead to a systemic immune effect without adjuvant immunotherapy. The
immune effects and hypoxic-tumor suppressing effects of activated psoralen in context of
RT must be revisited, focusing especially on immune infiltrates in the primary tumor,
circulating immune cells in the plasma, and hypoxic tumor viability.
In this section, we present ongoing studies and future studies that delve further
into the specific areas where the addition of psoralen can benefit radiation therapy. For
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example, activated psoralen adds a novel therapeutic component that is uncommon in
radiation therapy, the DNA inter-strand crosslinking (ICL). ICL chemotherapy agents
have previously demonstrated effectiveness against hypoxic tumors where radiation
therapy can fail due to reduction in oxygen-mediated tumor damage. In addition, the
immunomodulatory effect of psoralen may be beneficial for solid tumors, possibly by
decreasing inflammation and by increasing anti-tumor immune response.
The main focus of the upcoming studies should be to measure orthogonal
phototherapeutic damage component of psoralen independent from radiation, such as (1)
anti-tumor immune response and (2) effectiveness against hypoxia. This section discusses
novel technologies that are being developed to measure in-vivo immunogenicity of
psoralen, called optical-CT and optical-ECT, and outlines future experiments to measure
X-PACT and psoralen-UVA effectiveness against hypoxia in-vitro.

6.2 Feasibility of Measuring Anti-Tumor Immune Response with
Optical Computed Tomography (Optical-CT)
6.2.1 Overview
Optical Computed Tomography (optical-CT) was briefly mentioned in section 3.3,
where it was introduced as a device for 3D dosimetry of a rodent-morphic dosimeter. The
technology is scalable in terms of spatial resolution, however, and can be adapted for 3D
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histology of small animal organs142,143. Normally, animal organs are opaque (e.g. light
cannot pass through), but via a technique referred to as optical clearing144, one can
measure either attenuating dyes or fluorescent dyes present within the tissue sample in
3D high-resolution (traditionally, down to 26x26x26µm3). The technology that measures
attenuation is called optical-CT, which is algorithmically identical to x-ray CT. The
technology that measures emission from fluorescent dyes is called optical emission
computed tomography (optical-ECT), which is algorithmically identical to single-photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT).
The use of 3D histology via optical-CT/ECT hold immense promise for measuring
anti-tumor immune response from X-PACT and RECA in whole mice organs or whole
tumor samples, as it should be able to visualize immune-related organs and their immune
infiltrates without the destruction of the sample via slicing, which is typical for
conventional histology. This is especially important for samples where slicing can result
in leakage, like tumor tumor-infiltrating cells in tumors or bone marrow. Imaging of bone
marrow via 3D histology preserves the contents of the soft bone marrow145, which opens
a new door for novel bone metastasis studies that have not been possible before.
A brief introduction to the optical-CT and optical-ECT technology is provided on
Figure 44 caption. The algorithm of optical-CT is very similar to that of conventional xray CT, where a series of 2D x-ray projection images are back-solved for a full-3D
reconstruction of the patient. Just as x-ray CT reconstructs attenuation coefficient of the
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patient in 3D, optical-CT reconstructs optical attenuation coefficient of the sample, at a
very high resolution compared to conventional CT. Reader is referred to optical-CT
papers here142,146 for more background.

Figure 44. Brief description of the optical-CT and optical-ECT mechanism and
performance, which takes advantage of highly collimated bi-telocentric optics. A. Picture
of optical-CT set-up, which includes telocentric light source, optical fluid chamber with
sample, and a telocentric detector lens with a CCD detector. B. A typical optical-CT
modulation transfer function (MTF), measured using a straight edge phantom that
blocked half of the light field. Older iteration of optical-CT (orange) used a diffuse light
source, which had lower MTF (and thus lower resolution). Modern optical-CT (blue) can
achieve resolution down to 0.027 cycles/µm (@ 10% MTF), which translates to resolving
power of around 37.4µm. C. For optical-CT, a red LED source (~633nm) provides
collimated backlight that passes through the sample in nearly parallel (±0.5°) line. The
sample is immersed in optical clearing fluid (n≈1.5) which renders the tissue sample
nearly transparent to allow light through and rotated through 180°, during which the
CCD detector takes images for 3D reconstruction. D. For optical-ECT, the
rotation/scanning process is repeated, except that the sample is excited with green or blue
light and a red or green emission filter is placed in front of the detector lens to measure
fluorescence.
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6.2.2 Optical Clearing of Immune Related Organs
Optical-CT for imaging organs is not possible without optical clearing. The process
quite literally “clears” the organ and make them almost transparent. The typical tissue is
not normally transparent due to high optical scatter of the tissue stemming from refractive
index mismatch between cellular tissue components like cell membrane, cytoplasm, cell
nucleus, cell organelles, etc.147 The refractive index of cytoplasm can vary from n≈1.381.41, but that of scattering particles (organelles, protein fibrils, membranes, and protein
globules) can be slightly higher at n≈1.39~1.47. The optical scatter from index mismatch is
also how flow cell cytometry can distinguish between cell types via forward scatter (FSC)
and side scatter (SSC). However, the single major source that contribute the most to tissue
opacity is complex collagen fiber networks144, which are bound strongly via hydrogen
bonding. They can be dissociated via optical clearing agents with hydroxyl groups, like
benzyl alcohol / benzyl benzoate mixture (BABB) and methyl salicylate, with n≈1.5.
Optical clearing agents can be used for topical use for skin clearing, but they are
not quite sufficient to clear small animal whole organs, which can be up to 1~2cm thick
for mice. For optical-CT, a thorough fixation (dehydration) of the tissue samples is
required before optical clearing can be applied. Fixing agents replace water from the tissue
or organ sample, typically in a week for high-density organs and tissues like tumors and
a few hours for low-density organs like the lung. Once fixing is complete, the cellular
contents can be then replaced with compatible optical clearing agents that dissolve into
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the fixing agent. This final clearing process can take up to two weeks and will not result
in clear tissue if fixation step did not thoroughly remove the water first.
In the Oldham lab, these fixing agent / optical clearing agent combinations have
been used successfully: (1) ethanol / methyl salicylate, (2) ethanol / 1:2 mixture of benzyl
alcohol benzyl benzoate (ETOH/BABB), and most recently, (3) tetrahydrofuran / dibenzyl
ether (THF/DBE). A table listing personal observation of advantages, disadvantages, and
types of organs successfully cleared are provided in Table 8.

Table 8. Summary of performance of fixing / optical clearing agent combinations
Fixing / Clearing
Agent
Combination

Advantages

Disadvantages

Organs Successfully
Cleared

Does not clear
dense tissues and
organs well

Lung, brain, other small
(<1cm3) tissue samples

1. Both fixing and
clearing agents are
minimally toxic.

Ethanol / Methyl
salicylate

2. Optical tank
degradation
minimal.
3. Moderately
preserves dye
fluorescence.

Ethanol / 1:2
mixture of benzyl
alcohol benzyl
benzoate
(BABB)

Clears dense
tissues and large
organs very well

1. Heavy optical tank
degradation,
especially adhesives.
2. Does not preserve
dye fluorescence
3. BABB slightly toxic
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Lung, brain, liver,
spleen, thymus, heart,
femur, large (>1cm3)
tumor samples

Tetrahydrofuran
(THF)/ Dibenzyl
ether (DBE)

Clears dense
tissues moderately
well while
preserving
fluorescence of
common dyes

1. Heavy optical tank
degradation,
especially adhesives.
2. Does not preserve
dye fluorescence

Lung, brain, spleen,
large (>1cm3) tumor
samples

3. THF moderately
toxic, DBE slightly
toxic

Once cleared, the sample will not scatter light, and only light absorbing dyes or
fluorescent dyes will remain. To reconstruct the sample in 3D, the sample must be
immersed into a bath of the optical clearing agent, as was mentioned in Figure 44. Typical
optical clearing procedures and pictures of cleared organs that are relevant to our planned
immune studies in X-PACT and RECA are provided in Figure 45.
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Figure 45. Color pictures of C57bl/6 mice organs optically cleared with ethanol
(EtOH) + benzyl alcohol / benzyl benzoate (1:2 mix). These organs are relevant to immune
studies, and their typical clearing schedules are listed in the table below. Femur, spleen,
brain, and tumor all cleared well with these fixing combinations. It is noted that fixing
and clearing are done in incremental stages, the concentration of which is listed in the leftmost column. All samples start in phosphate buffer solution (PBS) or 4%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) in water. For example, the next stage 70% EtOH means 70%
ethanol with 30% 1x phosphate buffer solution or 4% PFA, whichever the organs were
placed in.
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6.2.3 High-Resolution Optical-CT Images of Cleared Organs
As mentioned before, the algorithm of optical-CT is very similar to that of
conventional x-ray CT, where a series of 2D x-ray projection images are back-solved for a
full-3D reconstruction of the patient. Optical-CT images of brain, spleen, and brain are
shown in Figure 46, Figure 47, and Figure 48.

Figure 46. Optical-CT images of the brain sample in Figure 45. A. Projection image
of the brain, much like an x-ray radiograph. B. Sagittal slice and C. axial slice through
633nm optical light attenuation map with hippocampal formation pointed out for
visibility (yellow circle).
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Figure 47. Optical-CT image of the spleen optically cleared on Figure 45,
demonstrating capability to measure white pulps of the spleen. Note that because the
C57bl/6 mice examined here was tumor-bearing, the spleen is abnormally large.

Figure 48. A montage of partial maximum intensity projection (MIP) optical-CT
images of a mice tumor optically cleared on Figure 45, demonstrating capability to image
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tumor micro-vasculatures in high 3D resolution (26.7µm3). Slices 1~3 depict the tumor
surrounded by vascular formations (above the tumor). Slice 3 gives a clear view of microvasculatures that was recruited from the mice by the tumor.

6.2.4 Optical-ECT Image of Femur and Autofluorescence
The optical-CT image of the femur results in a very noisy and faint image because
bone cleared exceptionally well, leaving essentially nothing to image. Instead, femur was
imaged with optical-ECT technique, by taking advantage of its autofluorescence
phenomenon – where the tissue naturally fluoresces without addition of any extra
fluorescent dye. The source of autofluorescence is thought to be lipo-pigments like
lipofuscin148,149, which accumulates throughout the mice tissue as the mice ages as a byproduct of everyday cellular activities. Perhaps because of this reason, optical-ECT
technology has been used frequently within the field of embryology (under the name
optical projection tomography, or OPT)150 where infant mice does not exhibit much
autofluorescence, and less for ex-vivo samples from adult mice. Autofluorescence
spectrum in mice tissue is usually very broad and relatively strong, spanning from just
above the excitation light wavelength all the way down to 750nm+ in the near-infrared
region, as can be seen on Figure 50. For example, a green excitation light with wavelength
near 550nm generates autofluorescence with spectra just above 550nm (about 570nm)
spanning down to 750nm+.
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Figure 49. Optical-ECT image of a mice femur autofluorescence, optically cleared
on Figure 45. The source of lipofuscin in femur is macrophages within the bone marrow,
so cortical bone is dark (minimal autofluorescence) while bone marrow itself is white
(high autofluorescence). Vascular structures within the femur is clearly visible in slices
5~8, dark because of the absence of cells leading to no autofluorescence. This technique
could be useful for bone marrow depletion studies after radiation therapy.
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Figure 50. Autofluorescence spectrum of the femur cleared in Figure 45 with
ethanol / BABB, in response to UVA excitation light (left) and green excitation light (right).
Though measurement was only made for femur, this spectrum is representative of
autofluorescence throughout the mice. The autofluorescence emission is a very broadwavelength light that is generated just above the excitation light wavelength but trails off
near infrared region (700nm+). To avoid interference from autofluorescence, a dye that
can fluoresce above 750nm after excitation with (for example) a green light may be
suitable for optical-ECT.

Majority of lipofuscin in mice femur is believed to be from macrophages of the
bone marrow, according to 2D histological studies available in the literature151. This is
because lipofuscin is the indigestible end-product of their phagocytotic activity, increased
when cell destruction is excessive – which means tumors, where macrophage activity
could be high, may exhibit high autofluorescence. On Figure 49, the cortical bone of the
femur (outer-most layer) is dark, or has no autofluorescence, probably because of the lack
of macrophages there. On the other hand, the bone marrow is white, or has high
autofluorescence, probably due to existence of macrophages. To ascertain that
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macrophages are indeed responsible for the autofluorescence, a higher resolving power
(6 times typical) optical-CT set-up was created with a microscope lens, boosting the
resolution to about 5µm per pixel. The instability of the rotating stage at such a high
resolution prevented full 3D-reconstruction, so only one projection was taken, shown on
Figure 51. Cells suspected to be macrophages were identified in this set-up.

Figure 51. Image of the autofluorescence in femur at 6x normal resolution, to
visualize individual macrophage cells. A. The set-up required a microscope (for higher
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resolution) and a smaller thickness stage (to compensate for the small depth-of-field, the
distance range from the lens where the sample appears in focus, of the microscope). B.
The zoomed-in image show autofluorescent cells (yellow arrows) within the internal
structure of the femur, which is likely macrophages with high concentrations of
indigestible lipofuscin.

6.2.5 Up-converting nanoparticles (UCNP): A Technique to Measure
Fluorescent Tumor Infiltrates in Primary Tumor
Because of the high autofluorescence background signal, fluorescent dyes in adult
mice tissue can be difficult to observe with optical-CT. Several attempts to image red
fluorescent protein (RFP) and green fluorescent protein (GFP) using optical-CT have
failed to localize the dye in 3D due to strong autofluorescence background. In one study,
5 million GFP-expressing myelin-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) were injected ex-vivo
into the tumor following perfusion. Blue excitation source (~450nm) was used to measure
output signal, but the GFP signal simply blended into the autofluorescence background
and individual cells could not be identified (Figure 52).
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Figure 52. Autofluorescence obscures GFP-like signals from injected myelinderived suppressor cells (MDSCs) within the tumor. A. A slice of optical-CT image of the
tumor-bearing mice thigh, revealing the two sites of ex-vivo GFP cell injection (red arrow).
B. Complementary ECT image slice, where high autofluorescence prevents localization
GFP fluorescence, which would have given information on whether MDSCs diffuse into
the cells.

Autofluorescence from lipofuscins are what is referred to as “down-converting”
fluorescence or Stokes shift, because light that is higher in energy is absorbed and reemitted as lower photon energy, as was observed for femur in Figure 50. Up-converting
fluorescence, or Anti-stokes shift, is a much-less-common phenomenon where two or
more low-energy photons are observed and re-emitted as higher photon energy. This
phenomenon is rare within the human or mice tissue because the process often requires
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elements high in Z number, such as heavy transition metals, to mediate the conversion of
low-energy photons to a high-energy photon.

Figure 53. Fusion image of UCNP injected ex-vivo into BALB/c mice lung samples
demonstrating elimination of autofluorescence background signals. Fused optical-CT and
ECT images are depicted here, where gray represents the optical-CT (structural)
component and green represents the UCNP (fluorescent) component. Unlike in Figure
52B where green fluorescent protein (GFP) signal is overwhelmed by autofluorescence,
UCNP signal exists only where it exists.

Energy up-conversion has the ability to avoid a majority of autofluorescence
within the body. Up-converting nanoparticles that is excited by 980nm laser and
fluoresces at ~540nm (green) were developed by Dr. Therein and Dr. Brian Langloss from
the Duke Department of Chemistry. To evaluate their ability to reduce autofluorescence
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background signal, we injected the nanoparticles (1) ex-vivo and (2) in-vivo 24 hours
before sacrifice in BALB/c mice before optically clearing organs of interest, like lung and
spleen. The results of ex-vivo trials are summarized in Figure 53 while the results of invivo trials are summarized in Figure 54 and Figure 55.
The results confirm that autofluorescence is eliminated in these samples if upconverting mechanism is used to image the fluorescent particle, in this case the UCNP.
This could be critical in anti-cancer immune response studies where visibility of
infiltrating immune cells (like cytotoxic T-cells) can aid whether the treatment is
engendering systemic immune response. X-PACT and RECA can certainly benefit from
incorporation of UCNPs as an imaging tool to measure immunogenicity of activated
psoralen against tumors.
Optical-ECT imaging of UCNP requires two major improvements in the future for
it to be viable for X-PACT and RECA studies: (1) High-sensitivity camera (such as -85°C
cooled CCD camera) is preferred for UCNP imaging, as the 980nm laser used for UCNP
excitation can heat up the sample, resulting in destruction of the sample; and (2) UCNP
response to laser is not linear with respect to laser light fluence, as quantified on Figure
54, and require a uniform light delivery to the sample for quantitative 3D reconstruction
of UCNP distribution.
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Figure 54. Plain image of in-vivo BALB/c mice lung samples injected tail-vein with
UCNP, with increasing laser power (Max 10W laser at 980nm, with beam diameter ~1cm)
from 1% to 20%. A. Mice was injected with UCNP at 200µL at 1mg/mL, then sacrificed
after 24 hours. Because lung has small capillaries, UCNP can accumulate within the lung.
B. With increasing laser power, UCNP signal increases non-linearly. Laser must thus be
delivered to the sample as uniformly as possible for proper UCNP 3D reconstruction.
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Figure 55. Optical-CT (left)and ECT (right) images of in-vivo BALB/c mice lung
samples injected tail-vein with UCNP. Biodistribution of UCNP sequestered by spleen are
shown here. Nanoparticles are known to accumulate in the marginal zone of white pulp
(outer layer of the white pulp) due to macrophages that reside there152.

6.2.6 Optical-CT and ECT: In Conclusion
The technology of optical-CT and ECT is expected to positively contribute to invivo research of psoralen immunogenicity, which could propel X-PACT and RECA
forward as a viable RT enhancement method. In addition to advancing X-PACT and
RECA, optical-CT and ECT show promise in in-vivo cell tracking studies in combination
with up-converting nanoparticles (UCNPs). One exciting possibility for optical-CT is
cancer recurrence studies, where tumors that become dormant after irradiation resurface
years later – observed relatively frequently in breast cancer. Studying the preferential cites
for dormant tumors to reside in (if there is any) could lead to better-informed treatment
regimens against cancer recurrence153,154. Optical-CT and ECT also show promise in bone
marrow depletion studies by quantitatively measuring autofluorescence (stemming from
macrophages) in high resolution 3D.

6.3 In-vitro

Experiments

to

Measure

Effectiveness Against Hypoxia
How to Simulate Hypoxia
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X-PACT

and

RECA

In second part of this future experiments section, we consider ways to study the
effect of phototherapeutic enhancement on hypoxia. To do so, we need capability to
induce hypoxia in a cell during irradiation. A recent paper provides a guide to creating
low-cost hypoxia chamber for cell culture155, though hypoxia condition can also be created
with the use of mineral oil to coat the surface of cell culture media in a 96-well156. The
secondary method with mineral oil is preferred as it is easy to incorporate into highthroughput in-vitro assays like ATP-luminescence viability assay used throughout this
dissertation. If successfully developed, this set-up will be used to compare cytotoxicity
enhancement due to photo-activated psoralen in normoxic condition with that in hypoxic
condition.

Experimental Plans for Possible Hypoxia Studies in-vitro
Hypoxia studies should focus on proving X-PACT damage is oxygenindependent. Showing there is no difference in treatment effectiveness under normoxic
versus hypoxic X-PACT would confirm this. For example, the study should first measure
ATP-luminescence viability of no-treatment versus X-PACT group under normoxic
condition. Then, ATP-luminescence viability of no-treatment versus X-PACT group under
hypoxic condition should be compared to the baseline normoxic X-PACT effectiveness.
Hypothetically, if 50% of cells survived X-PACT under normoxic conditions compared to
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control, and same 50% of cells survived X-PACT under hypoxic conditions compared to
hypoxic control, then this would mean that X-PACT effectiveness is oxygen-independent.

Figure 56. Schematic of one possible X-PACT in-vitro ATP-luminescence study to
measure X-PACT effectiveness in hypoxic conditions. The key point of the experiment is
induction of hypoxia using 50µL of mineral oil suspended on top of incubating cells in 96well plates. A. Tumor cells will be grown for 48 hours or until 4 million cells are prepared,
in a 100mm Corning® dish. Cells will be trypsinized and transferred to a tube for
resuspension in 80mL media. The cells will be transferred to six (6) 96-well plates at 200µL
per well, filling only the middle 6x10 wells (see schematic on B.) and filling the outer rim
with 250µL water to prevent wells from drying out. After for 24 hours, mineral oil will be
added 1 hour prior to cell irradiation with high-dose X-PACT conditions (3Gy, 80kVp).
After irradiation, cells will be drained with an aspirator, and then resuspended in 200µL
of media. B. Before irradiation, each 96-well should be prepared according to the
schematic here. Phosphor only, phosphor + psoralen (normoxic X-PACT), phosphor +
mineral oil, and phosphor + psoralen + mineral oil (hypoxic X-PACT) conditions are
essential to measure the incremental benefit of X-PACT under hypoxic conditions. C. Out
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of the 6 plates, 2 plates will be measured immediately after irradiation with ATPluminescence assays. Every 24 hours, another 2 plates will be measured.

The experiment described on Figure 56 should be able to accomplish this complex
task, by measuring all four conditions of interest – normoxic control (+ phosphor),
normoxic X-PACT, hypoxic control (+ phosphor), and hypoxic X-PACT. Phosphors
should be included in all these conditions since we’ve observed them playing a major role
in slowing tumor growth (Figure 41).
Before we even tackle X-PACT, however, one should consider working with
external UV light source first if possible. A “positive control” experiment can be carried
out in hypoxic condition, where a UVA-light source like the Stratalinker® delivers a
known UV light fluence to a 96-well plate. To recreate the conditions of Figure 56, half of
the cells should be covered with a light block as a control and (as an extra control measure)
all of the cells can be incubated with 5µM of 8-MOP in <0.1% DMSO. The difference in
viability between UV-exposed and unexposed cells in normoxic condition versus that in
hypoxic condition, will allow us to confirm the psoralen damage is oxygen-independent.
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7 Conclusion

7.1 X-PACT
X-PACT leverages phosphor micro-particles that absorb low-energy kV x-rays and
re-radiates the energy at suitable UV wavelengths for psoralen activation. This requires
an interaction of three components: psoralen, phosphor, and x-ray. In section 2.3, we
showed that X-PACT induces cytotoxicity and/or apoptosis significantly higher than that
expected with individual components of the therapy in three murine cell lines: 4T1-HER2
triple-negative breast adenocarcinoma, CT2A glioma, and KP-B sarcoma cells. With
phosphor and psoralen present, the administration of x-ray resulted in a decrease in cell
viability from 70 to 20% for 4T1-HER2 cells. Methylene blue, clonogenic, and ATPluminescence assays confirmed that X-PACT can reduce cell viability more than any of its
components alone. Extensive statistical analyses on numerous (50+) flow cytometry assays
measuring cell viability and apoptosis (Annexin V assay) confirmed the three components
of X-PACT synergistically interacts to decrease tumor viability and induce apoptosis
(p<0.0001).
In-vivo confirmation of X-PACT in Chapter 5 with native 4T1-bearing mice showed
that mice receiving two regimens of X-PACT survived statistically longer than mice
receiving saline (21.6 days for saline group versus 27.3 and 30.7 days for X-PACT groups,
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tumor size criteria <2000mm3). However, in in-vivo, the synergistic effect was less obvious
due to heightened toxicity of phosphors alone. Nonetheless, the benefit of X-PACT
therapy in-vivo was clear in canine compassionate care trials performed by Dr. Michael
Nolan from North Carolina State University where several superficial tumors were
treated with 10 fractions of X-PACT, with 4/6 maintaining stable disease and 2/6 seeing
complete remission, showing especially striking response against oral melanoma (Figure
40).
Despite the demonstrated pre-clinical benefits of X-PACT, the use of 80kV beam
instead of the clinical standard 6~15MV beam results in high skin and bone toxicity and
limits X-PACT use to superficial cases. To justify the use of kV beams and improve
translational potential of X-PACT, we performed experiments that: (1) directly compare
phosphor output under kV and MV radiation in 315~390nm UVA range (relevant for
psoralen activation); and (2) develop conformal kV irradiation techniques in preclinical
animal model. We found that MV phosphorescence was about two orders of magnitude
weaker than kV phosphorescence (1.3~5.7%, at 6MV versus 80kVp) per radiation dose
delivered, and that kV phosphorescence can be increased up to +70% via manipulation of
tube voltage in section 2.4. In addition, a conformal kV irradiation technique was
developed in preclinical irradiator using affordable 3D-printed radiation blocks with
reasonable target accuracy (91.7% passing rate at criteria of ±2mm, ±3%) in Chapter 3.
Feasibility of kV IMRT was also explored in simulations studies, suggesting 3D-printed
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compensators can be used for preclinical kV IMRT. Both these results not only improve
translatability of kV X-PACT in the clinics, but also provide a quantitative guideline on
when to switch to MV beams. For example, if the convenience and skin-sparing effects of
MV beams outweigh the two-orders-of-magnitude reduction in phosphor output, MV
beams should be considered instead of kV beams for activation of X-PACT. Specific
situations where this switch might be needed are when tumor site is located below skeletal
bone or at a significant depth.

7.2 RECA
RECA offers an alternative to X-PACT by leveraging a largely ignored
phenomenon intrinsic to RT: Cherenkov light (CL) production. This approach requires no
phosphor injection, as it uses CL generated with clinical MV beam throughout the
radiation beam path to photo-activate psoralen. The in-vitro feasibility of RECA to increase
cytotoxicity above radiation therapy alone in presence of psoralen was tested with an
irradiation scheme that blocks CL for half of the cells on a cell growth plate while ensuring
all the cells receive equal radiation dose. The CL was generated using a 5cm-thick solid
water placed beneath the plates. Murine cells 4T1 modeling breast adenocarcinoma and
B16 modeling melanoma were tested. This scheme was used to demonstrate that, in
presence of (at most) 100µM of the psoralen derivative TMP, CL can: (1) reduce clonogenic
survival of B16 cells at 6Gy and 12Gy (by -7% and -36% respectively), (2) reduce ATP212

luminescence survival at 2Gy (at most by -20% and -9.5% for 4T1 and B16 cells
respectively), and (3) increase MHC I expression of B16 cells at 3Gy and 6Gy. When
psoralen was not present, the effect of CL on the murine cancer cells was not statistically
significant, as was observed from a follow-up clonogenic viability study and MHC I
expression studies. The results indicate the RECA scheme, which require the presence of
both CL and psoralen, is a viable method to enhance radiation therapy. However, it is
noted that although the reduction in cell viability of the murine tumor cells is statistically
significant, it is unknown if the effect size is too small to induce a significant in-vivo
response. It is possible that the observed increase in MHC I may encourage immune
response against the tumor, but that remains to be tested.
In light of the positive results with the in-vitro trial, several follow-up experiments
were performed to optimize RECA treatment for psoralen activation in the UVA range:
(1) validation that the CL output supplied to the cells using solid water in the in-vitro trials
is what is expected in-vivo; (2) maximization of CL output via energy manipulation and
radiation filters; and (3) exploration of alternative UVA light output amplification
strategies using MV phosphors characterized in X-PACT trials. In all three cases, a lownoise camera was used to measure quantitatively the UVA (315~390nm) CL output or MV
phosphor output.
First, we compared CL output in the in-vitro trials versus what is expected in-vivo.
We concluded that solid water emits UVA light on the order of what is expected in-vivo,
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likely even less. Although solid water scintillates in response to photon radiation beams
in the kV range, this scintillation contamination does not translate to excessive light
output in response to photon radiation beams in the MV range. Quantitatively, solid water
output per radiation dose (for Plastic Water® Original from Computerized Imaging
Reference Systems Inc. used in the in-vitro experiments) was 40% and 13% less UVA light
than the average tissue phantom (porcine, poultry, and bovine tissues) for 6 and 15MV
beams respectively, meaning the in-vitro trials studied before may have underestimated
the expected RECA response in-vivo.
Second, we optimized CL optical output by manipulating MV beam parameters.
We discovered that RECA can be optimized using higher energy MV beams (15MV) and
using low-Z radiation filters. From 6MV to 15MV, a gain in CL intensity of +60% was
measured from a Varian LINAC. When 10MV beam was filtered with a 10cm-thick lowZ filter designed to eliminate low-energy components of the MV beam, a gain of +13%
was observed.
Third, we identified promising phosphor candidates to supplement UVA light
output within the tissue for RECA. Three strongest phosphor candidates were identified:
I33, BP7, and BP3. These phosphors emitted at least 2 times stronger than CL from water
phantoms, with I33 being 23.6 times stronger than water phantom. We also note the
relative UVA output of phosphors compared to CL from water decreased with energy
(6MV to 15MV), likely because CL emission is stronger at a higher energy.
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Overall, these UVA output measurements helped to establish the validity of the
in-vitro RECA trials and to identify effective strategies for increasing CL output per
radiation dose, particularly the use of higher energy beams, low-Z filters, and phosphors.
In the future, more in-vivo data will be collected to verify these effects in mice.

7.3 Future Studies for X-PACT and RECA
The results throughout the dissertation indicate preliminary viability of these
techniques to improve patient care compared to standard radiation therapy alone and
serve as a foundation and rationale for further in-vitro and in-vivo studies. It was found
that X-PACT can significantly decrease viability and increase apoptotic signal of murine
breast cancer (4T1-HER2), glioma (CT2A), and likely sarcoma (KP-B) model cell lines,
above that of its individual components (0~2Gy radiation, 10µM~60µM psoralen, and
50~100µg/mL phosphor) alone (Figure 10, Figure 12, Figure 13) – indicating synergistic
effect expected from X-PACT (Figure 14). We also discovered that X-PACT is likely to be
around 2 orders of magnitude more efficient under kV beam versus MV beam (Figure 18),
but that kV beam limits translatability of X-PACT due to high skin and bone dose. HighZeff materials seemed to improve light output per radiation dose with increasing energy
in kV and MV (Figure 19), though this did not significantly improve MV response (<20%).
To increase feasibility of kV treatment, a kV conformal treatment platform was
successfully implemented in a preclinical irradiator (Figure 23), with results indicating
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great geometric and dosimetric accuracy (Figure 24, Figure 25, and Figure 26). A
foundation was laid for further development of this platform to intensity-modulated
radiation therapy (IMRT, Figure 27).
RECA (radiation + Cherenkov light) demonstrated that it can decrease viability
and possibly increase immunogenicity (increase MHC I) of breast cancer (4T1) and
melanoma (B16) cells above radiation alone, in presence of 100µM trioxsalen, a psoralen
derivative and doses ranging from 2~12Gy (Figure 31, Figure 32, and Figure 33). Though
the results were statistically significant, the sample size was relatively small especially for
ATP-luminescence studies (only 2 plates used per cell line). A follow-up large-scale study
over multiple (10+) 96-well plates is recommended. In addition, there was a concern that
CL output from the optical phantom (the solid water) used to produce CL in RECA studies
produced excessive UVA light. We show that this is not the case, by directly showing that
UVA optical output of solid water is on the order of what is expected in-vivo (Figure 38).
Furthermore, the UVA output can be supplemented with the MV-responding phosphors
if needed (Figure 39).
The in-vivo trials for X-PACT showed clearly that the treatment can significantly
reduce tumor growth and increase survival (Figure 40), though the Kaplan-Meier
statistical significance of survival under X-PACT condition was not too different from that
of phosphors alone (Figure 41). However, it is noted that X-PACT effectiveness has
already been observed in canine patients elsewhere. On the other hand, pilot RECA trials
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so far show no statistical difference between the RECA arm and the radiation arm with
2mg/kg of psoralen in saline. MV irradiation with a higher concentration up to 50mg/kg
of 8-MOP (which is the LD50 for tail-vein injection) in propylene glycol instead of saline
should be attempted, since propylene glycol can readily dissolve 8-MOP.
Immediate future studies should focus on the following:
(1) Test In-vitro and in-vivo feasibility of MV X-PACT, using significantly
higher Zeff materials that increase phosphor response at 15MV vs. 6MV
(2) Repeat in-vivo feasibility study of RECA, with more mice subjects per arm
and a higher concentration of 8-MOP (up to 50mg/kg), prepared in 100%
propylene glycol
(3) Develop IMRT capability on kV treatment platform for optimized kV XPACT delivery
(4) Repeat tissue UVA CL output measurements per radiation dose, with
proper radiation blocks to reduce radiation shot noise

Beyond these immediate goals, future studies should focus on testing the X-PACT
and RECA effectiveness against metastatic and hypoxic tumors. The unique mode of DNA
damage that psoralen provides may be effective against tumor hypoxia and induce tumorspecific immunogenicity (as was discussed in section 1.4.3). Optical-CT and ECT may
provide foundations to study metastasis and anti-tumor immune response in X-PACT and
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RECA. Optical-CT/ECT can image organs involved in immune response such as the
femur, spleen, and thymus, in full 3D (Figure 46, Figure 47, and Figure 49), including the
tumor microvasculature without any staining (Figure 48). Immune infiltrates may be
imaged using up-converting nanoparticles (UCNPs, Figure 53 and Figure 55). On the
other hand, effectiveness of X-PACT and RECA against hypoxia can be first studied invitro first, using mineral oil to stunt the supply of oxygen to the cells before irradiation
(Figure 56). A follow-up in-vivo study may require more sophisticated measurement, such
as flow cell cytometry with hypoxia marker (e.g. pimonidazole or EF5) staining on
dissociated tumor obtained from the mice.
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